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"I'm gonna get you, scumbag cop. I'll be outta
the joint in no time, and I'm gonna be looking for you. "

"Now we'll see how tough you are, cop. I'm gonna
make you bleed in front of your own family."

Shouldn't This Officer Be Able To
Protect Himself And His Family?

.... ..,.Filii,

L 25/LT25

"A tremendous book . .. demolishes decades of liberal, crime-coddling dogma."
-Richard Thompson, Prosecuting Attorney,
Oakland County, Michigan

CRIMINAL JUSTICE?
THE LEGAL SYSTEM VS.
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
Edited by
Robert James Bidinotto
iberal theories about the causes of crime have virtually destroyed our criminal justice system, and turned our
once-great cities into desolate battlefields. In response, LEAA is proud to announce a new book-already being
hailed by law enforcement experts and crime victims as the definitive modern work on the subject of crime and
punishment.
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"America's law enforcement officers-and crime victims-owe a debt of gratitude to Mr. Bidinotto for documenting in one book why our
justice system is broken-and how to fix it."
-James J. Fotis, Executive Director
Law Enforcement Alliance of America
Criminal Justice? is a powerhouse collection of essays by 14 distinguished scholars, justice professionals, and journalists.
They explode decades of excuse-making about the "root causes" of criminal behavior-and offer tough, no-nonsense
reforms for our lenient criminal justice system.

"Robert Bidinotto has done it. He's managed to assemble a group of scholarly, yet immensely readable, articles that completely demolish a
half-century of half-baked theories about the causes ofand society's response to crime. You 're going to find out that the average citizen was
right all along and the 'experts' deathly wrong."
-WalterS. Williams
John M. Olin Distinguished Professor of Economics
George Mason University
Edited by award-winning Reader's Digest investigative journalist and Foundation for Economic Education columnist
Robert James Bidinotto, Criminal Justice? is essential reading for law enforcement professionals, victims' rights advocates
and concerned citizens seeking ways to stop the bloodshed on our streets.

"Bob Bidinotto has been right on target about the criminal 'injustice' system. He has been a loud voice for victims like
myself. This book is a must read for anyone who knows the system is broken and wants to change it."
- John Walsh
"America's Most Wanted" TV Show Host

Criminal Justice? The Legal System Versus Individual Responsibility
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Didn't Receive Your Last LEAA Magazine?
A number of Members have contacted LEAA to say they didn't receive the last issue
(FALL-WINTER 1994) of The LEAA Advocate. Although staff errors do occur occasionally,
we wanted to bring to our Members' attention the latest U.S. Monitor Mail Delivery Study
dated January 11 , 1995.
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How to Reach
Your Federal
Legislators
You can easily find out the
name, address and phone number of
your U.S. Representative by calling
the U.S. Capitol Building switchboard
operator for the House of Representatives at (202) 225-3121.
You can also find out the name,
address and phone number of your
U.S. Senators by calling the switchboard operator for the Senate at (202)
224-3121.
Remember, writing letters and
making phone calls to your legislators
is one of the most effective ways to
ensure passage-or defeat-of legislation before it becomes law.
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LETTERS, ET CETERA

LEAA Member Congratulates Congress For New Crime Bill
LEAA Victims' Rights Committee Co-Chair Christine Long-Wagner speaks during the Republican Party's "Contract with
America" 50 day celebration and press conference on February 22, 1995. The Republican leadership invited LEAA to participate in
its celebration, and Christine rose to the occasion with a powerful, moving message of the need to start thinking less of the needs of
criminals and more of the needs of their victims.
Virtually every Republican Member of Congress attended, and included (l-r, facing towards the camera) Majority Leader Newt
Gingrich (R-GA), Michael Castle(R-DE), Majority Whip TomDeLay(R-TX), BobNey(R-OH), DeborahPryce(R-OH)and Christopher
Cox (R-CA). LEAA was the only law enforcement or victims ' rights group that participated in the press conference.
Editor's Note: It must surely be just coincidence that LEAA was also the only national law enforcement group to actively oppose
the soon-to-be replaced "Clinton Crime Bill. " Hmmm...

Member Feedback
DearLEAA:
I read and enjoyed
LEAA Legislative Chairman Steve Chand's article in
The LEAA Advocate [FallWinter 1994, page 26] and
would like to comment on it.
When he used the word,
"we," it refers to not only,
" everyone who knows
what's going on in this country," but all honest citizens,
whether they know what's
going on or not, or whether
they participate in, or enjoy
that freedom or not. Losing
freedom even if you are not
aware of it is just as bad a
loss as if you are aware of it.
The sympathetic media
played a big part in the brain
washing of the people, in
that they kept up their tirade
of cliche's and lies, burning
them into the soft, pliable
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mind. People will start to
believe something if they
keep hearing it and that's
just not Steve Chand' s opinion, it's also mine, and it is
correct.
He is also right, in that
we can make a difference
(we did last November). I
created a motto for myself
and I try to live by it, mainly
because of those who do
nothing: "If you do nothing,
expect nothing." That's my
motto.
I correspond as much as
possible with my six politicians , not including the
president, and many more
whose names I get from publications and radio. I write to
politicians all over the country to either thank, inform or
admonish them. Not many
from other states respond

but, if you do nothing, expect nothing. It's more important for them to get my
message than for me to get
something from them.
As far as the politicians
who voted for the crime bill
are concerned, some were
bought and others must have
been intimidated into voting
for it because like both Mr.
Chand and Ms. Long-Wagner have said, they didn't
want to keep paper records
of the real tally, to have,
"plausible deniability."
If some of our elected
officials ordered their staff
to not keep track of the
phone calls [against the
"Clinton Crime Bill"] so that
they would not have a written record, in my eyes, that is
a victory. To me, it means
that they know what the re-
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suits would have been, and
decided to do their own
(store bought) thing. It is
plausibly deniable to know
that they were wrong.
The picture Mr. Chand
has painted is far from hopeless. It depicts the feeling of
our citizenry, the results of
which showed up this past
November. It is not a bleak
picture, but one of victory.
In closing, I want to
thank Steve Chand for his
very informative article, that
I enjoyed reading and sharing with my family and
friends.
Robert J. Ulrich, Sr.
Putnam Valley, NY
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LEAA Posted on
America Online
DearLEAA:
Thanks for your energy! Hope the new Congress lives up to its
potential.
Here is a printout of a
recent message I posted on
America Online on a message board in the Professional Studies section:

Sub}: Violence
From: Wa9rdu
If you, like me, are sick
and tired of being terrorized
by criminals that are in and
out of jail like clockwork,
consider joining the LEAA
(Law Enforcement Alliance
ofAmerica) an organization
of police and other law enforcement officials who are
united in their belief that
criminals need to be held responsible for their actions,
not regular citizens who are
not criminals.
Law Enforcement Alliance
of America
7700 Leesburg Pike,
Suite 42I
Falls Church, VA 22043
It is nice to wax philosophical about causes and
prevention of violence. In
the meantime I have to live
with constant threats from
patients, and am usually
powerless to defend myself
and my family. LEAA lives
in the here and now.
I welcome questions or
debate. WA9RDU
John R. Lorenz, MD,
Psychiatrist,
Dubuque, IA
Editor's Note: Thank
you Dr. Lorenz for spreading the word. LEAA owes
its rapid growth to the efforts of dedicated LEAA
Members like Dr. Lorenz.
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LEAAMember
Writes to Ohio
Attorney General

Best Alliance An Officer
Is Able To Join
DearLEAA,
I feel you should know
of yet another FOP fallacy.
I was in Washington, D.C.
in May, 1994 for the National Police Memorial Day
for a fellow officer who had
been struck and killed by a
drunk driver while he and I
were directing traffic off I80 at the scene of a fatality.
Anyway , after Janet
Reno and President Clinton
spoke at the Memorial
Service, FOP President
Dewey Stokes took over
the podium and went on to
say how all officers across
the USA supported the
[1994 Clinton] Crime Bill
which would "take assault
weapons out of the hands of

Dear Attorney General
Betty Montgomery,
I wanted to say congratulations on the election.
I know that you have been
very busy since the election
and it is great to see that you
are taking the time to question law enforcement officers, as I observed you
doing on TV the other evening.
I don't know if you remember us, but Ptlm. Hofacker and myself appeared
with you in a campaign address that was filmed in Columbus. We were both very
happy at the results of the
election, and that all of the
work has paid off and that
you will truly represent law
enforcement.
As members of the
Law Enforcement Alliance
of America and theNational
Rifle Association, we know
that you will hear what the
"Street Cops" have to say
and will work hard to uphold the Constitution of the
United States of America
and the Amendments therein.
If we can be of any assistance to you in the future
please do not hesitate to
contact us. Again, congratulations and we wish
you a long and fruitful career as the Attorney General
of the State of Ohio.
Patrolman Stan Sayre
Fostoria, Ohio
Editor's Note: LEAA
was the only major law enforcement organization to
endorse Betty Montgomery,
who defeated the incumbent
attorney general, Lee
Fisher, President of the
Board of Directors of
Handgun Control, Inc.!

criminals, which all officers want to do ... "
I want you to know I'm
very thankful for LEAA
and its stance on our 2nd
Amendment rights. Dewey
should not lead others to
believe that all officers support [the national] FOP's
liberal views.
I also want to express
my thanks that I can be an
LEAA Member. My wife
and I have a 7 yr. old daughter with numerous disabilities, but at $20 a year I can
still afford to be a member
of the best Alliance an officer is able to join. Thanks
again.

LEAA Deputy Operations Director Ted Deeds being interDecember 22, 1994 at LEAA Headquarters by Capital
Telev1swn Network concerning the shooting in front of the White
House by a U.S. Park Police Officer of an assailant armed with a
knife. Ted explained the 21 foot rule concerning a subject with a
knife, and how the officer appeared to have responded properly and
m accordance with use offorce rules and current training standards.
LEAA 's name recognition has grown to the point that we now
re~pond on virtual~y a ~ail~ basis to media inquires concerning a
w1de range of cnmmal JUstzce issues.
viewe~ _on
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Partners Off Duty
DearLEAA,
I have just read and
been extremely moved by
the Fall-Winter 1994 edition ofThe LEMAdvocate.
The poem entitled "A part
of America Died" was particularly heart-rending for,
as a law enforcement officer' s wife, I have bee n
touched by the senseless
murders of peace officers,
and have felt the fear of
having a loved one narrowly escape numerous attempts on his life.
I am enclosing a press
release for "Partners Off
Duty" which I am hopeful
that you will print so that
the forgotten partners of
peace officers may take advantage of a source of information and support that is
desperately needed in today 's life and times.

Partners Off Duty
Have you experienced the difficulties of shift work,
lonely holidays, shootings, contract dispute s,
federaVcivil court trials - all from the comfort of your
home? If you answered yes to the above, then you will
not want to miss the premiere issue of "Partners Off
Duty," a newsletter for anyone connected with a Jaw
enforcement officer.

The LEM Advocate is
a vital source of information to my husband and I.
We applaud your efforts in
educating the public about
the real concerns oflaw enforcement and promote the
value and relevance of legislation that is supportive of
police while being detrimental to criminal activity.
We look forward to
many years of being associated with the LEAA. Keep
up the good work.

Emotional trauma in the families, friends, and
spouses of peace officers has long gone unaddressed by
not only the mainstream media and the general public,
but by the law enforcement community itself. Sadly,
there is no "handbook" to which one can refer after a
stressful incident, nor are there any "academies" that
instruct law enforcement officer's families on stress
management or coping strategies.
"Partners Off Duty" attempts to fill this tremendous
void by providing practical suggestions, useful
information, and a sense of community with the families
and friends of law enforcement officers across the
country.

Nancy Ford
Vancouver, Washington

Editor 's Note: See
page 52 in the Member Forum section for Nancy's article. It's worth reading.

Arizona Sheriff Wins Brady Bill
Lawsuit -Writes Book

During the Gulf War there were discussions and
news pieces devoted to giving a face and life to the
soldiers' families that were left behind as they left for
war. One wonders when the recognition will come to the
families and friends of peace officers who face these
stresses every single day that their officer leaves for
work. For our officers, there is no peace time. Every day
is war, every day is fraught with real challenges and
dangers, every kiss good bye may be their last.

LEAA Member Sheriff Richard Mack of Graham
County, Arizona, who has successfully sued the federal
government over the Brady law in a victory of local law
enforcement autonomy vs. federal government control,
has co-authored a book with award-winning journalist
Tim Walters entitled, From My Cold Dead FingersWhy America Needs Guns.

There is support available. In "Partners Off Duty"
you will find compassionate, real-life accounts of friends
and families who contend with the same stresses that you
deal with daily. Each issue will feature an interview with
veteran supporters and novice supporters alike
recounting their experiences and how they have dealt
with them.

The two authors have masterfully and passionately
portrayed the truth about the Second Amendment, the
failure of gun control, the Waco and Randy Weaver
debacles, and what we must do to restore America's
constitutional birthright.

Interesting articles and letters from readers will
validate your valuable position and the impact you have
on the law enforcement profession. Insight will be
gained by learning about the similarities and differences
in law enforcement across the country. Drawing upon
reserves of personal strength, experience, and the unique
sense of humor known to peace officers and their
families, each issue will include time management and
stress reduction techniques that you will easily be able to
incorporate into your life.

The book is very well documented and easy to read.
Concerning Sheriff Mack' s book, G. Gordon Liddy said,
"Every American home should have this book."
To order your copy of From My Cold Dead
Fingers, call Rawhide Western Publi s hing at
1-800-428-5956 or send $12.95 plus $2.00 shipping and
handling to: Rawhide Western Publishing, P.O. Box
327, Safford, Arizona 85548.

The LEAA Advocate

For an one year subscription to this bimonthly
newsletter, send your check or money order in the
amount of $12.95 and made payable to "Partners Off
Duty" to 10013 N.E. Hazel Dell, #224, Vancouver, WA
98685
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LEAA Legal Defense Plan Needed

More Pro-Gun Cops
I am a sergeant in a metropolitan police department.
My chief is very anti-gun.
When he speaks on television about needing more gun
laws, it gives the viewing
public the impression that he
speaks for the entire police
department. However, I
would guess that 90 percent
are on the other side. The
same statement can be made
about my state law enforcement organization. It is very
depressing.
Now, however, there is
a voice for officers like myself and for individuals who
feel that the criminals should
have fewer rights and the
victims should have more
rights, a pro-gun organization that knows we don' t
need any more gun laws, we
just need to enforce the ones
we have, an organization
that believes that criminals
belong in jail: the Law En-

forcement Alliance of
America.
Help spread the word.
It is only through more
membership that cops and
citizens working together
can change the politics of the
myth of gun control.

DearLEAA:
I applaud the job that
LEAA has done and look
forward to another year of
membership, and have enclosed my membership fees
at this time.
I am currently a member
of another law enforcement
organization, "Federal Law
Enforcement Officers Association" (FLEOA), a decidedly anti-gun group. I have
vehemently opposed their
stand against guns, and have
expressed my opinion to
them both over the phone
and in writing. This view
has been shared by a number
of my associates who are
also members of FLEOA,
and has obviously struck a
raw nerve with FLEOA
leadership. However, I have
been advised by association
officers that they had to
"play politics" with anti-gun
politicians who were in support of federal agent's pay
reform.
The only reason I have
remained with FLEOA is
that they provide me with
both "Professional Liability
Insurance" and legal representation in the event of an
internal misconduct allegation (which thankfully I have
not needed). In my efforts to
recruit fellow associates to
LEAA, the same questions
and concerns arise: "Do they
provide legal assistance?"

Name withheld by request,
Minnesota

Editor's Note: The
above letter appeared in the
December, 1994 issue of
Guns & Ammo magazine.
LEAA strongly encourages
Members to write similar
letters to publications they
receive, including local papers, magazines, professional journals, etc. The
more letters that are sent, the
more that will appear in
print. Also, see page 12 for
another idea on how to prod
the mainstream media into
reporting the truth.
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Unfortunately, as LEAA
does not have a legal defense
plan, federal agents spend
their money on an organization that does, even when
they disagree with that organization's stand on gun
control.
I would submit to you
that should you be able to
match those legal protection
benefits offered by other law
enforcement associations,
your enrollment would increase dramatically, and our
dues could support a pro-gun
rather than an anti-gun organization.
I would appreciate any
comments or ideas that have
surely been kicked around
on this subject, and hope that
some day soon this will
come to pass.
Raymond C. Berndt
San Marino, California

Editor's Note: LEAA
has received numerous letters and phone calls on this
subject, and we are pleased
to announce that after much
research and investigation,
we have identified a legal
plan that should meet the
needs of many of our Members and their colleagues.
See next page for the announcement and how to receive more information.

LEM Life Member Vince Landis, Ph.D., (l) a professor of chemistry at
San Diego State College, and LEM Member Chuck Shaw (r), a retired Los
Angeles Police Officer, volunteered to help staff an LEM table and recruit
new members at the Great Western Gun Show in Pomona, California on
November 4-7, 1994.
Editor's Note: Ifyou are interested in volunteering to staff an LEM table
at a local event, call LEM headquarters and we will set you up with a banner,
magazines, brochures and a complimentary LEM "Uniform" consisting ofan
official LEM golf shirt, hat and belt buckle.
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LETTERS, ET CETERA

Arlington County Officers,
Lawsuit Against Chief Applauded
DearLEAA:
After reading several
of the articles in your FallWinter 1994 issue of The
LEAA Advocate regarding
the incident the Arlington
County [Virginia] Police
Officers had to endure, I
found the irresistible urge
to voice my comments to
you about how I feel about
their situation.
I found myself angry
after reading the articles
about what the officers had
to do because of the deception and intimidation by
their department Chief. In
my opinion, it appears that
the officers clearly had their
individual constitutional
rights violated. Appar-

using their people in the
same deceptive self-serving manner.
I realize that many of
the officers who were
forced to participate in this
fiasco ultimately did not
have a choice. I am certain
that many officers have
families to support and financial obligations (like
paying for a home or rent,
and putting food on the table.) How about the threat
of getting fued from your
job? One might well forget
about working in law enforcement ever again if one
is fired. Obviously, in this
situation, there couldn't be
a better way you could
force someone into doing

ently, law enforcement officers in Arlington County
or Washington, D.C. are
not entitled to their own
opinions, beliefs, or Constitutional rights. The same
rights many of us took an
oath to uphold!
I think that the officers
and Dr. Blackman who are
taking a stand against this
incident have a lot of guts
and are making quite a sacrifice. Who knows what
sort of financial hardships
or other difficulties they are
experiencing. I only hope
that they will be successful
at winning their lawsuits
and that it sends a clear
message to any other agencies who may have plans at

something they do not believe in or support. This
certainly will be in my list
for "Ultimate Lows."
I will be sending a contribution to ...[the legal] defense fund. I hope that in
some way it will be of help.
What they are doing is what
many of us wish we could
do. If successful, it will
benefit us all. Don't give
up!
I will be upgrading my
membership in LEAA to
Life Membership very
soon. Keep up the great
work!
Chuck Sheridan
Dallas, Texas

ATTENTION:
LEAA LAW ENFORCEMENT MEMBERS

&

PERSONNEL

You can protect y our r ights with t h e New L EAA

LAw OFFICERS LEGAL PLAN
Trial defense:
--covers you on and offthe job
-- covers you on part time jobs
-- covers your spouse
• A Will prepared to meet your needs

• 24-hour job-related emergency hotline
• Administrative and pre/post
termination hea ring representation
• Only $3.45/week!

• Plus many other services to protect you and your family (including dependent children)

For free information (no obligation) mail or fax coupon below!
Your Pre-Paid Legal Services membership includes a 10 day review period providing a full refund if not completely satisfied.
The LOLP is not available in all states, alternative plans are available in most states. Plans also available for Administrative Personnel.

Pre-Paid Legal Services, Inc. legal plans have been endorsed by LEAA (Law Enforcement Alliance of America)
· ------------------- - ------- ~ -------------

Send me application and information f or the LEAA Legal Plan:

Mail to: LEAA-IMC/Drew Pelton
6101 Executive Boulevard, #320
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Daytime Phone - - - - - Rockville, MD 20852-3907
Address ______________________________________________
For
faster
service, Fax to: (301) 881 -3782
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State
Zip_ _ __
Or call toll-free: 1-800-966-6699
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. CST!
LEAA 1.0 .

#- - - - - - - - -
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LETTERS, ET CETERA
Want The Media To Listen To Us? Try "Guerrilla" Tactics
DearLEAA:
As you and I are both aware of, we have an uphill
battle to fight in our effort to protect not only our firearms
freedoms, but all of our basic freedoms. Unfortunately,
the usual media outlets are either unavailable to us or too
expensive for us to utilize effectively. This is where
"guerrilla" tactics come in.
I have recently been issuing challenges to several
anti-gun columnists and editors to join LEAA or at least
take a subscription to The LEAA Advocate to get their
facts straight. No one has yet accepted my offer, but I
have received a few notes of response. My thinking is
that if thousands of us were to do this, we would have to
have some positive impact.
The cost of doing this is minimal, and it's easy. I
send an application for membership and a personal check
made out to LEAA along with my letter [See below]. I
may also send a copy of an appropriate article from The
LEAA Advocate like the "President's Perspective: Two
Murders" [Fall-Winter 1994 issue]. If my offer is
accepted, I receive the check back in my bank statement
and consider it a good investment, because LEAA
received the $20, not the recipient! If my offer is refused,
I still have the $20 in the bank; my only cost has been a
32 cent stamp.
Another twist to this idea is that, while we may never
change the targeted individual's mind, can you imagine
the impact of 100,000 photocopies of "Two Murders" or

other articles about gun control from The LEAA Advocate
(especially the ones from police officers) being mailed to
HCI' s street address each month? No letters or checks,
just the facts.
This would not only expose the staff to the truth and
possibly demoralize them, but it would also tie up a lot of
their time and cost them a bunch of money (got to open
each letter- there might be a check enclosed!). How
about we provide Sen. Feinstein, etc., with the same
treatment? All for the cost of under a dollar per month
for 10,000 members. Perhaps this could be a joint effort
between LEAA and other like-minded groups. This
could result in an incredible flood of the truth at a minimal
cost per member.
If you like this idea, feel free to take it and run. I'm
not looking for glory, just victory. If you have any
questions, please feel free to contact me.
Dan Price
South Daytona, Florida

Editor's Note: LEAA thinks Member Price's idea
has great potential. LEAA conducted a similar campaign
directed towards Time Warner in 1992 to convince them
to drop lce-T and his "Cop Killer" and other hate
mongering "songs"; Time Warner dumped fee-T. Let's
run with this and try to dump the lies! (See sample letter
below.)

Sample Letter To The Media
Enclosed with this letter is an LEAA application
and a check to cover the cost for a one year subscription
to their magazine, The LEAA Advocate, marked
"Subscription Only" so you aren' t "joining," just
receiving their publications. The LEAA Advocate
magazine will provide you with an accurate source of
facts, and with your resources, I'm sure you can point
out any inaccuracies or untruths in it and use LEAA' s
own words to debunk them.
The way I see it, one of three things will happen:
one, you will debunk LEAA with their own words; or
two, you will see the truth and become an LEAA
supporter; or three, if you cannot disprove their facts,
yet still feel your point of view is accurate after seeing
what 40,0000 street cops think, and keep writing stories
that aren' t based on the truth.
But in your profession, I would think truth,
accuracy and honesty would be paramount. After all,
you hold the most powerful weapon in a democracy, the
free press. I trust any intentional misuse of it is beneath
your dignity.
Sincerely,
LEAAMember
Anywhere, USA

Mr. Bob Herbert
New York Times
229 West 43rd Street
New York City, NY 10036
Dear Mr. Herbert:
After having read your third anti-gun column in the
newspaper in the last 10 days, it has become very
obvious that your main source of information is the
"research organization" Violence Policy Center. I am
surprised that you do not verify this source because they
have their heads stuck up in the clouds, or perhaps
someplace else less pristine.
I would like to introduce you to the Law
Enforcement Alliance of Ameri ca. This is an
organization of over 40,000 street cops who meet the
bad guys every day. Their point of view is not only
directly in opposition to the VPC, but verified with real
research and the experiences of real street cops, not the
doctored figures being provided by the VPC or with
politically correct statements from big city top brass
police administrators who haven't worked the streets in
years and have to kowtow to liberal mayors to keep their
jobs.
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LETTERS, ET CETERA
To Congressman Kasich:
It's Not "As Simple As That"

Memorial Fund
DearLEAA,
This is to inform you of the untimely passing of
Officer Mark White of the Roseville Police Department
who was recently killed inside the police facility while
responding to a threat from a disturbed citizen who
entered the facility with a handgun.
I am writing in the hope that you may find space in
the next issue of The LEAA Advocate for a mention.
Contributions for Officer White' s family may be made
to:
The Mark A. White Memorial Fund
C/0 Roseville Police Department
401 Oak Street, #400
Roseville, California 95678
While I'm at it let me commend you and your staff
on the excellent job you do in producing The LEAA
Advocate. As a new LEAA member I'm very impressed!
Thanks for your fine work.

Hon. John Kasich
U.S. House of
Representatives
Washington, D.C. 205 15
Dear Sir:
First, let me introduce
myself. Although I was
born in Ohio and spent
most of my life here, I do
not reside in your Congressional District.
Two years ago I retired
with the rank of Sergeant
from a small municipal police department. I said
"small," which means that
we did not have the luxury
of assigning each officer to
one small compartment.
In addition to my normal duties as a patrol officer, I spent seven years as
the department's Firearms
Instructor. That meant that
I also became the "resident
expert" on officer survival.
It has come to my attention that recently you
were challenged by a rape
victim due to your vote to
restrict magazine capacity
to ten rounds, and you
stated, "Here's what I have
to say to you ... you get a
couple of magazines that
hold 10 rounds and you reload. It's as simple as that."
[Editor's Note: See LEAA
Victims' Rights Committee
Co-Chair Christine LongWagner's article on page
42 of the Fall-Winter 1994
issue of The LEAA Advo-

Grady M. Miller
N. Highlands, California

Effective Representation For
Rank-and-File Officers
Dear LEAA,
First, I am enclosing
my check for the sum of ten
dollars ... as a contribution
to help continue the excellent work of LEAA. More
will follow at times when I
can afford it.
If you will send me
about half-a-dozen of your
applications for membership, I will see to it that they
are delivered into the right

hands - along with my
recommendation.
I want you to know of
the enormous respect that I
have for all of you at LEAA
headquarters. It is a great
feeling to know that rankand-fine law enforcement
officers have some effective representation.
Hollis E. Proper
Deputy, Pershing County
Sheriffs Office
Lovelock, Nevada

~]

LEAA On CompuServe

Congressman Kasich,
it isn 't "as simple as that."
One thing we learned in
survival training was that
the closest an officer with
his gun still holstered can
safely be to a suspect who

LEAA's CompuServe
address is:
74671,55.
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has a knife in hand is 21
feet, because at any shorter
distance the subject will be
on top of the officer before
he or she can draw and fire.
It takes longer to reload than to draw and fire,
thus that distance would be
even greater than 2 1 feet.
However, an average room
in a house is much smaller
than that, and the best a victim of a personal assault
cou ld hope for would be
perhaps 6 to 10 feet. Furthermore, an officer carries
their spare magazines on
their belt, but an assault victim is not likely to be wearin g a belt with extra
magazines on it. They' re
lucky to be able to get to the
gun in a reasonable time!
I spent many years
(even before I was assigned
as Firearms Instructor) in
police pistol competition,
and reloading is a fast operation for me (and, of
co urse , my spare magazines are on my belt, not on
top of a table in the next
room) - but for someone
who does not practice regularly, reloading is not a fast
operation that' s just "as
simple as that."
Think about it. Do a
little mental role-playing,
and just go through the motions of your reactions
when you come up against
240 pounds of hophead
who would crush you for
the sheer pleasure of it- and
consider whether or not it's
"as simple as that."
J.W. Moorhouse
Maineville, Ohio
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Seen
at
the
Crime
The Cop Shooter of 16th Street Strolled Past
Car...
My

by an Eyewit ness
I SAW the shooting.
This eye-catching, attention-grabbing opener
loses some of its impact here
in D .C . (Dodge City?),
where one must specify
which shooting. Or maybe it
gains impact, especially
when "I saw the shooting
Tuesday" and "I saw the
shooting Tuesday of a police
officer" still fail to answer
the question: Which one?
I saw the shooting last
Tuesday of Sgt. Eric L.
Hayes as he sat, unsuspecting, in his cruiser at 16th and
Q Streets NW. It was midmorning and the sidewalks
and roadways were crowded
with commuters. With witnesses.
A young black male
stood in the middle of 16th
Street, wearing dark clothes
and a ski mask that hid much
of his face, looking around
as he attempted to cross the
southbound lanes. Both of
his hands were tucked at
waist level in front of him,
concealed in his sweatshirt.
My first impression, as
a white suburbanite who
watches the news, was of a
blank-faced , cold-eyed,
drug-dealing sloth up to no
good. But, as a human being
who wants to be fair, I
caught myself and administered a silent lecture: Don' t
stereotype. Don't participate in the social attitudes
that create the kind of person
you think you see. To make
amends for my terrible
thoughts , I would have
smiled at him had I caught
his eye.
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His arm jerked,
the popping
noise continued.
I couldn't see
through the
shattered
glass ...
He never saw me. A
witness. Even though traffic
forced me to stop right in
front of him. He walked
around the back of my car,
and I watched in my rearview mirror as he forced several cars to slam on their
brakes by walking right in
front of them. All witnesses.
I thought he was crazy,
on drugs, or just plain stupid.
Shook my head. Lost interest.
Pop! Pop! Pop!... The
sound was like a toy cap gun
a childhood neighbor once
had. I turned around in my
seat. There was a police
cruiser parked at the curb.
The driver's side window
was shattered; the young
man with the ski mask was
leaning down and seemed to
have part of his arm through
the car window. His arm
jerked, the popping noise
continued. I couldn't see
through the shattered glass
of the cruiser to tell whether
there was a victim inside.
Cars began to lurch forward all around me in panicky little bursts of speed,
their drivers fearing death by
cross-fire, or death by elimi-
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nation of witnesses. Fighting off hysteria, I grabbed
my portable phone, checking the street address as I
frantically stabbed 9 L1 on
the keypad . Nothing.
Damn. Oh yeah: hit "send."
I peeked again in the
rear-view mirror in time to
see the shooter running, an
officer in pursuit. Good, I
thought. He must not have
been in the cruiser. Because
I only saw his right side, I
didn't realize that the officer
gave chase while bleeding
from bullet wounds to his
face, chest and buttocks.
I didn't see the shooter
take over the vehicle of the
brave cab driver who attempted to pursue him. But
many, many people did see
all of this, and more - down
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to the braces the shooter
wore on his upper teeth.
Which, besides its very occurrence, is what makes
this shooting and all the
others so chilling. Not
only is there no value, not
the slightest regard, placed
on the lives of the victims.
There is no fear.
No fear of being seen,
no fear of being caught, no
fear of consequences for the
ultimate crime.
Editor's Note:
The
author's name is known to
police and LEAA. The primary failure of today' s
criminal justice system is
perfectly summed up by the
author's last sentence. We
mean to change that.
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Why does this differ from
every other handbook
on our government?
Clarence Caoon pulls no punches as he explains why:
"It would be a considerable fraud to do a book on American government
which talked as if the Constitution were still being substantially observed,
that pretended that when Presidents took the oath of office they intended
to observe the bounds set by the Constitution, that Congressmen recited
their pledges with the same intent, and that federal judges were still construing the Constitution as it was written. In sum, any book on American
government wmthy of the name ought to make clear how remote from the
Constitution the government has become."
This is the book. Which is why we believe that it's the only book on our government that Americans can trust today. Caoon gives you all the basics,
including:
.,.. The roots of the American system, both scriptural and secular ... key contributions of ancient Greece and Rome . . . the Middle Ages . . . the
Renaissance ... the Reformation ... modem Europe and England ...
and our own colonial experience
.,.. The battle over the Constitution. The framers' real intentions, as shown in
their writing;
·
.,.. Betrayed, especially in our time: the letter AND the spirit ofthe Constitution
.,.. How government functions at each level - federal, state and local. The
court system, from justice of the peace to the Supreme Court
.,.. The changing presidency. The impact (for better or worse) of Washington
... Jefferson . . . Lincoln .. . FDR and his successors
.,.. The rise ofthe Welfare State. The staggering growth ofgovernment spending
and bureaucracy
.,.. Massive departures from the Constitution in our century (on the way to the
Leviathan state). How to get the government back on course

What every American must know about
our government
Caoon exposes errors and myths that litter most other texts on our government as he refutes decades of liberal propaganda:
• The God-derived "natural law" principles on which our government was
based. How they were corrupted, and finally abandoned. The secularist
philosophies that took over
• Why the Civil War was unconstitutional. How it upset the balance of powers
and led to unprecedented federal control
• The three events that mark the "great divide" in American history - even
more than the Civil War
• Why it is inaccurate to call our system a "democracy"
•The rise of "judicial activism." The Court's effort to drive religion and
morality out of public life. How Constitutional protections of religion
gradually became laws against religion
• How new "rights" not found in the Constitution (e.g., abortion,
pornography) were created by Court fiat
• The difference between revolutionary and evolutionary socialism. How the
latter dominated our government in recent decades - in everything but name
This book is valuable for parents who want to correct the misinformation fed to
our children today. Homeschoolers will never find a better text.
But please, don't think of this simply IS a fine textbook. Think of it IS
the perlect companion to yoor own ideas about where oor country
SHOULD be beaded; and the ideiJ guidebook for yoor own effor1s to
restore decency to government and society. Clare~ Canon puts the
sources and the answers at yoor fingertips.

How the Club Wortcs

CONSERVATIVE

Every 4 weeks (13 times a year) you ga a free oopy of the Qub Bulletin, which offers
you the Featured Selection plus a good choice of Alternates. Books on current issues,
rdigjon, educarion, homeschooling, politics, children's books, etc. -all of interest to
oo!lleMiives.
If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will oome
automatically. If you don't want the Featured Selection, or you do want an Alternate, indicate your wishei on the handy card enclosed with your Bulletin and return it
by the deadline date. The majority of Qub books are offered at 20-500/o discounts,
plus a charge for shipping and handling. As soon as you buy and pay for 3 books
at regular Qub prices, your membership may be ended at any time, either by you or
by the Qub. If you Mr recrive a Featured Selection without having had 10 days to
deride if you want it, you may return it at Qub expense for full credit.
Good
service. No oomputers!
The Qub will offer regular Superbarg;lins, mostly at
70.95 0/o discounts plus shipping and handling. Superbarg;lins do not oount toward
fulfilling your Qub obligation, but do enable you to buy line books at giveaway prices.
Only one membership per household.

*
*

*

Please accept my membership in the Oub and send me FREE the
603-page, $32.95 Basic American Government by Qarence B.
Carson. I agree to buy 3 additional books at regular Oub prices over
the next 18 months. I also agree to the Oub rules spelled out in this
coupon.
LE A A • 1

*

*

*

*

Name ----------------------------------Address
City__________________ State _ ___ Zip _____

*
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fllBOOK CWB

33 Oakland Avenue • Harrison, N.Y. 10528
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PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

Concealed Carry: Pro or Con
by Brenda Maples
LEAA President
Ted Koppel, ABC TV's
late night current events
guru, is an early warning indicator of how the national
media intends to cover a particular issue. When Koppel's Nightline show did a
segment on Texas' move to
adopt concealed carry legislation, the media's bias was
front and center. Koppel labeled the show a look into
"vigilantism."
ABC TV's idea, of
course, is to outrage civil libertarians and enlist law enforcement against the
concept of citizen self-protection. Koppel, ABC's
transplanted Canadian pretty
boy with the bouffant hair,
should have paid heed to the
bumper stickers that say,
"Don't Mess With Texas."
Koppel fell flat on his pancake make-up.
When his attempt to disprove statistics showing the
criminal deterrent of CCWarmed citizens was handily
defeated by the Texas legislator who introduced the
measure, Koppel was uncharacteristically silent.
Koppel claimed Florida's
overall crime rate rose during the period after enactment of that state's CCW
law (1987). He failed to
mention Florida's homicide
rate plummeted by 22 percent while the national rate
rose, or the fact that 70 percent of total violent crimes
do not involve firearms.
Odd, isn't it? When
gun ban advocates push for
efforts to disarm citizens and
off-duty police officers out
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of their jurisdiction, they
plead, "If only one life is
saved, it is worth" government taking away citizen
freedom. Their approach is
all theory. No where have
studies shown gun control
saves lives. In every case
where citizens are disarmed
by statute, homicide increases. I give you the prime
example: Mayor Marion
"She set me up" Barry's
"gun free" city, Washington
DC. (It's gun free for honest
citizens, not the gang members and other hoodlums.)
But, when presented
with hard evidence that lives
are saved, homicide is
averted, rape is deterred, and
property is protected in communities where law enforcement and the civilian
populace work in tandem
and enjoy the ability and legal tools of protection, the
concept of "if just one life is
saved, it is worth it" is totally
ignored by the press and firearms ownership opponents.
Perish the thought that double standards permeate the
politically correct (and in-

creasingly anti-law enforcement) media!
LEAA's position on the
issue of a citizen's right to
carry a concealed weapon is
simple and direct: we support it. We fmnly believe
community safety is every
law-abiding citizen's responsibility whether they
wear a badge or not.
No we are not talking
vigilantism. We are not advocating an untrained individual strapping on a gun,
hunting down a perp, and

dishing out frontier justice.
We are talking about a person's right to possess a
means of saving his or her
life (and often that of their
children) should the occasion arise. We are also talking about responsibility. In
nearly every case, I believe
Vermont is the exception,
CCW reform is tied to firearms training and schooling
in potential liability and the
legal uses of a firearm.
LEAA doesn't just give
lip service to this issue. We
have appeared front and center whenever CCW appears
on the state level. We
worked for passage in Arizona (1994), Tennessee
(1994) and Wyoming
(1994). We have pushed for
reforms to current CCW
statutes in Alaska, Colorado,
Missouri and West Virginia,
among others. And we are
working right now in Texas
and California for passage of
similar measures this year.
I'm also pleased to say that

LEAA 's position on the issue
of a citizen's right to carry a
concealed weapon is simple
and direct: we support it.
We firmly believe community
safety is every law-abiding
citizen's responsibility whether
they wear a badge or not.
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after an intense four week
period, LEAA was instrumental in passing CCW refo r m leg islat io n in
Virginia, the state legislature having approved the
measure on Febru ary 23
and Virgin ia G overno r
George Allen on record as
in favor of the legislation.
And, I need not remind
you of LEAA's on-going
legislative effort to enact
the "Community Protection
Initiative," designated H.R.
1277 during the 103rd Congress and re-introduced as
H.R. 2 18 this year in the
1 0 4t h b y R ep. R a nd y
"Duke" Cunningham (RCA) and over 60 colleagues
from both parties (see the
Legislative Update section
in this issue for more details).
We firmly believe that
the right to carry whether
by responsible private citizens or off-duty and authori z ed
retired
law
enforcement officers is a
good and proper deterrent
to crime. Despite the Natio nal Fraternal Order of
Police' s official opposition
to your right to carry beyond your jurisdiction or
the right of responsible citizens to protect themselves
and their families, we are
resolved to succeed.
We would remind the
National FOP and the other
national police organizations that ultimately we are
all private citizens. We, not
White House political appointees alone, are entitled
to the rights guaranteed by
our Constitution and the
Bill of Rights.
After all what are they
afraid of?
We, The People ?

Second Chance is setting the standard ing standards and the CooiMaxT"*
by which all other concealable armor will carrier system offers supreme comfort
be measured! Monarch r" is constructed of wear in all temperature zones.
100% fourth generation ballistic fabric...
No other concealable armor avaiiARAFLEXT·" * IV. Monarc h' s exclusive able to the police community today has
Butterfly LiteTM* stitch pattern delivers any two of Monarch's advansuperior multiple hit capacity in ALL tages. Monarch is, by far, the.• . -"!§·~
THREE threat levels without loss in ballis- lightest, most flexible, breath- ?- tJ ~
tic flexibility. The exclusive GORE-TEX able and most comfortable
COMFORT COOLT"* breathable ballistic concealable body armor ;;:,_·: ~.:~
panel cover surpasses ALL Nil waterproof- made today...
----- -,:.-:-:_
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by the world's most successful soft body armor manufacturer!
~
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S CORNER

Pep Talk
by James J . Fotis

Executive Director
It seems to me, as an
impatient ex-cop, that
LEAA should be the best
known entity representing
our personal freedoms in the
United States. However,
over the last three months I
have come to realize that our
message is just not reaching
enough of the people who
we would like to represent.
It is not reaching all the cops
and the millions of civilians
who back them up. Why?
After doing over two
hundred talk radio shows in
1994, having advertisements
in most major police publications and being on TV
shows from networks like
CNN to NBC - our message
has not reached nearly
enough people! LEAA
needs more members.
LEAA needs more police to
become members ; more
people who are regrettably
victims of crime to become
members, more citizens who
are sick and tired of so-called
"experts" who can't seem to
get their act together to put
criminals away without
trampling on the rights of the
98% of Americans who lead
decent, honest lives.
To remedy this situation, LEAA needs you to
sell your organization to
your friends and family orbottom line - your organization will not survive.
Your message will disappear
and once again those who
squander our freedoms will
say "police are anti-gun, police are anti-Second Amendment, and police want to
infringe on our personal
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LEAA Executive Director Jim Fotis (the one on the right with
the mustache) with one ofLEAA 's newest-and youngest-Members,
9-year-old Bill Reynolds of Raleigh, North Carolina.

rights!" Do you want this
message flaunted by our adversaries? Or are we going
to do something about it?
The LEAA staff works
long hours every day selling
your message: get government out of our lives, and get
criminals off our streets.
But this is not enough.
LEAA Board members and
staff sell LEAA 24 hours a
day. At breakfasts, lunches,
dinners, conferences, family
gatherings, funerals, fairs.
We are a clearinghouse of
information for the news
media, federal and state legislators- actually to whoever
will listen.
But this is not enough.
The hard sell has to be made
by you, the Member. LEAA
is a coalition of cops, and
citizens who support cops,
who are sick and tired of
having their rights bartered
away on the floor of the U.S.
Congress and the State

Houses across America. For
many of our Members who
are out there recruiting people into LEAA, thank you
and may God bless you. For
Members who haven't made
the time to promote LEAA,
right now is a critically important time to start.
To all yo u civilian
members- LEAA is a coalition. Therefore, your input
and support is just as important as the input and support
of our police members. Let
me tell you a secret! For the
past two years I, as Executive Director, have been recruiting a number of law
enforcement organizations
to affiliate with LEAA .
Hopefully in the near future
many of these officers will
be part of our Alliance. But
I need you, the concerned
citizen Member and the progun cop Member to get out
in the community and promote your organization.
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Take LEAA brochures and
magazines to your Kawanis
Club, Lions Club, ItalianAmerican Club, church organization, Masons, and
other ethnic and religious affairs. Promote us. This is
your organization. Hopefully, as a collective entity of
civilians and cops, we at
LEAA have represented you
in the manner in which we
have promised: demanding
that all levels of government
give back our rights !
What do we need fust?
First, we need members !
Second, we need money!
But most of all we need a
collective effort to keep our
rights in tack. I am often
asked why we don 't fundraise more. Well, it's not because we don' t need funds,
but it is because I know that
every group is banging on
your door. And I know that
you as LEAA Members
know that LEAA is doing
the job, so that when we do
come knocking, you will not
have a problem giving.
Now, I am knocking on
your door, not for money per
se, but for help. Go out and
recruit and sign up Members
for LEAA. Let's set our
goal of 100,000 Members in
the next 12 months!
Make sure you renew
your membership promptly,
send us your change of address when you move, and
give LEAA memberships as
gifts. The LEAA Advocate
magazine has been called
one of the best pro-Constitutional magazines available
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Remember the millions
who died before us,
because they said,
"It's not my problem,
it's theirs."
today. Get it to your friends and neighbors, and stress the importance to them of
becoming a Member.
Remember that complacency is a
natural progression of humanity that
leads to apathy. Remember apathy leads
to destruction. Remember the millions
who died before us, because they said,
"It's not my problem, it's theirs." and
LEAA Executive Director Jim Fotis speaks at Richmond, Virginia press conference with
"I'm not doing anything until the others other law enforcement representatives to announce LEAA 's strong endorsement of Governor
move," and the others said, "Why should George Allen's (at far left holding briefcase)far-reaching plan to abolish "automatic" parole
I?" In the end they all died pointing the as is currently practiced in Virginia and throughout most of the country.
finger at each other and saying, "Help me,
please!"

COUN

SNIPER
4-l4x56mm with tactical rangefinder, intended for law
enforcement. Police counter-sniper technology reaches a zenith
with Springfield's patented Government Model 4-14x rangefinding
scope. Virtually hands-free rangefinding for distances up to 1,000 meters,
the Government Model scope is calibrated for any .308 Win. (7.62 ATO) rifle.
Featuring a giant 56mm objective and 30mm tube for unparalleled light gathering ability
and strength, the scope incorporates tactical features for demanding counter-sniper and other
high-priority applications. An internal level assures exact alignment and perpendicularity.
Fully coated lenses for superior light transmission and clarity with no distortion. Fog-proof
and impact resistant, this is the scope of professionals.
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The Oldest Name In American Firearms

Only $549.00 factory-direct.

SPRINGFIELDARMORY®

Springfield Inc. • 420 West Main St. • Geneseo, lL 6 1254
ph. 309/ 944-5631 • lax 309/ 944-3676
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Recovering The Second Amendment
or How to Fight Crime Without
Stealing Citizens' Rights
by Congressman Bob Barr
Chairman, Firearms Legislation Task Force

I

n early February, the
SpeakeroftheHouseof
Representatives, Newt
Gingrich, and the Judiciary
Crime Subcommittee Chairman, Bill McCollum, designated the House Firearms
Legislation Task Force as the
vehicle through which, in the
104th Congress, all frrearms
related legislation and oversight should be focused . They
honored me by asking that I
Chair the group.
Their expectation was
that we formulate proposed
legislation, initiate hearings
on matters related to firearms,
and in a nutshell, develop a
comprehensive strategy and
plan that will both restore the
rights of all Americans to keep
and bear arms, in accordance
with the Second Amendment
to the Constitution; and, at the
same time, define and improve the government's responsibility to protect citizens
against violent criminals.
In my judgement, and I
know in the judgement of our
Task Force, recent national
debate on all aspects of firearms legislation has been way
out of balance. Our goal is to
refocus this debate where it
ought to be - protecting citizens from criminals who use
frrearms to commit crimes and not restricting the absolute right of law-abiding citizens to protect themselves.
The fact is, there are too
many crimes being committed
by too many criminals with
too many guns. The fundamental questions we must answer is how do you crack
down on violent criminals,
getting guns out of their
hands, while not trampling
constitutional rights.
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It is time to place guns and crime
in their proper and accurate
perspective, and our Task Force
is doing just that: going after
criminals without running overand in fact, explicitly protecting rights of law-abiding citizens.
ping crime before it happens."
It is not surprising that the Administration would rely upon
non-existent data for its crimefighting case, since, in its first
two years in office, the prosecution of weapons violations
has plummeted by 23%.
The problem is, Brady
goes after guns, rather than after criminals. The same is true
with respect to the ban on firearms that was included in last
year's crime bill. Streets are
not safer, and families are not
better protected, because of
Brady, the ban on f1rearms, or,
for that matter, because of the
Clinton Crime Bill of 1994.
This is one of the main reasons
Congress has already passed
extensive, new anti-crime legislation.
The 1994 ban on frrearms
is exactly the same kind of
diversionary tactic that the
celebration of the Brady Law
anniversary is. Neither one
poes a thing to keep frrearms
out of the hands of criminals.
Both laws are silent on the
very things that we know will
work such as tough minimum
mandatory sentences for felons who use frrearms in the
commission of crimes. This is

Just recently, the Clinton
Administration and gun control advocates were busy
trumpeting the new Brady
Law. A year after its passage,
they claim fewer guns are in
the hands of criminals. However, if you don't feel safer
today than you felt a year ago,
it is because Brady, which requires handgun buyers to submit to a five-day waiting
period and a possible criminal
background check, has not
produced the results its proponents claim.
Despite the thousands of
gun permit denials triggered
by Brady, all save four convictions for violation of its provisions resulted in simply
denying the right of law-abiding citizens to purchase frrearms at the time they chose. It
is no secret that criminals have
not- and will not- obey the
Brady law. So, editors of one
news story I read, extolling the
virtues of Brady, were likely
quite disappointed that there
were only four actual convictions to report.
Notwithstanding these
damning statistics, the Clinton
Justice Department would
have us believe that it is "stop-
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precisely what our Task Force
is now in the process of redressing. In fact, it looks as
though the Senate, in addition
to passing its own anti-crime
bill, will also now take up repeal of the ban on so-called
assault weapons.
In a series of hearings being held in March, April and
May, our task force is examining repeal of the frrearms ban,
increased penalties for criminals who use firearms, and
other proposals. We anticipate introducing effective
crime fighting legislation
which includes repeal of the
ban in mid-May.
Its bad enough that gun
control laws like Brady and
the frrearms ban do nothing to
stop crime. It is worse, however, that such Jaws only erode
Second Amendment rights of
law-abiding citizens who are
made more vulnerable because laws designed to stop
the criminals end up victimizing those very citizens. As a
consequence, not only are
criminals not getting caught,
but law-abiding citizens who
obtain and use guns for everything from sport to self-defense, are increasingly subject
to greater infringement on
their Constitutional rights,
making the lives of those who
obey the laws more burdensome and, in the case of some
who are temporarily denied
gun ownership, more dangerous.
It is time to place guns
and crime in their proper and
accurate perspective, and our
Task Force is doing just that:
going after criminals without
running over - and in fact,
explicitly protecting- rights
of law-abiding citizens.
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Is Your LEAA Mentbership
Up for Renewal?
... If So, Renew Today!

Not Yet a Mentber ofLEAA?
... Then Join Now!

W

hen an LEAA Legislative Advocate walks into .YQ1lR legislator's office, will they be able to say YOU'RE a
member? It makes a critical difference to have LEAA members who are constituents when asking a legislator
to support a Bill. Help LEAA help you. Renew your membership- or join LEAA- right now!

LEAA Legislative Task Force

Membership Application on Reverse Side

LA\\' ENFORCEMENT ALLL\l\CE OF A:\IEIUCA
MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL FORM AND NEW MEMBER APPLICATION
PLEASE CIRCLE ITEMS THAT
APPLY TO YOU:

Check Off Boxes for Both Type of Membership
(Immediately Below) and Length of
Membership {Blue Section Below).

Employer Jurisdiction: Federal (oF)
State (os) County (oc) Municipal (oM)
Private (oP)

D Professional (Public agency sworn
officers with powers of arrest, or
retired from same)

Employment Status: Full-Time (TF)
Part-Time (TP) Reserve (TB)
Auxiliary (TA) Retired (TR)

D Associate (All non-sworn officers and
civilians serving a public law
enforcement agency)

Are you a member of: A.F.L./C.I.O. (KA)
F.O.P. (HF) N.A.P.O. (JN) P.B.A. (HP)
(name of local/lodge): _ _ _ _ _ __

D Private Professional (Private security
and investigative professionals)

Name

I Please list other groups you are a member of:

lc'l~UI··~ u 1:o:::L '

Address

--

-

.

City
State

D Citizen (Private citizens)
I PLEASE MAKE CHECK PAyABLE TO:

The information requested on this form is very important
for LEAA to have the maximum impact possible with our
federal, state, and local legislators. Please fill out
completely, whether active or retired, and allow 6-8 weeks
for processing of membership.

Zip

D.O.B. _ _ _ _ __

(H) Phone(_) - - -- - - - - - - - -

LEAA

D $20

Annual Individual Membership

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D $30

Annual Family Membership
I have used a firearm in self-defense:
(We'd like _ _ window decals)
D off-duty or civilian use (Al)
D $200 Life Membership (one time
D discharged a weapon in the line of
payment)
duty (Sl)

D $40

(W) Phone(_) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

Life Payment Plan - $40 initial
payment, then four payments
of $40 over 12 months

Life Membership automatically renews your annual LEAA membership for life, plus special
benefits including a Life Member lapel pin and
window decals, a certificate suitable for framing,
and an LEAA Life Member I.D. card {upon full
payment).
L-------------~
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I have personally been a victim of violent
(LT)
crime (Wl).

My U.S. Representative i s : - - - - - - - - - - - Agency/Employer_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Rank/Occupation - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

D I would like more information on LEAA's cost free,
grass-roots Legislative Task Force
LEAA Membership Benefits

D A family member or friend has been a
victim of violent crime (W2).
The Law Enforcement Alliance of America is recognized by
the United States Treasury Department as a non-profit orgamzation under IRS Code Section 501(c)(4). Due to LEAA's
legislative activities, contributions and gifts to LEAA are not
deductible.

•

Effective, honest representation in Washington, D.C., to fight for
legislation that puts real justice back into the criminal justice system.

•
•

Free Subscription to The LEAA Advocate Membership Magazme
Personalized LEAA Membership Card & Window Decals

.
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Firearms Legislation Task Force Members
Congressman Bob Barr (R-7th-GA)
Task Force Committee Chairman Bob Barr was first elected to Congress in 1994, and serves on three committees:
Judiciary, Banking and Veterans' Affairs. Rep. Barr's prior public service includes having been appointed the United
States Attorney for the Northern District of Georgia by President Reagan in 1986, as well as having served with the Central
Intelligence Agency from 1971 to 1978. Rep. Barr received his law degree from Georgetown University, and holds a
Master's Degree in International Affairs from George Washington University and a Bachelor's Degree from the University
of Southern California. He is married and has four children and three grandchildren.

Congresswoman Helen Chenoweth (R-lst-ID)
Congresswoman Helen Chenoweth was first elected to Congress in 1994 and serves on two committees, Resources
and Agriculture, and is a member of the following additional task forces: Endangered Species Act Task Force, Private
Property Rights Task Force and Term Limits Task Force. Before her election to Congress in 1994, she founded Consulting
Associates, Inc., a firm that specialized in issues relating to natural resources, energy policy, environmental policy,
government contracts and political management. Rep. Chenoweth also served as State Executive Director of the Idaho
Republican Party from 1975-1977, then became Chief of Staff to then-Congressman Steve Symms. Rep. Chenoweth
attended Whitworth College in Spokane, Washington, is married and has two children.

Congressman Fred Heineman (R-4th-NC)
Freshman Congressman Fred Heineman is the only former Chief of Police in the 104th Congress. Rep. Heineman
has served 38 years in law enforcement, beginning as a patrolman and rising to Deputy Chieflnspector with the New York
City Police Department, and in 1979, after a national search, he was selected as the Chief of Police for the City of Raleigh.
Under his leadership, the Raleigh Police Department earned a national reputation for excellence. Congressman Heineman
serves on the Judiciary and Banking Committees. He earned a B.B.A. from St. Francis College and a Master's Degree in
Criminal Justice from John Jay College, and served in the United States Marine Corps from 1951 -1954. He is married and
has six children.

Congressman Roscoe G. Bartlett (R-6th-MD)
Congressman Bartlett was first elected to Congress in 1992, and serves on the National Security, Science and Small
Business Committees. Prior to his election to Congress, Rep. Bartlett had a number of careers: researcher for the U.S.
Naval Aerospace Medical Institute at Pensacola, Florida; instructor and assistant professor at the University of Maryland
for anatomy, physiology and zoology; assistant professor at Lorna Linda University of Medicine performing research
work; founder of his own research and development company, Roscoe Bartlett and Associates; and for the past 33 years
has lived on and operated a dairy, general livestock and crop farm in Maryland. He has a Bachelor's Degree in Biology
from Columbia Union University, as well as a Master's Degree and a Ph.D. in Physiology from the University of Maryland.
Rep. Bartlett is married and has ten children and nine grandchildren.

!

Congressman Ed Bryant (R-7th-TN)

···•

Congressman Bryant was ftrst elected to Congress in 1994, and serves on the Agriculture and Judiciary Committees.
His prior public service includes having been appointed the United States Attorney for the Western District of Tennessee
by President George Bush. As U.S. Attorney, his office ranked among the top nationally in the prosecution of violent
criminals. Rep. Bryant received his undergraduate and law degrees from the University of Mississippi. Following his
graduation from law school, Rep. Bryant was chosen to join the Army Judge Advocate General's Corps as a Captain.
Congressman Bryant is married and has three sons.

Congressman Steve Stockman (R-9th-TX)
Congressman Steve Stockman was first elected to Congress in 1994, defeating 42 year incumbent Jack Brooks who
out spent him 10 to I (and after Brooks voted for the 1994 "Clinton Crime Bill" which included the "assault weapons"
ban). Rep. Stockman serves on the Banking and Financial Services and Science Committees, and has introduced a bill,
H.R. 464, that would repeal the so-called "assault weapons" ban that was part of the 1994 "Clinton Crime Bill." Before
being elected to Congress, he was employed by McKee Environmental, Inc., and earned his Bachelor's Degree in
Accounting from the University of Houston-Clear Lake in 1990. Rep. Stockman is married, is a lifetime member of the
National Rifle Association and a member of Accuracy in Media, and has served as a Board Member for the Hugh O'Brien
Youth Foundation South Texas Leadership Conference.
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Crime Control And
Gun Ownership
by Rep. Bill Brewster
First I would like to say
that I am honored to have
been asked to write an article
for your magazine. I have
read LEAA' s magazine on
several occasions and have
found the articles and the
viewpoints expressed within
quite interesting. I also appreciate the work that LEAA
does here in Washington,
D.C., especially since
LEAA is comprised of active law enforcement personnel and crime victims
who recognize the importance of Second Amendment
rights.
As many of you know,
Congress is in the midst of
debating a new crime bill,
HR 3, the Taking Back Our
Streets Act. This new crime
bill is being pushed by the
Republican Majority as part
of their Contract with America. In large part, HR 3 repeals and restructures the
majority of the 1994 Crime
Bill. I am the lead Democratic sponsor of the original
"Contract with America"
crime bill.
HR 3 is very similar to
the legislation that Duncan
Hunter (R-CA) and I offered
last year as a motion to recommit. This legislation is
written to cost the criminal
more and the American taxpayer less. This new legislation provides states and
communities with money for
prisons and police without
attaching all sorts of strings
and requirements for the use
of the money. HR 3 also
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Oklahoma Congressman Bill Brewster (D-3rd) in his Washington, D.C. office flanked by LEAA
Executive Director Jim Fotis (l) and LEAA Legislative Director Steve Chand (r).

provides for strong mandatory penalties for gun-related crimes, as well as
stronger truth-in-sentencing
and habeas corpus reforms.
This new crime bill also repeals a large portion of last
year ' s duplicative and
wasteful social programs.
However, one section of
the 1994 Crime Bill, whkh
is not addressed in the Contract legislation, with which
I am greatly concerned is the
semi-automatic rifle ban. I
and other Democratic colleagues worked against this
portion of the legislation last
year and are continuing to do
so this year. As we continue
the fight to repeal this banin an effort to show that there
is no correlation between
gun control and crime control - there are a few facts
we need your help disseminating into public opinion.
• No gun law has ever reduced violent crime. The

•

•

•

•
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District of Columbia has
banned guns since 1976.
And since that time, the
murder rate has risen 200
percent. Gun bans don't
stop criminals.
According to the U.S.
Justice Department, the
firearms banned in last
year's crime bill account
for far fewer homicides
than those caused by
criminals using their fists
and feet.
The average murderer
spends just 7.7 years in
prison; the average rapist
just 3.3 years.
During the last two years,
rape, other sexual attacks,
robbery, assault and personal thefts increased by
6.7 percent.
During the same time,
prosecutions for federal
weapons and firearms offenses have dropped a
staggering 23 percent
over the last two years.

• 64% of Americans believe gun control laws do
not reduce crime (CBS
poll taken prior to the recent elections) and 60
percent of the electorate
opposes gun bans (Gallup
survey).
• Over 2 million times a
year, citizens use lawfully owned firearms (including semi-automatic
firearms) to defend themselves and their families
from criminal attack (according to Florida State
criminologist Gary
Kleck).
Even whi le knowing
these facts, the Republican
leadership is still refusing to
let our efforts to repeal the
ban be a part of the debate on
the new crime bill. They
have now taken the extraordinary step of breaking the
original Contract crime bill
into seven smaller bills, all
of which are drawn in such a
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way to not allow attempts
to attach a repeal amendment.
Although we are not
out to kill this new crime
bill, I and other repeal proponents will continue to use
every opportunity to attach
an amendment to any crime
or gun related piece of legislation. Currently, I am
working with Rep. Volkmer (D-MO) to draft an altern ati ve bill that more
closely mirrors the Brewster-Hunter language of
1994 and contains gun-ban
repeal language.
In closing, I would like
to reiterate a few points.
Gun laws aren't the answer.
After the passage of many
gun control laws, statistics
still show that criminal attacks have increased while
fe deral prosecution declined. But Americans
know that regulating the
law-abiding citizen doesn' t
stop criminals - prosecution and punishment does.
Any weapon used in a
crime is an assault weapon.
Those guns covered in last
year' s ban account for less
than I% of all homicides in
America. How can addressing only 1% of all
homicides have any measurable effect on crime? We
should be attacking criminals, after all, they are the
common thread that connects 100% of all homicides and violent crimes.
I look forward to working with LEAA and its representatives as we continue
the crime control debate.
All of us that truly believe
i n Second Ame ndment
rights should pull together
to pass legisiation that costs
criminals more, and law
abiding citizens less.

LE.AA Legal Defense Fund Update
Litigation in Dona~:~:io y Arlin~:ton County continues in the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, Alexandria Division. We reported in the
Fall/Winter issue of The LEAA Advocate that LEAA had created a legal defense fund, so
that LEAA members could assist Arlington County resident (and LEAA Member) Dr.
Paul H. Blackman and Arlington County Police Officer John Donaggio in their respective
lawsuits against Arlington County, Virginia, arising from Arlington County's use of its
police officers to stand on the steps of the U.S. Capitol purportedly in support oflegislation
to ban so-called "assault weapons."
In our desire to assist these two courageous individuals, LEAA did not thoroughly
verify with Officer Donaggio or his legal counsel if they, in fact, wished to receive fmancial
assistance from LEAA Members. Since the Legal Defense Fund announcement was
published, we have learned from Officer Donaggio' s attorneys that Officer Donaggio does
not wish to receive contributions to defray legal expenses for his lawsuit. Therefore,
neither LEAA nor its LEAA/Lawsuits Legal Defense Fund shall collect or provide any
financial resources to Officer Donaggio for this or any other purpose. We, nonetheless,
commend Officer Donaggio and his legal counsel for their efforts in this case.
Dr. Blackman has expressed his appreciation to LEAA/Lawsuits Legal Defense Fund
and all LEAA Members for financial assistance in his separate action against Arlington
County, Virginia, relating to this incident. Those individuals who have already submitted
contributions to LEAA/Lawsuits Legal Defense Fund on behalf of Officer Donaggio and
Dr. Blackman will be contacted directly by LEAA to determine whether they desire a
refund of all or a portion of their contribution or wish to allocate their total contribution
for the benefit of Dr. Blackman. LEAA/Lawsuits Legal Defense Fund will continue to
accept contributions for Dr. Blackman's lawsuit only.
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Clinton's " 100,000 Cops'' Charade
by Haley Barbour
Chairman, Republican
National Committee
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In the months just before the 1994 midterm elections, Bill Clinton and the
Democrats in Congress
pushed through a crime bill
they claimed would put
100,000 "cops on the street."
What could sound better, especially to those on the front
lines in the war against
crime? Clinton staged a bill
signing ceremony on the
White House lawn, using
hundreds of police officers
as a backdrop.
But Clinton's promise
to put a sea of blue uniforms
on the streets is nothing
more than a mirage that disappears the closer you get to
the truth. The $8.8 billion
authorized in the Omnibus
Crime Control Act of 1994
falls far short of what it costs
to train, equip and support
l 00,000 police officers. The
San Francisco Police Department, for example, says
it costs a total of $70,000 a
year to put a single officer on
the street. Using that figure,
it would cost $42 billion to
support 100,000 new officers over six years- almost
five times the amount Clinton has promised. Even former House Speaker Tom
Foley (D-Wash.) admitted
last year, "It's not 100,000
fully funded police officers.
It never has been that." How
right he was.
In the first year, local
governments are required to
fund at least 25 percent of the
cost of the new police officers. After three years, localities must absorb 100
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ishes criminals and gives po-

·~ lice officers the tools they

g need to fight crime more ef-

the money to pay the cost of
hiring more police, they can
do so. But if they want to use
that money to pay overtime
to police already on the job,
upgrade communications
equipment or buy a new patrol car, the Republican bill
will enable them to do that,
too.
It also eliminates $3.9
billion in pork barrel and social welfare spending and allows that money to be spent
for law enforcement instead
of midnight basketball.
Republicans believe
that local law enforcement
officials - not bureaucrats
in Washington - should decide how to distribute federal law enforcement funds.
Politicians in Washington
can talk the talk about fighting crime, but they don't
walk the beat in your hometown. We think it's the
height of arrogance and hypocrisy for Democrats in
Congress to suggest that local officials can' t be trusted
with taxpayer money.
The Republican-led
House has approved a crime
bill that empowers local law
enforcement officials, pun-

percent of the cost. As The
Washington Post editorialized (2114/95), "the program
would never have supplied
enough to pay salary, benefits, pensions and other
costs, so the cities would
have had to come up with a
lot of upfront money many
say they don't have."
Once the federal subsidy dries up, many communities will be faced with the
unpleasant choice of raising
taxes or laying off the new
police officers. Kansas
City, Missouri , Mayor
Emanuel Cleaver, a Democrat, said on "CBS This
Morning" last year, "Who
would want to sit in thi s office, call a press conference
and say, 'Because federal
funds have run out, we are
now going to lay off 200 police'?"
Republicans are not going to play a shell game with
something as important as
policing the streets. As part
of the Republican Contract
With America, the House has
reformed the 1994 crime bill
to give local communities
$10 billion to spend fighting
crime the way they see best.
If communities want to use
24

'&. fectively. The "Taking
1'i Back Our Streets Act" re~ quires criminals to pay full
o.. restitution to their victims
for damages resulting from
their crimes. It allows the
use of evidence seized without a valid warrant if authorities acted "in good faith,"
speeds the deportation of
criminal aliens and limits
endless appeals of death-row
prisoners. It authorizes
$10.5 billion for prison construction, channeling half of
the money to states requiring
criminals to serve 85 percent
of their sentences. The
prison bill also bans weighttraining equipment from
federal correctional facilities.
This is the kind of tough
crime control that police officers, victims and concerned citizens have been
waiting for. Yet to protect
his hollow promise of putting 100,000 cops on the
street, Clinton says he will
veto the Republican bill. I
can assure you we won ' t be
intimidated. With your support, we will pass a real
crime-control bill that gives
those of you in the law enforcement community the
support you so urgently need
and deserve.
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A Chance To Set Things Right
by Ralph Adam Fine,
Judge, Wisconsin Court
of Appeals
The Preamble to the
Constitution of the United
States promises us all "domestic tranquility." Tragically, over the last
twenty-five years our
criminal justice system has
failed miserably in fulfill ing this sacred commitment.
All over this great nation, Americans are terrorized by crime and the fear
of crime. There are places
we cannot go - day or night.
In all too many neighborhoods, men, women and
children cower behind
locked doors and barred
windows. Indeed, it is projected that if current crime
trends continue, 80% of all
12-year olds alive today
will, sometime in their
lives, be victims of violent
crime; half of them will be
victims two times or more.
The new Congress has an
historic opportunity to set
things right - to finally set
us free from the domestic
terrorists who destroy so
many lives.
The United States Supreme Court once observed
that: "The dual aim of our
criminal justice system is
that guilt shall not escape or
innocence suffer." Yet,
that same court has fashioned rules that in their application benefit only the
guilty.
Thus, for example, if a
police officer violates
someone's Fourth Amendment right to be free from
unreasonable searches, the
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Wisconsin Court of Appeals Judge Ralph Adam Fine calls on
Congress to enact an effective crime bill during an LEAA Press
Conference held in the U.S. Capitol Building on January 31, 1995.
A noted criminal justice author, Judge Fine subsequently provided
compelling testimony before the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee on
March 7 regarding the negative consequences of the Miranda and
Exclusionary Rules.

exclusionary rule imposed
on the states by Mapp v.
Ohio, and on the federal
courts by Weeks v. United
States, comes into play only
if the officer has found incriminating evidence. If
the officer finds nothing,
however, the Mapp!Weeks
rule has nothing to exclude.
By the same token, if an
officer violates a suspect's
right under Miranda v. Arizona, the Miranda exclusionary rule has nothing to
exclude unless the suspect
has confessed.
Only a society with an
incredible tolerance for the
absurd would accept rules
of law that help only the
guilty. Congress now has a
chance to change that.
There is currently pending
before the Congress legislation that would, for the
federal courts, permit confessions to be received into
evidence so long as they are
voluntary - even if the de-

fendant was not given the
full panoply of Miranda
warning. This comports
with common sense. As I
point out in my book Escape of the Guilty, and the
article reprinted in Bob
Bidinotto 's wonderful
book Criminal Justice?
[Editor's Note: see pages
3 and 32 for related information], although coerced
confessions have no place
in our courts, voluntary
confessions should be
freely admissible.
The only legitimate
test that should be applied
to law enforcement techniques to get the guilty to
confess (a practice that
should be encouraged, not
discouraged) is this: Has
the officer done anything
that would have any tendency to make an innocent
person falsely confess? If
the answer to this question
is "no," the confession
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should be received into evidence.
The anti-crime legislation under consideration
would also permit receipt
into evidence things that
were discovered in violationof the Fourth Amendment, while, at the same
time, permit anyone whose
Fourth Amendment rights
were violated to recover for
the resulting harm. If this
legislation passes, Fourth
Amendment rights of the
innocent will be protected,
and the guilty will not be
able to avoid their rendezvous with justice because a
law enforcement officer
made a mistake.
The founders of our
Republic created a Constitution largely to protect us
from the outrages they experienced under British
rule. As the late United
States Supreme Court Justice Robert H. Jackson
(who also prosecuted the
Nazis at Nuremberg)
pointed out more than forty
years ago, we should not
"discredit constitutional
doctrines for the protection
of the innocent by making
of them mere technical
loopholes for the escape of
the guilty." Congress has
the watershed opportunity
to close those "technical
loopholes."
Only then will we be
truly free; only then will
we be able to enjoy the "domestic tranquility" our
Constitution promises.
© Copyri g ht 1995
Ralph Adam Fine.
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Wonderland on the Potomac
by Carl T. Rowan, Jr.,
LEAA Legislative
Task Force
Millions of words have
been written about the stunning gains won by the Republican Party in the last
election. The universal
opinion of the pundits is that
the country has moved dramatically to the political
right, frustrated by the fear
of violent crime, rampant
drug abuse, uncontrolled illegal immigration, the lack
of family values, and other
anti-social behavior. If that
is, in fact, the truth, it will
certainly result in a major rethinking of social policy in
this nation, particularly in
matters relating to criminal
justice reform.
One would certainly expect to pick up the newspaper and read of plans for
more prison construction,
less parole, and a generally
tougher approach to dealing
with criminal conduct. Well,
if that's true, than why is The
Washington Post full of proposals from the newly
elected Mayor of Washington, D.C. such as the following: 1) no more large scale
police sweeps of open-air
drug markets; 2) more lenient parole; 3) guaranteed
"gate money" for every released inmate; 4) liberalized
conjugal visits; 5) higher
wages for inmates; 6) mandatory contract set-asides for
ex-offender owned businesses; and 7) the piece de
resistance, a Department of
Inmate Affairs staffed by
and for ex-offenders!
The same Mayor wants
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Carl Rowan, Jr. is a partner in the Washington, D.C. law firm
of Rowan & Grady, where he specializes in the areas of legislative
affairs and government contract law. His law enforcement background includes two years as a Deputy U.S. Marshal and five years
~s an .FB~ Agent, focusing primarily on bank robbery and fugitive
mvest1gat10ns.

to lay off 200 police officers
and reduce the benefits of the
remaining officers on a force
that is already underfunded,
undermanned, and overstretched. What the heck is
happening in Newt Gingrich's backyard? The answer is Marion Barry.
In the event that you
have been visiting another
planet for the past few
months, Marion Barry is
back for a fourth term! Yes,
I am talking about the same
Marion Barry who, as
Mayor of the Nation's Capital was caught, on film,
smoking crack cocaine with
a bimbo at a Washington,
D.C. hotel; the same man
who ordered police officers
to buy drugs for him; the
same man who has been accused by at least five women
of sexual assault; the same
man who, while serving
time, made national head-

lines for having a woman
perform oral sex on him in
the crowded visitors' room
of a federal penitentiary; and
the same man who went on
the Sally Jesse Raphael
show to declare himself a
"sex addict."
Marion Barry has done
for the image of the Nation's
Capital what the Menendez
brothers did for the joy of
parenthood. So how in the
world did this man get reelected? The answer says as
much about the values of the
people who support him as it
does about the man himself.
Make no mistake about
it. Marion Barry is a very
intelligent man and the consummate politician. He runs
to win and he knows how to
win. In order to replace former supporters who would
no longer vote for him because of his prior criminal
behavior, Barry simply went
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out and built a new constituency by actively courting the
votes of the criminal element
(and their families) , drug addicts (and their families) and
the homeless; none of whom
are in short supply in the Nation's Capital. Never before
have I seen a full blown political organization in a
prison. Marion Barry had
one. He pandered to them
and they responded by the
thousands to help elect him.
For better or for worse,
Marion Barry has his thumb
firmly on the pulse of the
average District of Columbia voter. In fact, his connection to black voters is so
strong that it transcends politics and takes on an almost
cult-like flavor. During the
election campaign, he didn't
apologize for his criminal
behavior. To the contrary,
he held himself out as a role
model! "Who better to solve
the drug epidemic in Washington than someone who
has experienced it first
hand?" he would ask cheering crowds. (By that logic,
John Gacy should be next
Headmaster of Boys Town.)
Unfortunately, he has
become a role model for too
many African-Americans in
the District, particularly
young people, but for all the
wrong reasons. Many of the
young people who cheer him
are the same people who
cheered for Washington's
flamboyant drug kingpin ,
Rayful Edmonds, before he
went off to prison. The same
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people who cheer Marion
Barry are the ones who strut
around wearing "Free Mike
Tyson" shirts as though his
history of physical and sexual abuse of women is just
a joke.
Particularly amongst
the young people, these individuals have no concept
of hope for the future, appreciation for the value of
education and hard work, or
a sense of right and wrong.
Instead, they see violent behavior and a trip to jail as a
rite of passage to adulthood. They see in Marion
Barry a man who doesn't
play by the rules, and a man
who does whatever he
pleases whenever he
pleases. Marion Barry personifies the in-your-face,
fast buck, to -hell-withauthority, gangster mentality that is sending so many
of them down the road to
destruction.
And then there is the
issue of drug and alcohol
abuse. The sad fact is that
drug and alcohol dependency has become such a
pervasive problem in the
black community that an
incredibly high percentage
of African-Americans can
identify some family member who has such a dependency. Combine that group
with thousands of black
men (and their families)
who are either in jail, or on
pre-trial release, parole or
probation and you have the
makings of an unusual but
potent voting block. (I
guess that in this era of special interest groups, it was
inevitable that we would
eventually see a felons' political action committee.)
This represented fertile ground for Marion
Barry, who crafted a spiri-
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Particularly amongst the young
people, these individuals have no
concept of hope for the future,
appreciation for the value of
education and hard work, or a sense
of right and wrong. Instead, they see
violent behavior and a trip to jail as a
rite ofpassage to adulthood.
tual campaign theme
around the concepts of "recovery and redemption."
He spoke of addicts as victims of society with subtle
references to inner city drug
dealing as part of an antiblack, government conspiracy. He described prison
inmates as victims of a racist and unfair justice system. He stressed the
spiritual and moral obligation to give those " who
have been pushed down" a
second chance to get up.
This was a powerful message to black voters for
whom the rejection of
Marion Barry for his criminal and/or anti-social behavior became analogous
to rejecting their own family members who have had
run-ins with the law or drug
and alcohol problems. It
was the mass "victimization" of Washington's bad
actors, and they flocked to
the polls in support of their
new leader.
In theory, the political
empowerment of society's
"have nots" is a positive
thing that should be encouraged. Civic-minded participation in the democratic
process is but one necessary step in the revitalization of a once proud city

that has fallen on hard
times. But there is something terribly perverted in
the cynical manipulation of
those same voters who so
badly need to be assimilated into the mainstream of
American life. Telling
young black men who are
heavily involved in Washington's violent drug trade
that, in a Barry administration, they will no longer
have to fear police sweeps
of open air drug markets
may win elections, but it is
exactly the wrong message
to send.
The tragic irony is that
the people who are most
mesmerized by Barry's
promises are the ones who
are hurt the most when he
doesn' t deliver for them. It
is that type of cynical abuse
of the trust of those at the
bottom of our social and
economic ladder that fosters a seething anger at the
"system" and causes those
people who most need to
pull themselves up by their
bootstraps to, instead, withdraw even further from the
mainstream. People who
need education, values, and
"tough love" get only feel good rhetoric and false
hope. Meanwhile, sensible
black middle-class taxpay-
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ers continue to flee the District of Columbia at a rate of
10,000 per year.
Washington may just
be an unfortunate aberration, but my gut tells me
that it is not. W.C. Fields'
sage wisdom for con artists
was, "Never give a sucker
an even break." Sadly, inner city political hustlers
across the nation have already learned that a recipe
of black nationalism, victim-speak, old-time religion ,
and
talk
of
"redemption" make for an
intoxicating brew that
translates into votes. The
African-American community has developed an unfortunate penchant for
publicly embracing almost
anyone, no matter how
frivolous or reprehensible,
in the name of racial solidarity.
I mistakenly thought
that we had hit rock-bottom
a few years ago when the
NAACP presented an Image A ward to Rodney King.
Give me a break. It is one
thing to denounce possible
excessive force, but it is
something else entirely to
hold up a career substance
abuser and petty criminal as
a role model to young black
America. It is time for the
African-American community to do some serious reconsideration of its goals,
aspirations, and values before its legitimate needs
and concerns become lost
in the noise.
If that happens, I won't
blame the Marion Barrys of
the world. That would be
too easy. I'll blame the
community at-large that
votes for them because people who stand for nothing
will fall for anything.
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Law Enforcement Weapon
Retention Act
by Scott Wagner

LEAAArea
Representative
In the early morning
hours of July 12, 1994, Lt.
Michael Lutz of the Muskingum County Sheriff's Office
was murdered with his own
firearm by career criminal
Anthony Gross. Gross, 39,
had been released from
prison in July of 1993.
Lt. Lutz was responding
to a burglary call in South
Zanesville when he confronted Gross. Gross overpowered Lt. Lutz and took
his 9mm service pistol. He
then shot Lutz once in the
body, which knocked Lutz to
the ground. Gross then executed Lutz by walking up to
him and shooting him three
times in the head.
According to Muskingum County Sheriff Bernard
Gibson, Gross was "bulked
up" from weightlifting in
prison during his most recent
incarceration.
This was not the first
time that Gross (who has a
criminal history that
stretches 6 feet in length) has
disarmed a police officer.
On September 19, 1979, he
disarmed Muskingum
County Deputy Ted Holshuer. Ironically, it was
Deputy Michael Lutz who
arrived on the scene and
saved the life of Holshuer by
drawing his weapon on
Gross, causing his surrender.
Gross was convicted at that
time of six counts of breaking and entering, one count
of felonious assault, and
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Columbus, Ohio LEAA Area Representative Scott Wagner delivers law enforcement testimony on behalf ofLEAA before the Ohio
House of Representatives' Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime.

since Ohio has no law
against disarming a police
officer, a single count of 4th
Degree Felony Grand Theft
for taking the gun.
The resulting sentence
was five to fifteen years.
Since none of these charges
carried a mandatory penalty,
Gross ended up serving only
two and one half years for a
crime that could have cost
the lives of two sheriff's
deputies.
In the last twelve years
in Central Ohio, three of five
officers murdered in the line
of duty were murdered with
their own firearms. Sheriff
Harry Wolfe of Union
County was murdered while
responding to a residential
burglar alarm. Officer Gordon Rich of the Columbus
Police Department was murdered while on a routine traffic stop by an offender that

ripped his gun and holster
free from his gunbelt. The
third victim officer was Michael Lutz.
Nationally, an average
of 14% to 25% of all officers
murdered in the line of duty
are murdered with their own
firearms. There are no state
or federal laws that I know of
that specifically label the act
of disarming an officer as a
criminal offense. While
weapon retention is an important component of police
defensive tactics training, it
is still possible for an officer
to be disarmed in seconds,
particularly if they are not
wearing a security holster.
Many agencies do not
choose to spend the extra
money necessary for such
holsters for their officers,
nor do they permit them to
purchase their own, thus
making it easier for the
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criminal offender to disarm
these officers.
Because of this problem, a draft "Law Enforcement Weapon Retention
Act" was presented by
LEAA to State Representative E.J. Thomas of the
Ohio House of Representatives. He agreed to introduce the bill along with
then Ohio State Senator
Robert Ney, whose district
included
Muskingum
County.
This act creates the
crime of disarming a police
officer, and classifies it as an
Aggravated Felony of the
First Degree, which in Ohio,
is equivalent to Murder, if
the offender successfully
disarms the officer. Attempting to disarm a police
officer, where the officer
maintains control of the
weapon, is an Aggravated
Felony of the Second Degree. Attempting to disarm
a police officer where the
weapon is discharged during
the struggle (regardless of
who discharges it), but the
officer retains control, also
an Aggravated Felony of the
First Degree.
The bill was introduced
into the Ohio General Assembly following a major
press conference organized
by LEAA on September 23,
1994. Present at the press
conference were officers
from eight area agencies
who showed their support
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for the measure. At that
time in the Ohio House
there were already 22 cosponsors for the legislation.
The bill did not make it
to an initial hearing by the
end of the 1994 Session. At
the time of this writing,
Rep. Thomas has reintro-

don't know if we can hope
for a direct deterrent effect
at the time some street thug
is contemplating killing a
cop, since murder is already
against the law. But I'll tell
you one thing, it would
have prevented Lt. Lutz's
murder because had the

One final thought;
this effort is dedicated to
all the officers who have

It has come to Colt's attention that
All-American double action pistols
with serial numbers RK00001 RK03000; RA01 001-RA01 052;
RM01001-RM01005; and PF01001PF24248; and those with a letter A
before or after the number, may
accidentally discharge if struck
or dropped. A blow to the rear of
the slide while a round is in the
chamber can cause the pistol to
discharge. The firing mechanism
of these pistols will be modified
free of charge, and thereby reduce
the possibility of accidental discharge resulting from a blow.

lost their lives when their
weapon fell into the
wrong hands.
duced it in Ohio for the
1995 legislative session
(numbered HB 146), and it
has cleared the Legislative
Services Committee and
two hearings have already
been held. As most people
who hear of this effort consider it a "no-brainer" i.e.,
"Why wasn 't this done before?," I see it passing into
law fairly quickly this year.
Even a liberal Democrat
signed on to it!
State Senator Robert
Ney is now U.S. Congressman Robert Ney. LEAA
has been working with his
Legislative Director, Dave
Heil, to introduce this on a
federal level to afford this
protection to all federal officers, including U.S. Military Police, in all branches
of service. Again, the final
version is being ironed out
by the Congressional Legislative Policy staff so there
is not yet a bill number. My
belief about a time frame
for this measure is the same
as for the Ohio version.
Who knows if this
measure will save a life. I

time for that act been tacked
onto Gross' sentence, their
paths would not have
crossed, and a convicted
gun grabber would not have
been walking the streets.
It will also severely
punish those who even attempt to take a cop's gun, as
long as the prosecutors
have the guts to go for a
conviction, and don't plea
bargain the charge away.
One final thought; this
effort is dedicated to all the
officers who have lost their
lives when their weapon
fell into the wrong hands.
Let' s all work together to
support it until it becomes
both federal law and the law
of every state.

l'tDNWIRE, All Owr&S AMI SHOOTBIS

OF THESE PISTOLS ARE CAIITIOI'B:
1) Carry this pistol Only with the
chamber empty.
2)Never chamber a round until
immediately before you are
ready to fire.
3)Aiways control your pistol so
as to prevent 1ts be1ng
dropped or struck a t51ow,
especially with a round in the
chamber.
If you own one or more of these
pistols, c omplete and return the
coupon (or a copy of it) to:
Colt's Manufacturmg ConlpMy, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1888 Dept. RC2000
Hart1ord, CT 08144-1888
If the coupon is missing, send a
postcard or note to the address
shown above. Give your name,
address and the serial number of
each All-American pistol you own.
Arrangements will be made as soon as
possible to modify your pistol(s). You will
be given further details and additional
insfructions as to when, where and how
to ship your pistol(s) for modification.

Editor's Note: For a
copy of HBJ46, the Ohio
"Law
Enforcement
Weapon Retention Act",
send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to LEAA
with a note requesting a
copy.

Please DO NOT send your pistol(s)
to Colt at this time. For further
information, you may call us toll-free
at 1-800-426-8001.
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"1995 Community Protection Initiative" - H.R. 218
National Concealed Carry for Law Enforcement
H.R. 218
A BILL
To amend title 18, United States Code, to exempt qualified current and former law enforcement officers from State laws prohibiting the
carrying of concealed handguns.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JANUARY 4, 1995
Mr. CUNNINGHAM (for himself, Mr. HALL of Texas, Mr. BARTLETT of Maryland, Mr. BARTON of Texas, Mr. BREWSTER,
Mr. CALVERT, Mr. CONDIT, Mr. CRANE, Mr. DOOLITTLE, Mr. GALLEGLY, Mr. HOLDEN, Mr. HUNTER, Mr. INGLIS
of South Carolina, Mr. KNOLLENBERG, Mr. LEWIS of California, Mr. PACKARD, Mr. PAXON, Mr. PORTMAN,
Mr. SCHAEFER, and Mr. SOLOMON) introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.

A BILL
To amend title 18, United States Code, to exempt qualified current and former law enforcement officers from State laws prohibiting the
carrying of concealed handguns.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.
This Act may be cited as the "1995 Community Protection Initiative".

SEC. 2. EXEMPTION OF QUALIFIED CURRENT AND FORMER LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS FROM STATE
LAWS PROHffiiTING THE CARRYING OF CONCEALED HANDGUNS.
(a) IN GENERAL.-Chapter 44 of title 18, United States Code, is amended by inserting after section 926A the following:
"§ 926B. Carrying of concealed handguns by qualified current and former law enforcement officers
"(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of the law of any State or any political subdivision thereof, an individual who is a
qualified law enforcement officer or a qualified former law enforcement officer and who is carrying appropriate written identification of
such status may carry a concealed handgun.
"(b) As used in this section:
"(1) The term 'qualified law enforcement officer' means an officer, agent, or employee of a public agency who"(A) is a law enforcement officer;
"(B) is authorized by the agency to carry a firearm in the course of duty; and
"(C) is not the subject of any disciplinary action by the agency; and
"(D) meets such requirements as have been established by the agency with respect to firearms.
"(2) The term 'qualified former law enforcement officer' means an individual who"(A) retired from service with a public agency as a law enforcement officer, other than for reasons of mental
disability; and
"(B) immediately before such retirement, was a qualified law enforcement officer;
"(C) has a nonforfeitable right to benefits under the retirement plan of the agency;
"(D) meets such requirements as have been established by the State in which the individual resides with respect to
training in the use of firearms; and
"(E) is not prohibited by Federal law from receiving a firearm.
"(3) The term 'law enforcement officer' means an individual authorized by law to engage in or supervise the prevention,
detection, investigation, or prosecution of any violation of law, and includes corrections, probation, parole, and
judicial officers.
"(4) The term 'appropriate written identification' means, with respect to an individual, a document which"(A) was issued to the individual by the public agency with which the individual serves or served as a law
enforcement officer; and
" (B) identifies the holder of the document as a current or former officer, agent, or employee of the agency."
(b) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.-The table of sections for such chapter is amended by inserting after the item relating to
section 926A the following:
"926B. Carrying of concealed handguns by qualified current and former law enforcement officers."
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this section shall take effect 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
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Update on H.R. 218
"The 1995 Community
Protection Initiative"

CO-SPONSORS of H.R. 218
(As of March 28, 1995)

LEAA is pleased to announce that on January 4, 1995,
Congress man Randy "Duke" Cunn i ngham (R-CA)
rei ntroduced the "Community Protection Initiative" in the
104th Congress. This bill would allow qualified off-duty and
retired law enforcement officers to carry a concealed sidearm
nationwide.
Previously numbered H.R. 1277 in the I 03rd Congress,
the bill 's new number is H.R. 2 18 and it has been assigned to
the House Judiciary's Subcommittee on Crime, chaired by
Congressman Bill McColl um (R-FL).
At the time that this issue of The LEAA Advocate went to
press, LEAA has been able to gain 61 co-sponsors ofH.R. 2 18
in less than three months, just one less co-sponsor than we had
after two years with the old I03rd Congress! LEAA has been
very busy visiti ng Congressional Members who were
co-sponsors of the Community Protection Initiative in the
I03rd Congress, and to date, nearly 60% of last year' s
co-sponsors (who were re-elected last November) have signed
back on to H.R. 218.
LEAA has also bee n encouraging Congressiona l
fres hmen that received an endorsement from LEAA during
thi s past November's election to become co-sponsors of H.R.
2 18.

However, the most effective means of gaining additional
co-sponsors is for LEAA Members to write letters urging their
U.S. Representative to co-sponsor H.R. 2 18 (check the list on
the right to see if your Representative is already a co-sponsor),
and encourage their friends and colleagues to write letters as
well.
Keep your letter limited to H.R. 218, and work some or
all of the fo llowing points into your letter:
•
Gives qualified off-duty and retired law enforcement officers the means to prevent crime in our communities.
•
Puts thousands of additional equipped, trained and certified officers on the streets at no additional cost to
taxpayers.
• Provides officers the means to defend themselves and their
families from the hardened, often vindictive criminals
they have previously arrested.
Provides
a clear, uniform nationwide rule to replace the
•
bewi ldering variety of local laws that create confusion and
uncertainty as to whether an officer may or may not carry.
If
an officer is sufficiently trained and trustworthy to carry
•
a firearm on duty, why shou ld this taxpayer-financed
training be wasted when an officer is off-duty or retired in
good standing?
Also include any off-duty (or retired) incidents that you
know of where a fi rearm was used - or was needed.
IMPORTANT: Send LEAA a copy of your letter so that we
can also hand-deliver YOUR letter to YOUR Representative
- and keep the pressure on!
Let's pass H. R. 2 18 this year!
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Randy "Duke" Cunningham (R-5 l st-CA)
Original Sponsor
Allard (R-4th-CO)
Baker (R-lOth-CA)
Bartlett (R-6th-MD)
Barton (R-6th-TX)
Bilbray (R-49th-CA)
Bonilla (R-23-TX)
Bono (R-CA-44th)
Brewster (D-3rd-OK)
Calvert (R-43rd-CA)
Chrysler (R-8th-Ml)
Coburn (R-2nd-OK)
Collins (R-3rd-GA)
Condit (D-18th-CA)
Crane (R-8th-IL)
Doolittle (R-4th-CA)
Emerson (R-8th-MO)
English (R-21st-PA)
Ensign (R-1-NV)
Fields (R-8th-TX)
Forbes (R-lst-NY)
Frost (D-24th-TX)
Gallegly (R-23rd-CA)
Hall, Ralph (D-4th-TX)
Hancock (R-7th-MO)
Hastings, R. (R-4th-W A)
Hayworth (R-6th-AZ)
Heineman (R-4th-NC)
Holden (D-6th-PA)
Hutchinson (R-3rd-AR)
Hunter (R-52nd-CA)

Inglis (R-4th-SC)
Kim (R-CA-41st)
Knollenberg (R-11 th-MI)
LaHood (R-18th-IL)
LaTourette (R-19th-OH)
Lewis, Jerry (R-40th-CA)
Lightfoot (R-3rd-IA)
Linder (R-4th-GA)
McKeon (R-25th-CA)
Metcalf (R-2nd-WA)
Molinari (R-13th-NY)
Myrick (R-9th-NC)
Ney (R-18th-OH)
Packard (R-48th-CA)
Paxon (R-27th-NY)
Peterson (D-7th-MN)
Portman (R-2nd-OH)
Ramstad(R-3rd-MN)
Royce (R-39th-CA)
Schaefer (R-6th-CO)
Seastrand (R-22nd-CA)
Shuster (R-9th-PA)
Solomon (R-22nd-NY)
Stearns (R-6th-FL)
Stump (R-AZ-3rd)
Tejeda, Jr. (D-28th-TX)
Thurman (D-5th-FL)
Vucanovich (R-2nd-NV)
Walsh (R-25th-NY)
Young (R-At-Large-AK)

Do Retired Officers
Need To Carry?
DearLEAA:
I am a retired, disabled police officer. The closest I
came to getting killed was four years after I had retired.
The crook was a guy I had sent up several times. My
piece was in my truck but he didn't know that, and by
the grace of God and some good bluffing, I scared him
out of it.
About two hours later he shot and killed an elderly
lady when he pulled a burglary at her home (his gun was
stolen).
Ken Ramsay
El Centro, California
Editor's Note: Any questions? If so, just call LEAA we' II put you in touch with the Ken Ramsay's of the
world.
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Criminal Justice?
The Legal System Vs. Individual Responsibility
Part Two: Subverting Justice
by Robert James Bidinotto
Editor's Note: "Subverting Justice" is the second article in a three part
series in The LEM Advocate that has
been adapted from the book Criminal
Tustice? The Legal System Ys. Individual Responsibility, copyright 1994
by The Foundation for Economic Education, 30 S. Broadway, Irvington-onHudson, NY. Adapted and reprinted by
permission of the author and publisher.
The complete 315 page book is available to LEM Members for $8.95, a
savings of $11.00 off list price (plus
shipping and handling). See page 3 of
this magazine for order form. Charts in
this article are not in Mr. Bidinotto's
book.

T

he criminal justice system's
failure to provide justice was
inevitable, given the deterministic premises of its modern architects.
Criminologists Wilson and Herrnstein
explained, "The modern liberal position
on criminal justice is rehabilitative, not
retributive, because the offender is believed to have been driven to his crimes,
rather than to have committed them
freely and intentionally ...." I
Some "reformers" have even made
their antipathy toward traditional conceptions of justice explicit. Here, two
of them express acute discomfort with
the classical symbol, Justitia- the familiar courtroom figure, robed and blindfolded, holding her scales and sword:
"Through excellently symbolizing impartial, even-handed, and effective justice generally, Justitia is ill-equipped to
meet our current demands from penal
sentences .. .. From her left hand she
should drop the scales and put in its
place the case history, the symbol of the
full psychological, sociological, and
criminological investigation of the indi-
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Investigative journalist and awardwinning author Robert James Bidinotto delivers forceful remarks on the need to
overhaul America's failed criminal justice
system during an LEAA Press Conference
held in the U.S. Capitol Building on January
31, 1995.

vidual criminaL Her right hand will
fmd very little use for a sword in the
modern penal system .. .. Around her
knees she would be well advised to
gather the adolescent social sciences ....
Finally, it is essential that she remove
the anachronistic bandage from her eyes
and look about at the developments in
society generally ...."2
A new kind of justice - "social justice" or "distributive justice" - was to
replace the "anachronistic," Justitian
sort. Since men were helpless playthings of circumstances, and since circumstances impinged upon men
unequally, it was the moral duty of government to intervene and redress the
resulting "injustices." Government, according to Excuse-Makers such as John
Rawls, was not to be society's impartial
umpire, but rather its meddling therapist.
This outlook, largely a legacy of
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Rousseau's view of human nature,3
spawned the redistributionist welfare
state. "If you are bright, accomplished,
famous, well-off, virtuous - you're just
lucky, you had nothing to do with it, you
didn't deserve any of it. Likewise, if
you are stupid, lazy, corrupt, poor, mediocre, even criminal - you can't help
that, either. Therefore, 'distributive justice' requires that the government level
the playing field."4
It also led logically to a "culture of
instinctive 'sympathy for the devil,"' as
one historian put it, "a feeling that criminals in this society are as much victims
as victimizers, as much sinned against
as sinners- if not more so." 5
Hence the Excuse-Maker's curious
double standard toward crime: "sympathy for the devil," and simultaneous indifference toward crime victims. If no
one can help being what he is, then the
(usually) "lucky" and "privileged" middle-class crime victim merits only marginal concern. However, the "unlucky"
and "underprivileged" criminal is a
chronic victim of circumstance, and deserves our full sympathy and compassion. The logic of determinism, then,
requires an inversion of traditional justice.
This has produced several major
social consequences, all mutually reinforcing.
The criminal justice system began
supplanting punishment with leniency
and "rehabilitation." As early as 1949,
the U.S. Supreme Court stated that retribution was "no longer the dominant
objective of the criminal law," and was
to be replaced by "reformation and rehabilitation."6 Soon, police were also
handcuffed by new court rulings favoring criminal suspects who, even if convicted, were quickly recycled into
society. Meanwhile, redistributionist
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social spending programs abounded,
punishing productivity, thrift, honesty,
independence, responsibility while rewarding idleness, profligacy, chisel1
ing, parasitism, irresponsibility. To
make matters worse, such programs
also diverted badly needed funds from
the criminal justice system.
Today' s justice system is an afterthought in governmental spending priorities. According to the American Bar
Association, "The entire criminal justice system is starved for resources.
Less than 3% of all government spending in the United States went to support
all civil and criminal justice activities in
fiscal 1985. This compares with 20.8%
for social insurance payments, 18.3%
for national defense and international
relations, and 10.9% for interest on debt.
Less than 1% of all government spending went into operation of the Nation's
correctional system (includin~ jails,
prisons, probation, and parole)."
Thanks chiefly to the Excuse-Making Industry, police are under-funded
and under-manned to face the evermounting crime wave; court dockets are
flooded with impossible caseloads; jails
and prisons are filled to overflowing.
This puts pressure on the entire system
to incarcerate as few criminals as possible, and to release them as quickly as
possible. Thus, the Excuse-Making Industry has undermined the system both
morally and practically.

Subverting the Quest for
Truth
Since the premise of the ExcuseMakers is that "the criminal is a social
victim," they see Constitutional rights
not as a shield to protect the innocent
from predators, but as a buffer between
a "victimized" criminal class and the
"injustice" of punishment. Byzantine
procedural formalities, purportedly to
guarantee the "rights" of the accused,
now take precedence over the quest for
simple truth and justice.

Confessions: The Miranda
Decision9
On June 13, 1966, by a 5-4 decision, the United States Supreme Court
rendered its now-famous Miranda v.
The LEAA Advocate

Percent of Crimes Resulting in
a Prison Sentence
Crime

1950

1988

Murder

43.0%

17.3%

Rape

23.9

5.1

Robberv

14.3

2.4

Aggravated Assault

5.5

2.5

Buralarv

4.5

0.6

Larcenvi1"heft

1.3

6.7

Motor Vehicle Theft

4.9

0.3

Source: Morgan 0. Reynolds, Crime Pays But So Does Imprisonment, National Center for Policy Analysis,
Policy Report No. 149, p. 7; Crime in the United States, Uniform Crime Reports.

Arizona decision. Supposedly based on
the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which states that "No person
... shall be compelled in any criminal
case to be a witness against himself,"
Miranda twisted these simple words beyond recognition.
The Court held that even voluntary,
uncoerced confessions by a suspect in
police custody would no longer be admissible as evidence, unless the police
first warned him that ( 1) he had the right
to remain silent, (2) anything he said
might be used against him in court, (3)
he had the immediate right to a lawyer,
and (4) he could get a free lawyer if he
couldn't afford one. The suspect then
had expressly to waive those rights before any questioning could proceed.
Should police make the slightest omission or error in this ritual, any evidence
they get can be thrown out, and the
suspect can "walk."
In this single decision, four veteran
criminals, convicted after voluntarily
confessing to separate crimes, had their
convictions overturned. The first was a
three-time convict who admitted to a
robbery after being identified by two
victims. The second forged stolen
checks from a purse-snatching in which
the victim was killed. The third, a veteran bank robber, confessed after being
told of his rights, but didn't explicitly
waive them first. The fourth , arrested
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for kidnapping and rape, was identified
by his victim, and later confessed "with
full knowledge of my legal rights, understanding that any statement I make
may be used against me." He hadn't,
however, been formally advised of his
right to have a lawyer present.
Even though these confessions
weren't "involuntary in traditional
terms," wrote Chief Justice Earl Warren
for the majority, "in none of these cases
did the officers undertake to afford the
appropriate safeguards ... to insure that
the statements were truly the product of
a free choice."
By what convoluted reasoning
could such voluntary admissions be
construed to be coerced? According to
the Court's majority opinion, "In each
of the cases, the defendant was thrust
into an unfamiliar atmosphere and run
through menacing police interrogation
procedures. The potentiality for compulsion is forcefully apparent, for exampie ... where the indigent Mexican
defendant was a seriously disturbed individual with pronounced sexual fantasies [author's note: the man had been
judged mentally competent to stand
trial], and [where] the defendant was an
indigent Los Angeles Negro who had
dropped out of school in the sixth
grade." [Emphasis added]
This is the deterministic language
of the Excuse-Maker, brimming with
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thinly veiled editorials about poverty
and racism, regarding even a confessed criminal as a helpless pawn of
social pressures. (By contrast, the
rape victim was coldly described as
"the complaining witness.")
As for the remark about "menacing police interrogation procedures,"
the Court admitted that, "To be sure,
the records do not evince overt physical coercion or patent psychological
ploys." So, what was coercive? Dissenting Justice Byron White angrily
noted," ... in the Court's view in-custody interrogation is inherently coercive ... " [Emphasis added] Observe
the deterministic premise: we must
assume that the suspect had little or no
free will, and that his confession was
thus involuntary, unless police somehow proved otherwise.
Often a suspect, feeling guilty or
anxious, wants to unburden himself.
Thanks to Miranda, at that point police are obliged to buck up his flagging
courage and nagging conscience with
repeated reassurances about his right
not to cooperate. Justice John Harlan,
another Miranda dissenter, protested
that "the thrust of the new rules is to
negate all pressures, to reinforce the
nervous or ignorant suspect, and ultimately to discourage any confession at
all. The aim, in short, is toward 'voluntariness' in a utopian sense ... One is
entitled to feel astonished that the Constitution can be read to produce this
result."
Furthermore - as the Court noted in
subsequent cases - Miranda not only
prohibited direct questioning without
the suspect's prior permission, but also
banned even indirect comments between police officers in his presence
which were "reasonably likely to elicit
an incriminating response." Any
oblique police "appeal to ... 'decency
and honor'" in the suspect, charged Justice Thurgood Marshall, was "a classic
interrogation technique." This is a perfectly logical outgrowth of the determinist premise. Since the suspect is
presumed to be powerless in the face of
his emotions, any appeal to these omnipotent emotions is itself "coercive."
Thus, the Excuse-Makers construe the
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LEAA Operations Director Ted Gogo[ (I)
accepts the first LEAA Special Edition copy of
Robert James Bidinotto's landmark book,~
nal .lustice? The Le2al System Vs Individual
ResqonsibWzy
After reviewing the book and realizing the
importance of its powerful message, LEAA ordered 1,000 custom copies ofCrimjnallustice to
make it available to LEAA Members at below
market rates (see ad on page 3) and to enable
LEAA to hand deliver a copy of the book to over
450 Members of Congress and their key aides.
Congressional Law Enforcement Caucus ChairmenJim Lightfoot (R-IA) and Bart Stupak (D-Ml),
both former law enforcement officers, jointly
signed a "Dear Colleague" letter that was sent to
every Member of the House of Representatives
urging them to read Criminal .lustjce.

Constitution as protecting a criminal
even from his own guilty conscience.
Miranda dissenter Justice White
warned at the time, "In some unknown
number of cases, the Court's rule will
return a killer, a rapist or other criminal
to the streets ... to repeat his crime whenever it pleases him." That, of course, is
precisely what has happened.
In late 1968, the suspected murderer of a missing ten-year-old girl was
warned five separate times of his Miranda rights, and remained silent.
Later, on a drive with the police, one
officer remarked that the girl's parents
would be relieved if they could find her
body, and give her a "good Christian
burial." The suspect, feeling guilty,
then offered to lead them to the child's
body, and was later convicted of murder. But the Supreme Court - again by
a slim 5-4 vote - ruled that the policeman's statement amounted to a unwanted interrogation, and that the case
had to be retried. (Thanks to this ruling,
the case was not resolved for over 15
10
years.)
In California, a man beat a college
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co-ed to death. Read his Miranda
rights, including his right to have a
"§>lawyer present, he waived them all and
~confessed. Yet a California appeals
0 court threw out his conviction, because
] when arrested he hadn't been allowed
£to
consult his mother. 11
0
]o..
In Pennsylvania, a man who admitted clubbing to death his mother,
sister, and grandmother was set free,
because the arresting officer told him
that anything he said could be used "for
or against" him. The court ruled that
the word "for" made the confession
12
inadmissible.
In Texas, a girl was shot dead after
agreeing to testify in a drug case. The
suspect refused a lawyer, but was assigned one anyway. Read his Miranda
rights, he again refused a lawyer. He
chose to plea bargain, signed a detailed
confession, and took police to the murder site. Despite this, a judge, citing
Supreme Court decisions, threw out
his confession - because no lawyer had
been present. 13
The cost of such procedural
utopianism is incalculable: it lies not
just in convictions dismissed and overturned, but in confessions never made.
Forty percent of murder convictions depend upon voluntary confessions by the
perpetrator. 14 It is crucial, then, that
police be allowed to ask questions without first begging the suspect's permission and encouraging his resistance.
Yet Miranda equates "questions" with
"coercion."
A reconstituted Supreme Court returned partly to its senses in 1984. Its
Quarles decision exempted police from
having to give Miranda warnings in
situations where there was an immediate danger to the public, and found that
confessions obtained under such circumstances could stand in court. 15 But
Miranda itself remains, an infamous legal legacy of the Excuse-Making Industry and a major impediment to the
pursuit of truth.

Evidence: Exclusionary Rules
Not only may confessions be excluded from criminal proceedings: so
may any other sort of evidence.
The Fourth Amendment requires
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that only on "probable cause" may
search warrants be issued, specifying
the place to be searched, and the evidence sought. However, until 1914,
even evidence illegally seized could be
used in a criminal trial. That year, the
Supreme Court ruled otherwise, and in
1961 (Mapp v. Ohio) extended the fed16
eral exclusionary rule to the states.
The consequences have been appalling. The Bureau of Justice Statistics
and National Institutes of Justice estimated in 1983 that up to 55,000 serious
criminal cases are dropped annually,
thanks to the exclusionary rule. These
released criminals are free to prey on
innocents again: half of those set loose
on exclusionary-rule grounds have been
rearrested With'm two years. 17
In 1964, a 14-year-old girl was brutally murdered in New Hampshire.
Finding the bullet had come from a rifle
of the prime suspect, police went to the
state attorney general who, under thenexisting law, was authorized to issue
search warrants. With this warrant, they
found further incriminating evidence,
and the suspect was tried and convicted.
Seven years later, however, the U.S.
Supreme Court reversed his conviction,
on grounds that the attorney general, as
a prosecutor, was not a neutral judicial
party. Since his search warrant was invalid, the incriminating evidence from
the search had to be thrown out, too.
Here, police "erred" due to good-faith
obedience to existing law; but - as Supreme Court Justice Benjamin Cardozo
had once noted - "The criminal is to go
free because the constable has blundered."18
As in the case of Miranda confessions, the Supreme Court, in 1984, finally allowed some "good-faith"
exceptions to search-and-seizure exclusionary rules. But that did not prevent it
from allowing the guilty to escape in
other cases.
A bullet fired through the floor of a
squalid Phoenix apartment struck a man
below. Entering the suspect's apartment, investigating officers found three
weapons, a stocking mask, and two sets
of expensive stereo equipment. Common sense warranted suspicion, and an
officer lifted a turntable to get the serial
0
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number. Routine checking confirmed
that these were, indeed, stolen items,
and they were seized as evidence.
However, Arizona courts ruled
that, though police had the right to enter
when responding to the shooting, they
did not have the right to seize the stereos, since these were unrelated to the
gunfire. Had their serial numbers been
in plain view, the evidence would have
been admissible; but touching them violated the suspect's Fourth Amendment
rights. In 1987, the Supreme Court up19
held this decision by a 6-3 vote.
Justice Hugo Black once wrote that
such decisions seemed "calculated to
make many good people believe our
Court actually enjoys frustrating justice
by unnecessarily turning professional
criminals loose to prey upon society
20
with impunity." He had a point. After all, the purpose of the courts is to
determine truth and administer justice.
That can't happen if facts - however
obtained- are selectively excluded from
fact-finding proceedings. Yet because
the Excuse-Making Industry regards
those "driven" to crime as victims, matters of truth and justice are subordinated
to a complex procedural etiquette whose
alleged purpose is to "level the playing
field." The substantive ends of the justice system must be sacrificed to new
procedural means - means to a new
egalitarian end.
In this light, exclusionary rules and
the Miranda decision may be viewed as
having the same purpose as "affirmative
action" rules: to tip the balance scales
of "social justice" on behalf of a class of
presumed social victims. And, if the
facts of a given case interfere with that
agenda, every effort must be made to
exclude them from the courtroom.
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Subverting the Quest for
Justice
Bail and Release on
Recognizance
At his arrest or his initial appearance on charges, a suspect may be released on his own recognizance or on
bail (assuming charges aren't dismissed
outright). In many jurisdictions, a judge
can deny bail if a suspect has a criminal
35
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record, or seems to pose a danger to the
community. In the rest, he can hold the
suspect without bail only if there is substantial doubt he'll return for trial. But
due to overcrowded cells - and the protests of Excuse-Making "civil liberties"
attorneys- many judges try to minimize
the number of criminals held for trial in
jail. This often means absurdly dangerous leniency.
Consider a typical case, that of career criminal Philip J. DiCarlo. Wanted
on numerous felony warrants in Massachusetts, he was arrested on separate
charges in Florida, but freed on only
$2,626 bail. He finally surrendered to
Massachusetts authorities. In exchange
for a guilty plea, DiCarlo bargained fifteen felony burglary charges down to
only eight counts, and got a sentence
allowing parole eligibility after only
two years. Despite being warned of the
man's 20-year adult criminal record, the
judge then postponed the imposition of
the sentence, and freed DiCarlo on his
own recognizance so that he could be
with his family for the holidays. Showing more common sense than thejudge,
1
DiCarlo promptly skipped town.
Other bail incidents are no laughing
matter. Despite convictions for two
murders, two armed robberies, and an
assault, Jerold Green of Philadelphia

was nonetheless released on bail while
appealing the second homicide verdict.
After losing his appeal, Green didn't
bother reporting to prison. Instead,
while being hunted, he committed a
third murder. 22
Or take the case of Steven Judy,
imprisoned after three violent crimes
involving kidnapping and stabbing during the 1970s. Paroled, he soon committed another robbery - yet was still
granted bail. While free, he murdered
an Indiana women and her three children? 3
Such incidents aren't rare. The
U.S. Justice Department reports thirtyfive percent of those with serious criminal records, and who are freed on bail,
either violate their release conditions,
fail to reappear for trial, or are arrested
for new crimes during the bail period.
And this statistic includes only known
violations. 24
Excuse-Making "civil libertarians"
argue that the rights of suspects to be
freed on bail may be denied based only
on "speculation" about their criminal
25
tendencies. But as the examples and
statistics show, the danger of releasing
career criminals is no matter of mere
speculation. Career felons should never
be released on recognizance, or bail.
Bail is not a fundamental human right,

Actual Median Sentences Served for Male Prisoners
from State Prisons in 1988
Crime

Median
Time Served

All Offenders

1 year, 1 month

27%

Violent Offenders

2 years, 2 months

42

Murder

5 years, 6 months

37

Rape

3 years

38

Robbery

2 years, 3 months

38

Assault

1 year, 3 months

28

1 year

33

1 year, 1 month

36

Drug Trafficking

Percent of Original
Sentences Imposed

I

Weapon Violations

i

Source: U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, National Corrections Reporting Program,
1988, May 1992.
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or an end in itself: it's a means to an end.
Like the right to vote, it's only a contextual procedural right, whose purpose is
to secure the substantive rights of life,
liberty, and property.
Everything said about excluding
evidence and confessions applies
equally here. To defend bail for proven
predators as some fundamental right is
to subordinate the system' s ends to its
means. Judging a man by his past record is both wise and just; and a chronic
criminal can claim no "right" to be
judged otherwise. This point, however,
is lost on those who hold the deterministic, "criminal-as-victim" premise.

Plea Bargaining
In Nevada, a man killed his girlfriend by forcing a large quantity of
bourbon down her throat. A good case
could have been made for premeditated
murder, or at least second-degree homicide. But, in a plea bargain deal, the
court allowed the defendant to plead
guilty to a reduced charge of involuntary manslaughter. In exchange, hereceived a mere three-year sentence, and
was released after only 22 montbs? 6
In a 1981 courtroom deal, a Massachusetts man pled guilty to a charge of
raping a female jogger. In return, he
was sentenced to ten years at Concord
Reformatory, a sentence which meant a
minimum of only one yearto be actually
served. But by the terms of his plea
bargain arrangement, he spent only
three days in jail before being transferred to a halfway house. That surely
taught him an encouraging lesson about
the justice system. In 1984, he was arrested for burglary and another rape and became the prime s~~ect in seven
other attacks on women.
Or consider the young Wisconsin
man who confessed to three armed robberies of savings and loan companies.
A plea bargain deal placed this dangerous, repeat felon on probation for his
full sentence, sending him instead to a
"work release" program at the Milwaukee House of Correction. While serving
this "sentence" he was driven around
town by social workers, allegedly trying
to find a job. Instead, he brazenly
robbed two more savings and loan
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branches. Four days after being released from the program, he robbed yet
8
another?
These are but a few examples of the
thousands of sentencing outrages occurring daily throughout the nation. If a
criminal is finally arrested after a string
of offenses, and if the prosecutor decides to accept the case, and if police
evidence isn't thrown out on "exclusionary rule" grounds - then the criminal's next way to evade justice is to "cop
a plea." Today, 80 to 90 percent of all
convictions stem from pre-trial guilty
pleas, invariably to reduced charges, negotiated between prosecutors and defense attorneys, and rubber-stamped by
. dges. 29
JU
Such cynical maneuvers allow
criminals to evade the full penalties of
their crimes by receiving reduced punishment or probation; permit lazy prosecutors to enhance their political careers
by boasting of high "conviction rates";
let defense attorneys quickly handle a
large number of clients (and collect a
large number of fees) without ever having to prepare for trial; and (allegedly)
help harried judges quickly clear
clogged court calendars and jammed
jails. It's the triumph of expediency
over justice. Everyone leaves the courtroom smiling - except for the crime victims, who, ignored in the proceedings,
look on in shocked disbelief and rage,
realizing that they have just been
. 30
mugged agam.
As Wisconsin Circuit Court Judge
Ralph Adam Fine observes, plea bargaining is essentially a bribe to the defendant, a "payoff for a guilty plea,"31
to entice him not to bother everyone
with a trial. As a reward, a rape charge
may be reduced (usually without the
victim's knowledge or consent) to mere
"assault and battery"; and multiple
crimes (say, breaking-and-entering, assault and robbery) may be combined
into a single charge (e.g. "assault").
Once the deceit starts, there's no end to
it - as in the routine courtroom trick
called "swallowing the gun," i.e., reducing an armed-robbery charge to unarmed robbery, by simply i~noring the
use of a gun in the crime. 2 Finally,
even the sentences meted out for the

remaining reduced charges are usually
softened. Multiple sentences often are
allowed to be served concurrently,
rather than consecutively, letting the
criminal pay only once for several offenses; or, with the complicity of a
prosecutor, a "first offender" (i.e., one
whose carefully edited record is presented to seem innocuous) may "walk"
on a suspended sentence and probation.
The flip side is that the defendant is
often made to understand that, should he
plead innocent and lose in court, the
prosecutor and judge will punish him
with harsher sentences than he would
have gotten if he had "gone along". In
this way, even innocent people are
sometimes bullied into a guilty plea, and
are denied their day in court.
Plea bargaining falsifies the defendant's true criminal record. In the case
of the innocent defendant, it gives him
the taint of a conviction he doesn't deserve. In the (far more usual) case of a
guilty defendant, it makes him look less
menacing than he really is, and more
worthy of further "breaks" from the next
judge he sees.
This, of course, is a clear incentive
to criminality. "Should we be surprised," asked former Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger, "if the word gets
around ... that you can commit two or
three crimes for the price of only
33
one?"
The U.S. National Advisory
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals concluded in 1973 that
"plea bargaining results in leniency that
reduces the deterrent impact of the law."
Today, it's also a ruse by which judges
and lawyers skirt the tough sentencing
requirements of new mandatory sentencing laws for repeat offenders.
Prosecutors don't bother telling the
judge about a repeat offender's prior
record, and the judge doesn' t ask. Or,
charges are simply reduced in advance,
to compensate for the harsher 2enalties
mandated by the actual offense. 34 [Editor's Note: See page 46 of this magazine for a shocking example.]
In 1971, the U.S. Supreme Court
put its imprimatur on this cynical practice, calling plea bargaining "an essential component of the administration of
justice .... If every criminal charge were
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subjected to a full-scale trial, the States
and the Federal Government would
need to multiply by many times the
number of judges and court facilities."
The practice, echoes the American Bar
Association, "saves time and conserves
resources which can be applied to other
35
pending cases."
But that is nonsense. In 1975, the
state of Alaska's attorney general ordered an end to all plea bargaining.
Other jurisdictions, such as New Orleans and Pontiac, Michigan, have also
rejected it. They all found that there was
no sudden tidal wave of "not guilty"
pleas, requiring a trial and swamping the
system. In fact, as the National Institute
of Justice discovered in a 1980 investigation of the Alaska experiment,
"Guilty pleas continued to flow in at
nearly undiminished rates. Most defendants pled guilty even when the state
offered them nothing in exchange for
their cooperation." Contrary to expectations, cases were actually processed
more rapidly in each major jurisdiction,
and sentences were more severe. As
one prosecutor put it, "I was spending
probably one third of my time arguing
with defense attorneys. Now we have a
smarter use of our time." 36
The key was for prosecutors to
screen cases carefully before defendants
were charged. Faced with air-tight
cases against them, guilty defendants
simply threw in the towel and pled
guilty, anyway. In addition, ending plea
bargaining put responsibility back into
every level of the system: police did
better investigating; prosecutors and
lawyers began preparing their cases better; lazy judges were compelled to
spend more time in court and control
their calendars more efficiently. Most
importantly, justice was served - and
criminals began to realize that they
could not continue their arrogant manipulation of a paper-tiger court system.
Tough prosecution and sentencing
does not clog the court system: it deters
crime from occurring in the first place.
Since repeat offenders commit most of
the crime, careful case screening and
"no-deals" prosecution tend to incapacitate a greater percentage of this group
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for longer periods - and thus actually
reduce caseloads in the long run.
That's the practical side. But more
basic is the moral issue: Should the
victims of these criminals expect anything less from our system of justice?
And should the Excuse-Making Industry be allowed to thwart justice by corrupting the system?

Competency Hearings and
Insanity Defenses
The hijacker of a New Orleans bus
was found incompetent to stand trial,
thanks to a psychiatric testimony. Instead of incarceration, he was released.
Fifteen months later, he was back in
court- for dismembering his roommate.
A former Connecticut policeman
killed his wife, but due to "expert" psychiatric testimony, was acquitted of
murder charges on the ground of insanity. He spent only three months under
psychiatric treatment. Five years later,
he was arrested once more - for killing
37
his second wife.
But for irony worthy of Hitchcock,
the tale of serial killer Edward Kemper
can' t be topped. After shooting both his ·
grandparents as a teenager, Kemper
spent the next four years in a mental
hospital. In 1969, he was returned to the
California Youth Authority, whose "experts" disputed the court psychiatrist's
diagnosis and paroled him to his mother.
Later, Kemper was examined by two
parole psychiatrists, who recommended
that his juvenile records be sealed to let
him live a "normal" adult life. One of
them wrote: "I see no psychiatric reason to consider him to be a danger to
himself or any other member of society." Yet at that very moment, out in
their parking lot, in the trunk of Kemper's car, was the corpse of his third
female murder victim that year.
Because of their "ex~~rtise," there
would soon be five more.
These cases graphically demonstrate that psychiatry cannot really
judge the sanity of criminal defendants,
let alone predict their future danger to
society. Yet psychiatrists play a major
role in the criminal justice system.
They testify concerning a defendant's
"state of mind" at the time of his crime;
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judge whether he can grasp the charges
against him and assist in his own legal
defense; decide (if he's committed to a
mental hospital) when he's "cured" and
"safe" to return to society. By their
"expert" testimony in competency hearings, and in "insanity" and "diminished
capacity" defenses, they frequently help
dangerous criminals escape the wheels
of justice.
Criminals found "insane" spend,
on average, far less time in custody than
do those sent to prison for the same
offenses. In New York from 19651976, those acquitted of murder by reason of insanity, and subsequently
released from mental hospitals, spent an
average of less than a year and a half in
custody. (One murderer spent just one
day in a hospital). Similarly, New Jersey murderers found insane were released, on average, in just two years. In
Florida, those released from mental hospitals following first-degree murder acquittals spent fewer than three years in
psychiatric custody; by contrast, those
convicted and sent to prison spent
nearly ten years in confinement. Meanwhile, other studies have found that over
a third of released criminal patients are
rearrested. 39
Stories of how clever criminals manipulate psychiatrists are legendary. In
Two of a Kind - a brilliant, harrowing
account of the "Hillside Strangler" case
- author Darcy O'Brien shows how
cold-blooded serial killer Ken Bianchi
fooled three prominent psychiatrists by
feigning a "multiple personality" disorder. Had he been successful, he would
have been sent to a mental hospital instead of prison, staged a miraculous "recovery," and soon have been released to
prey again on young women. But even
after a hypnosis expert proved that Bianchi had faked his hypnosis sessions
and multiple personalities, the psychiatrists (though not the judge) remained
stubbornly convinced that their "insan40
ity" diagnoses had been correct.
Perhaps the most egregious case is
that of Thomas Vanda. In 1971, he murdered a 15-year-old girl, but was found
"not guilty by reason of insanity" and
sent to a mental institution. Released
only nine months later, Yanda was soon
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM
arrested for the stabbing death of a 25year-old woman. While in custody, he
wrote another jailed murder suspect, advising him how to fake insanity. Yanda
told him to offer bizarre interpretations
of the famous Rorschach "inkblot test,"
to feign "hearing voices" that "told you
to do your crime," and to "act crazy in
front of the staff." A Chicago psychiatrist had already judged Yanda legally
insane for the second murder. Shown
Yanda's letter, he still insisted he had no
41
cause to alter his finding.
After psychiatrist Stanton
Samenow and an associate studied dozens of people acquitted under the insanity defense, they concluded that most of
them "aren't crazy at all .... They were
rational, purposeful and deliberate in
what they did. But they were very astute
at conning the system, the courts, the
psychiatrists and the hospital into believing that they were mentally ill,
2
thereby beating the charge.',4
Samenow, who has spent years
studying criminals firsthand, also dismisses the idea that even the perpetrators of ghastly crimes operate under an
"irresistible impulse" or compulsion.
"What is habitual is not necessarily
compulsive and beyond one's control,"
he warns. "Behind the appearance of
uncontrollable impulse lies the stark reality of the offender's calculating and
proficient method of operating .... From
my clinical observations, I have concluded that 'kleptomaniacs' and ' pyromaniacs' are simply people who enjoy
stealing or setting fires." (As another
observer put it, a crime may be sicken43
ing, but not necessarily "sick.")
Samenow also cites the example of
"Son of Sam" serial killer David Berkowitz. After capture, Berkowitz
claimed that demons were talking to
him through a dog, and had ordered him
to kill. Later, he acknowledged he'd
been faking insanity. "There were no
real demons, no talking dogs, no satanic
henchmen. I made it all up via my wild
imagination so as to find some form of
justification for my criminal acts against
society."44
Several courtroom outrages, however, have prompted a new look at the
validity of psychiatric involvement in
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the legal system. One was the infamous
diminished capacity, "Twinkie" defense of Dan White, who shot San Francisco's mayor and a city superintendent
in 1978. Despite abundant evidence of
.
. . 45 th e Jury
premedJtatiOn,
accepted psychiatric testimony that (among other excuses) White's mental control was
impaired because of eating junk food.
They found him guilty only of involuntary manslaughter. The other major
outrage was the murder acquittal of
would-be presidential assassin John
Hinckley "by reason of insanity." This
led to a reform of federal law. Before
then, prosecutors had to prove the defendant sane; now, the defense must prove
him insane.
But even this doesn't get to the
heart of the matter. Psychiatrist Lee
Coleman warns that "psychiatrists do
not have the tools that society thinks
they have. They have no special way of
predicting who will commit a criminal
act or of determining when a criminal is
cured of antisocial tendencies. They
have no tests to determine a person's
innermost thoughts, even though the
courts assume they do. " He argues that
"psychiatry should be stripped of its
state-given powers," by banning psychiatric testimony in legal proceedings,
as well as abolishing the "insani~f and
"diminished capacity" defenses. 6
This does not mean that judges and
juries would be spared the legal task of
determining criminal intent; only that
"in determining what, if any, criminal
intent was present, and in deciding punishment, [they] need no help from psychiatrists .... A decision on intent should
be based on the factual evidence surrounding the crime." A defense attorney would still be free to argue that the
defendant was in an impaired mental
state during the crime. But evidence
would be limited to fact-based testimony of witnesses, citing the defendant's bizarre or irrational statements
47
It would not include
and behavior.
fanciful theoretical speculations by Excuse-Making "experts," using inkblots
and word-association "tests" to decipher the alleged impact of junk food or
an over-possessive mother on the defendant's presumed mental state.
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This is a common-sense approach
to putting objectivity and responsibility
back into criminal proceedings.

Probation and Parole
Parole is the release of a convict,
under periodic supervision, after he has
served only a portion of his sentence.
Probation is the conditional release of
an individual found guilty of a crime, as
an alternative to incarceration, also usually under periodic supervision. Both
are used routinely, and both are progeny
of the Excuse-Making Industry.
As one criminology text puts it:
"Parole can be considered as an extension of the rehabilitative (and now reintegrative) program of the prison .... If
prisons are, in fact, to be concerned with
modifying criminal behavior so that the
offender can eventually be reintegrated
into society, parole is also supposed to
provide the supervision and assistance
that makes successful reintegration pos48
sible." [Emphasis in original]
A measure of that "success" lies in
the dismally high rates of inmate recidivism (i.e., percentage of inmates who
commit subsequent crimes after release). A RAND Corporation study
found that about half of those sentenced
to probation in California were convicted of another crime within three
years.49 And "success rates for probation," concede its backers, "are generally considerably higher than for
parole."50 The Bureau of Justice Statistics released a 1985 study showing that
42 percent of inmates arriving at state
prisons were on parole or probation for
an earlier conviction at their time of
arrival. Twenty-eight percent of these
would still have been in prison for the
earlier offense, had they served out the
maximum term to which they were sentenced.51 This means, of course, that
thousands of people were needlessly
subjected to robbery, assault, even murder, through the early parole and probation releases of convicted felons .
One example symbolizes them all.
Larry Gene Bell had been involved in
abnormal sexual incidents since he was
a child. In 1975, at age 26, he tried to
force a young housewife into his car at
knifepoint. Bell plea bargained a deal to
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avoid prison by undergoing psychiatric
treatment. He quit after two visits. Five
months later, Bell tried to force a co-ed
into his car at gunpoint. A psychiatrist
recommended mental hospitalization,
but Bell got a five-year prison sentence
instead. However, after just 21 months,
Bell was released on parole.
Later, on probation, he terrorized a
little girl and her mother with obscene
phone calls. Result: another plea bargain, and more probation, with orders to
see a psychiatrist. He again stopped
treatment after a short time. The climax
came in 1985, when Bell kidnapped,
sexually assaulted, then murdered two
young girls. He was subsequently
linked to the case of another missing
woman, and suspected in the deaths of
three more. 52
Here we see many tools of the Excuse-Making Industry in action: plea
bargaining, psychiatric defenses, early
parole, suspended sentences, and probation. And we see the terrible price such
policies regularly exact.53
The ideological origins of parole
and probation are obvious. There are
also pragmatic, cynical considerations
motivating their proponents.
Probation is the routine sentence
for any first offender, often regardless
of the severity of the crime. As in the
example above, it's frequently "imposed" even in subsequent offenses.
The reason? To free up overcrowded
jail and prison cells. In 1985, for example, there were 503,300 state prison inmates and 255,000 federal prisoners. In
the same year, there were 277,400 people out on parole, and a whopping
54
1,870, 100 on probation.
There is an equally cynical reason
for parole - namely, control of inmates.
Parole is the handmaiden of "indeterrninate sentencing" - sentences of indefinite length, with only the maximum and
minimum specified. As the previously
cited criminology text notes, the main
reason underlying the development of
parole in America was "shortened imprisonment as a reward for good conduct."55 By holding out the carrot of an
early release, and poising the stick of a
full sentence over the inmate's head,
prison authorities suppress inmate vio-
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Jence. In short, rather than ri sk the
safety of the guards (and the warden's
job) in prison uprisings, the prison bureaucrats prefer to risk the lives and
property of the public with early releases.
Neither parole nor probation are
justifiable, practically or morally. They
are a demonstrable failure in reducing
inmate recidivism. They undermine the
deterrent impact of the law on criminals,
while demoralizing crime victims with
their outrageous leniency. Most important, they jeopardize public safety.
They amount to playing Russian Roulette with innocent human lives.
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Bill Clinton on Violent Crime:
More of Houdini's Smoke & Mirrors
by Ted Loubris
LEAA Victims' Rights Committee Co-Chair

I

n 1991 candidate Governor Bill
Clinton ran on a platform which
said he was tough on crime. He
went as far as ensuring that an execution
was carried out in Arkansas while he
was campaigning for the Presidency.
Once elected to the Presidency he
constantly reiterated the theme that violent crime was America's number one
problem. He shamelessly paraded Polly
Klaas' father before reporters in order to
pass his 1994 sham of a crime bill.
Unfortunately, that bill had virtually nothing to do with reducing violent
crime; it was another 1960's style liberal welfare bill that poured billions into
the voters districts.
Many victims groups, district attorneys, police and Members of Congress
believed the '94 Crime Bill was an enormous fraud. Many voters used this election to speak against it on November 8.
The national news media has conveniently forgotten the President's emphasis on tough crime legislation, prior to
that election.
It should be apparent to the most
casual observer that President Clinton is
the consummate politician who will say
and do anything that is necessary to
further his re-election. Many pundits
joke that Bill Clinton's core beliefs
change day to day. Some wags say it's
minute to minute.
There is one belief Bill Clinton has
never changed since he has emerged on
the public scene: he is an ideological
liberal on violent crime. He believes the
liberal dogma on violent crime to the
tips of his toes. Those beliefs state that
crime is caused by society, punishment
doesn't work and the police and laws are
the enemy of freedom, rather than of the
career criminal.
If you look at Bill Clinton's actions
you will see a consistent pattern of these
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LEAA Victims' Rights Committee CoChair Ted Loubris blasts failed theories of
crime while speaking at an LEAA Press Conference at the U.S. Capitol during Congressional debate over the 1994 crime bill.

beliefs carried forward. It really boils
down to pandering for career criminals.
Bill Clinton is a very clever man.
He doesn't stand before the voters proclaiming his strong belief in the Constitutional "rights" for murderers, rapists
and robbers. No, he just says he'll veto
any crime bill that will reverse the misnamed "assault weapon" ban. When the
Republicans removed the gun ban repeal from their new Crime Bill which
will realistically begin reforming America's failed criminal justice system,
Clinton found a new excuse to veto it:
Block Grants. But I'm convinced the
block grants issue is just a smoke
screen; he is fundamentally opposed to
getting tough on criminals.
Why does Bill Clinton feel so adamant about protecting criminal's
"rights?"
What Bill Clinton is doing is protecting the financial heart of the Democratic party. The ACLU, the American
Trial Lawyers Association, state and
other defense attorneys' associations
and a horde of criminal apologist groups
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are the financial backbone of the New
Democratic Party.
It's not truth and justice that drives
the liberal's death grip on our criminal
justice system. It's the way they make
a living.
Today, in many cases, it would appear that we have the criminal justice
system working to thwart justice and not
to protect the safety of society. The
results of forty years of liberals controlling our criminal justice system shows
our cities laying in ruins and the lawabiding citizens locking themselves in
their homes to avoid crime.
It was stated far better than we
could in the January 22, 1995 Sunday
New York Times, when Mr. Frank Rich,
speaking of the O.J. Simpson trial, said:
"What makes this trial at once
watchable and repugnant is the element
that most makes iffarcical: high-priced
lawyers twisting language and exploiting legal loopholes to suppress evidence." He goes on to say, "The O.J.
circus is the gaudiest possible confirmation of the prevailing American cynicism, as dramatized by November's
election which says the entire system
doesn't work and cannot work because
big money, fancy lawyers and self-aggrandizing public officials have hopelessly corrupted the works."
Sadly, all those loyal Americans
who used to be the back-bone of the
Democratic Party, are going to have to
face up to the reality that the Party has
been co-opted by lawyers' lobby groups
whose vested interest is not changing a
collapsed criminal justice system.
Only when the extremist's power is
broken will the American people again
have a criminal justice system whose
purpose is to protect society, not murderers, rapists and armed robbers.
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To Protect The Innocent
by Christine Long-Wagner
LEAA Victims' Rights Committee Co-Chair

T

uesday, January 31, was the
first time I had been to Washington, D.C. since the November elections. LEAA was holding a
press conference in the U.S. Capitol
Building in the crusade for a tougher
crime bill.
Joining us in this effort was investigative journalist Robert James Bidinotto, a staff writer for Reader's Digest,
a columnist for The Freeman, and a
specialist in criminal justice topics.
Many of you were introduced to Mr.
Bidinotto in our last issue of The LEAA
Advocate when we included an excerpt
from a chapter in his new book, Criminal Justice? The Legal System Vs. Individual Responsibility [Editor's Note:
See page 32 for another chapter from
the book].
Also participating in the LEAA
press conference was Judge Ralph
Adam Fine of the Wisconsin Circuit
Court of Appeals in Milwaukee. Judge
Fine is a noted legal scholar and criminal justice author, who wrote the landmark book, Escape of the Guilty.
Congressional leaders joining
LEAA included Rep. Bill McCollum
(R-FL), chairman of the 13-member Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime; Rep.
Bob Barr (R-GA) of the Subcommittee
and Rep. Sue Myrick (R-NC), former
mayor of Charlotte who has two family
members, including a son, in law enforcement.
LEAA Executive Director Jim
Fotis and I both spoke in support of the
fundamental reforms proposed at the
conference, many of which appear in
Robert Bidinotto's book, Criminal Justice. Eiminating most plea bargaining,
allowing local governments to decide
how to best utilize tax dollars on law
enforcement, more courts and prisons to
deal with offenders, and truth-in-sentencing were a few of the reforms presented.
As always, when it comes to a subThe LEAA Advocate
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ject so near and dear to my heart, I wish
more media people would be present but
I felt that this conference was well attended and that there was a good exchange of questions and answers
afterward.
From there, our group went to another room in the Capitol Building for a
press conference concerning legislation
to end prison perks. Rep. Dick Zimmer
(R-N.J.) promoted his "No Frills Prison
Act" (H.R. 663) that would make prison
construction and improvement money
available only to states that agreed not
to provide inmates with such luxuries as
cable TV, Stairmasters and catered
prime rib dinners. Representative Zimmer pointed to the following examples
of prison luxuries:
• At the Jefferson City Correctional
Center in Missouri, inmates run
their own around-the-clock, closed
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•

•

•
•

circuit TV station, routinely broadcasting movies containing sex and
violence.
At the Massachusetts Correction
Institution in Norfolk, prisoners
serving life sentences have been allowed to invite guests to catered
prime-rib dinners.
In New York State, at a high-security prison in Fallsburg, prisoners
have been able to "jam" in a music
room full of electric guitars, drums
and keyboards, all courtesy of the
taxpayer.
The Oahu Correctional Facility in
Honolulu provides aerobics classes
and hula dancers as entertainment
for its inmates.
Prisoners at Olmstead County Jail
in Minnesota receive their medical
care at the prestigious Mayo Clinic.
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"It's time to stop this abuse of the
American taxpayer," Congressman
Zimmer said. "We shouldn't be using
taxpayer dollars to turn prisons into vacation spas."
"Why should the tax-paying victims of crimes be forced to give their
victimizers the luxuries that they can't
even afford themselves?" asked Robert
Bidinotto. "It's the inmates who should
be paying for their own upkeep."
"Let's stop playing games, let' s get
tough with criminals, and let's worry
more about the suffering of untold mHIions of crime victims and stop spending
time concerned about inmates and their
happiness," said Jim Fotis.
I spoke about the fact that the repeat
serial offender that raped me acquired a
free Associates Degree and had seven
years' access to weights in prison before
his early release. I told how he raped me
and attacked and/or raped four other
women (the victims we know of) only
eight months after he walked out of
prison, having served only 9% of the
maximum time he could have spent behind bars (he was sentenced 15-75
years)! My life, his other victims' Ii ves,
all of our families and friends, will never
be the same. Yet the "experts" who run
our judicial system deemed it acceptable for him to be released early. As a
violent, repeat offender, he should have
been kept behind bars until he was too
old and frail to hurt anyone ever again!
Again, this press conference was
well attended and it was exciting to be
there and to be involved in voicing these
needed, long overdue reforms.
Many times my visits to Washington are hectic and we rush from office to
office to speak with as many legislators
and staff members as we can, but on this
visit, something very important to me
was being discussed in the Judiciary
Committee hearing. Steve Chand,
LEAA's Legislative Director, escorted
me over to the hearing room to witness
first hand the arguments for and against
an amendment to HR 667, the Federal
Prison Weight-Lifting Ban . The
amendment was offered by freshman
Rep. Steve Chabot (R-OH).
It was my first time to watch a
committee hearing and it is something I
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would recommend everyone try if they
are interested in how our government
officials work. While these hearings are
in session, no one in the gallery is permitted to speak. It was a very emotional
time for me, and it was hard to sit and
listen to arguments against the weight
lifting ban such as, "What about the
prisoner's self-esteem?" and "What
other activities can we have for them
that will keep them under control?"
As a victim of a serial rapist, I just
wanted to shout, "I don't care about
their self-esteem and if they can't obey
the rules, punish them!" What most
people would call just plain common
sense seems to be a novel idea to liberal
lawmakers!
In the end, the committee did agree,
18 to 9, to add the ban on weight-lifting
equipment and training like boxing and
martial arts from federal prisons to HR667, "The Violent Criminal Incarceration Act of 1995." Shortly later, the full
House of Representatives passed HR667, and the bill will go before the Senate for a vote as part of the new crime
bill. This weight ban amendment is a
modified version of legislation introduced in 1993 by Rep. Deborah Pryce,
(R-OH), which was drafted by my husband Scott and myself. It was initially
included in the 1994 "Clinton Crime
Bill", but was deleted from the final
version by the Conference Committee.
In Ohio, the statewide weight ban
is being reintroduced by Ohio State Rep.
E.J. Thomas (R-Columbus) in the new
General Assembly session. As of this
writing, we do not have a new bill
number (Attention Ohio Members: if
you or your department would like to
help support this initiative, contact Rep.

Thomas' office at 614-466-2473). All
other Members interested in introducing
similar legislation in their state can contact LEAA for a copy of the bill (ask for
Sr. Legislative Assistant Andrew LeFevre).
Let' s hope that our newly elected
Representatives and Senators have what
it takes to concentrate on punishing
criminals instead of rewarding them.
Victims of crime need to feel that their
needs and concerns outweigh those of
criminals. We must turn the system
back around and start worrying about
protecting the rights of the innocent
rather than focusing on the rights of the
guilty.
One last item I would like to share
with you. There are millions of victims
of crime - and their friends and family
members - across the United States.
This is an ideal time for us to be out
speaking to our state representatives
about victims' rights, state prison perks,
truth in sentencing, getting rid of plea
bargaining, passing concealed firearms
carry laws, "Two Strikes and You're
Out" legislation, etc.
Lawmakers need a face attached to
some of the heinous acts we have suffered to get them to listen and to understand how these criminals change our
lives forever. I know it can be difficult
to share your stories with people, but it
is the best way to get our message across
to lawmakers; through my first hand
experience with LEAA, I know this is
true. I gain strength and courage by
trying to keep in mind all of the lives that
can be saved if we succeed.
Take someone along with you for
support and get out there and let's make
them listen to us! Good Luck!

Are You A Violent Crime Victim?
If you are a violent crime victim, victim family member or crime victim
advocate and would like to help LEAA on occasion (your schedule permitting,
of course), please call LEAA national headquarters at (800) 766-8578 and ask
for the Victims' Rights Committee Coordinator.
Please know you will be under no obligation, and your information will
be kept confidential. We are basically looking for Members who from time to
time LEAA can call on to write a letter or make a phone call to a legislator,
speak to a media person, etc., from a crime victim perspective.
We victims must speak out if we are going to change the system!
-Christine Long-Wagner
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Which Murderers Should
Be Executed?
by Jefferson Chase, LEAA Victims' Rights Committee Member

T

criminal's anti-social behavior by ending all behavior; it stops him from doing
any more criminal acts by taking away
his ability to do anything at all.
So execution does not do anything
for the criminal, but it's not supposed to.
It does do something for society, however. It at least gets rid of that particular
threat. It lets the rest of us breathe a little
easier knowing that at least one murderer will never kill again. And that is
the most basic reason for setting up any
government at all - to protect citizens
from the threats of violence that they
cannot or should not handle by themselves.

he very question sounds like a
joke, or the tortured logic
given to eager students for a
debate topic. But some of the laws that
have been introduced in state legislatures require that it be treated seriously.
The public is still confused on this issue,
however. And the newspaper stories
regarding proposed death penalty statutes have been faulty on at least two
very important points: they wrongly assumed that "mitigating factors" are
valid, and they did not correctly state the
purpose of execution.

Defense Attorneys ' Devious
Trick
The very concept of "mitigating
factors" - something that would somehow make it less bad to murder someone
- is repugnant to the human spirit. It
could only come from the calculating
mind of a criminal lawyer, and could
only be agreed to by a legislator so corrupt that he just cannot comprehend the
devastating effect of murder on the victim's family and friends and co-workers.
Who else could honestly say there
could be "mitigating factors" when a
Bridgeport, Connecticut man shot several members of one family to death,
including a four-year-old boy, because
he was angry at one of them? And by
what depraved logic could anyone else
argue that a Charles Manson or a Jeffrey
Dahmer or a Joel Rifkin - should not
be executed? What "mitigating factor"
should spare the life of a murdering
gang punk or drug dealer?
The excuses listed in a new Connecticut law "include, but are not limited to": age of under 18 years, impaired
mental capacity, unusual and substantial duress, only minor participation in a
felony murder, and "could not reasonably have foreseen that his conduct
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Jefferson Chase is the founder of the
Crime Victims' Action Committee based in
Fairfield, Connecticut, and is a widely published writer regarding criminal justice is-

would cause, or create a grave risk of
causing, death to another person."
But none of these things was ever
allowed to excuse someone from becoming a victim of murder. And since
none of these factors was deemed sufficient to allow the criminal to escape
prosecution, then the whole idea of introducing these "mitigating factors"
into the sentencing procedure was obviously and deliberately contrived just to
get around the strictness of the law on
first-degree murder.

Execution Is Not "Punishment"
The discussion of the proper sentencing of murderers has been polluted
by the misleading terms such as "capital
punishment" and "the death penalty."
Punishment is a method of discipline we
use on criminals in the hope of correcting anti-social behavior. And our penalties are supposed to do the same thing.
But as comedian Al Lubell says, "Execution is not a penalty, that's the end of
the game." Execution "corrects" a
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Do We Have A "Democracy"?
An opinion poll not too long ago in
Parade Magazine showed that 86% of
the people of the United States want the
death penalty for murderers. But some
legislators justify their refusal to vote
for the death penalty in the face of such
overwhelming popular support by saying that we don ' t have a democracy,
what we have is a republic (representative government) and so they are
right to "vote their conscience" even if
that is not what people want.
But while any responsible legislator is supposed to resist the mob hysteria
of the moment, the will of the people
expressed over time must finally prevail
or else that government has no legitimacy. And the people have repeatedly
spoken very clearly on the subject of
executing murderers.
When will our legislators begin to
honor their oath of office? When will
they show a commitment to the principles on w h ich this country was
founded? When will they begin to support the law-abiding citizen's most basic constitutional right - the right to
live?
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California Judges Undermining
''Three Strikes'' Law
by Detect ive Mike Head
LEAAMember

T

here appears to be a pattern
developing among California
judges who have the responsibility (duty) to sentence crirrllnals per
the "three strikes and you ' re out" laws.
Consider the following case involving a
dangerous individual:
On August 5, 1982, at 2:00 a.m.,
this individual forced his way into a
residence in Monrovia, California, by
tearing a screen and forcing a window
open. The lone resident, a 25-year-old
female, was awakened by this stranger
placing his hand over her mouth, and a
butcher knife to her throat.
The victim was raped at knifepoint.
She was then sodomized. While she
was being sodomized, the victim cried
and told the rapist "it hurts," and she
believed she was dying. He replied,
"good." He then beat her with the blunt
end of the knife on the face and back.
After raping and sodomizing the victim,
he forced her to orally copulate him.
After all this, the victim was raped with
a foreign object. She was also robbed
of the few dollars she had.
Before leaving, this individual further terrorized the victim by saying, "I'll
be back."
Within a couple of weeks of this
crime, there was another rape within a
block from this residence. This individual was a suspect in that crime. When
he was arrested, this individual was
caught prowling at a residence in the
same neighborhood.
The evidence included his fingerprints which put him at the crime scene,
and his own confession. He was convicted of residential burglary, forcible
rape with a weapon, forcible sodomy,
and forcible oral copulation. No one
from the District Attorney's office
could tell me what happened to the
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Detective Mike Head joined the Monrovia Police Department in 1981 and has
served in numerous capacities including patrol officer, narcotics task force and special
enforcement team. Det. Head is also a special weapons instructor and serves on the
firearms range staff.

charges of rape by foreign object and
residential robbery.
After being convicted, this individual was sentenced to 27 years in prison.
During appeal, the sentence was reduced to 16 years. California, being the
socially progressive state it is, took off
more years for "good time" so he actually only served 8 years.
Shortly after his release, this individual absconded from parole. I arrested him for grand theft and selling
stolen property.
When I filed the case, the Deputy
District Attorney told me it was a "third
strike," and this individual should be
sentenced, per the law, to 25 years to
life. The Deputy D.A. explained the
"three strike" law was particularly
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aimed at violent sex offenders, and
added, "Polly Klass should've been so
lucky." (Polly Klass was the little girl
who was kidnapped from her home,
sexually assaulted, and murdered by a
repeat offender in California.)
In reviewing this individual's
criminal history, it appears this incident
is the only one which would count as
one strike. The Deputy D.A. explained
that there is case law which has held that
each crime (residential burglary, rape,
sodomy, and oral copulation) is a separate strike, even though they occurred
during the same incident. The courts
have held that breaking into a house is
separate from raping a victim, then
pausing (however briefly) before sodomizing a victim, and then engaging in
forcible oral copulation.
By the court's count, that would put
the grand theft and selling stolen property as this individual's fifth and sixth
strike! If he would have been convicted
of residential robbery and rape by a foreign object, it would have been his seventh and eighth strike!
During the grand theft/selling stolen property trial, this individual took
the witness stand, and admitted to absconding from parole, and using cocaine
on a daily basis (more felonies).
This individual was convicted on
both counts. The D.A.'s office was
hopeful the judge (Terry Smerling)
would do the right thing, and sentence
him to the 25 years to life prescribed by
the "three strike" Jaw. Prior to sentencing, Judge Smerling found the priors "to
be true," and all indications were that
this individual was a prime candidate
for the maximum sentence. However,
at sentencing, Judge Smerling decided
to "strike" three of the priors so he could
handle it as a second strike case. Judge
Smerling sentenced this individual to
The LEAA Advocate
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I am personally outraged!
I do not want to deal with this
individual in a few short years,
nor do I want anyone else
to be victimized by this
despicable creature.
eight years, four months, of which he
has to serve 80%.
During sentencing, Judge Smerling
said, "I don't think I would hesitate to
sentence you to twenty-five to life were
this a violent offense," (Judge Smerling
went on to chastise him for committing
perjury, another felony). Does that
mean we have to wait for this individual
to repeat his violent crimes before Smerling or other judges do what the people
of this state expect them to do?
I am personally outraged! I do not
want to deal with this individual in a few
short years, nor do I want anyone else to
be victimized by this despicable creature.
Myself, and many of my fellow
officers, remember the horrible crimes
committed by this individual. This
would qualify as a "one strike and
you're out," if that legislation is successful in becoming law.
Unfortunately, Judge Smerling is
not alone in his interpretation of the Jaw.
When my case first started, I was told it
was the first "third strike" case in the
Pasadena Superior Court. That wasn't
quite true. If he had been sentenced to
25 years to life, it would have been the
first time a judge from that court handed
down such a sentence. The truth is,
there have been numerous "third strike"
cases handled by the Pasadena Superior
Court. Not one defendant has been
given the maximum sentence mandated
by the "three strike" law.
The Pasadena Superior Court is one
of many in Los Angeles County. From
what I've been told by prosecutors, it is
not unique. Other judges, in courts
throughout California, are sentencing in
a similar manner.
I spoke to several senior Deputy
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District Attorneys. All are of the opinion that the judges are over-stepping
their authority by "striking" priors so
that they can handle the case as a "second strike" case.
There is no doubt they are violating
the spirit of the law!
I feel like I should apologize for a
couple of things to those who read this
and aren' t familiar with Jaw enforcement. First, for the heinous tone of the

facts of the crimes. Believe it or not, I
sanitized it as best I could. Second, for
referring to this criminal as "this individual," instead of by his name. Because of confidentiality laws, I can't
release his name.
As a citizen, I plan to notify every
victim' s right group (especially rape
victim's rights groups) I can find. I have
written a letter to the local State Senator
and State Assemblyman. The Monrovia Police Officers Association is in
the process of drafting a letter to the
newspaper. I will try to motivate others
to write to newspapers, and to contact
their state representatives. I have presented these facts to the Monrovia Chief
of Police, Joseph Santoro, so he can take
whatever action he deems necessary.
Judge Smerling' s decision left a lot
of us wondering, " three strikes and
who 's out?"

Judge Terry B. Smerllng
The Best Friend A Criminal Ever Had
"We had the highest number of cases in our courtroom because many of
the defense lawyers perceive him to be liberal, so they plead their clients in
his court," said Deputy District Attorney JoAnn Glidden, Smerling's calendar
deputy for about a year, according to a profile that appeared in the Daily
Journal on December 20, 1991.
Smerli~g' s backgrou~d is a virtual curriculum vitae in criminal apology.
He began his law career m 1970 with the Legal Aid Foundation of Long
Beach, then _moved on in 1973 to the Greater Watts Justice Center. Four years
later, Smerhng became the Assistant Legal Director for the ACLU of Southern California, concentrating on such projects as jail and prison reform until
December, 1982, when he was appointed by then Governor Jerry Brown to
the Los Angeles Municipal Court.
. "Our criminal justice system is rich with process, very protective of the
nghts.?f~e accuse~. But one~ the defendant has been judged guilty, no one
care~, sru~ Smerlmg, accordmg to the Daily Journal profile. Smerling
cont1_nued, No one says we should treat the AIDS epidemic by building more
hospitals. Yet, when it comes to crime, we build more prisons and so very
little about crime. Unfortunately, I feel my hands are tied. All I can deal is
punishment."
One only has to ask the victims and police officers who have seen
first-hand Judge Smerling's idea of "punishment" to know why defense
lawyers - and their criminal clients - love Smerling.
. "We invest so little in treating people, yet it's cheaper to treat them than
to mcarcerate them," said Smerling, according to the Daily Journal.
In LEAA's view, Judges like Smerling are directly responsible for tens
of thousands of victims due to their excuse-making rulings that put violent
criminals back out on the street years before they should have ever been
released from prison. Detective Mike Head's article is but one example.
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Are Cops' Lives Cheap?
by Dr. Thomas Sowell, Senior Fellow,
Hoover Institution, Stanford University

A

king someone to
ay down his life is
o small thing, no
matter what kind of uniform
he wears - whether a police
officer, fireman, or solider.
Underneath that uniform is a
flesh-and-blood human being, who wants to see the
sunshine tomorrow just as
much as you or I. Somewhere in the background are
others whose lives would
never be the same without
him or her.
From time to time some
police officer finds himself
in a situation where life or
death hangs on his decision.
He can pull a gun to defend
himself or the public, or he
can take a chance that he can
handle a dangerous situation
without it - and perhaps pay
with his life if he is wrong.
Often he has no more than a
second or two to make up his
mind. Others with much
more leisure and safety can
later take weeks or months to
second-guess him if he
shoots, pointing out wisely
how they think it should
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have been handled.
Perhaps if the officer had had a few
weeks or months to
think about it, he
might have handled
it differently too.
Every situation
is different, and
every officer is different. That is going
to be true as long as
police departments
are staffed by human beings. Neither the police
departments nor the
public should tolerate someone who is trigger-happy.
But neither should we be
stampeded by those critics
for whom indignation is a
way of life or who weigh
police officers' lives very
lightly in the balance.
Part of the problem are
the hopelessly unrealistic
expectations of what a cop
can know or do. In the movies or on television, the hero
can shoot the villain in his
left wrist at 50 yards away,
making him drop his gun,
after beating him to the draw
in a split second. In a real
life-and-death situation, you
would be lucky to hit anyone
anywhere with a revolver
shot at 20 yards. What part
of the anatomy the bullet
would land in if it hits at aU,
is anybody' s guess. The distinction between shooting
and "shooting to kill" is fine
in theory but sometimes it
has no realistic meaning in
practice.
It is a messy, ugly ,
chancy situation. Those of
us who are privileged not to

have to face it can at least
have the decency not to
make unrealistic demands
on those who do.
Sometimes the argument is made, "Surely two
big, strong police officers
could have arrested him
without shooting him." All
that seems to matter to people who talk this way is
whether the criminal finally
ends up behind bars. How
many police officers or
members of the public he injures or kills before they subdue him doesn't seem to
matter. Someone armed
with a knife is a potential
killer, and anyone killed by a
knife is just as dead as if they
had been blasted by a cannon. It isn't just a game
where all that matters is who
wins at the end. It is also a
question of how much blood
gets shed along the way - and
whose blood.
The same shortsightedness is shown by those who
are quick to cry "overreaction" whenever a large contingent of police is sent to put
down a disturbance. A
smaller number of officers
might have been able to
"win" in a battle, but a large
number can reduce the possibility of a battle in the first
place. The police, the public, and even those creating
the disturbance may end up
better off when an obviously
overwhelming force of police officers show up.
The great, unspoken assumption underlying many
of the criticisms is that a police officer' s life should be
risked to avoid risking some-
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one else's life - even a crirninal' s life. Risking his life is
supposed to be part of his
job, just like wearing the uniform. But because he has
agreed to put his life on the
line to protect ours does not
mean we should multiply the
risks of the job. We certainly don't pay him anything like the pay of a test
pilot or a stunt man.
One of the current battlegrounds in cities around
the country is the issue of a
civilian review board to look
at charges of police brutality
or excessive force. Those
who argue that no organization should be its own judge
and jury certainly have a
point in principle. But the
critics' own irresponsibility
in the charges and demands
on police officers have made
this prospect something to
be questioned, not only by
the police but by the general
public.
A feeling that nobody
else knows or cares what
they are up against will cause
men and women to stick together and protect even the
bad apples among them. If
we want more reasonable
procedures for reviewing
police behavior in emergencies, we have to have more
reasonable expectations- including and understanding
that there are people under
those uniforms.
And that their lives are
not cheap.
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Getting Your Guns Straight
by Dr. Martin L. Fackler, MD, FACS
that cause confus ion and end up
making the situation worse.
When at long
last a correspondent
did his homework and
wrote an article on
firearms contairllng
solid facts, what happened? Did he get the
congratulations he deserved? No, on the
contrary, instead, your
newspaper printed a
letter contradicting his
good work by Robert
Dr. Fackler is President ofthe Interna- T. Scully, the misintional Wound Ballistics Association and is a formed head of the
former director of the Wound Ballistics National Association
Laboratory, Letterman Army Institute of Re- of Police Organizasearch.
tions (N.A. P .O .),
[Free for All, April
Editor's Note: Dr. Fackler wrote
10]. What comic
this letter two years ago in response to
irony.
the media perpetuating myths about
Scully's asser"assault weapons" and fi rearm ballistion that the AK-47
tics. Regrettably it is as timely now as it
"assa ult rifle "
was then.
would not b e
"among the most widely
alco lm Gladmanufactured and distribwe ll got the
uted military small arms in
technical dethe world " if it "really
tails right in his article, "Aslacked lethal power" exposault Weapon Cop-Out,"
ses his ig norance of mili[Outlook, March 2 1]. He
tary s m a ll ar m s . The
even understated his case by
military rifle's objective is
reporting that you can fire 30
to wound as many enemy
rounds with a semi-automatsolders as possible: Miliic Glock pistol about as fast
tary strategists have found
as you can with a Colt ARthat the wounded produce
15 "assault rifle." In fact,
more of a strai n on enemy
you can fire them twice as
resources than do the dead.
fast with the pistol- by takThe AK-47 performs this
ing one Glock in each hand.
objective well: When PatThis was a landmark
rick Purdy used it to shoot
article. Newspaper corre35 children on the Stockton
spondents just don ' t get
schoolyard (in 1989), he
firearm technical details
wounded 30 of them. For
right. Small wonder that
each one killed he wounded
we have a set of gun laws
six.

Scull y also does not
understand the " terminal
ballistics" of the AK-47
bullet. The AK-47 bullet
(as with most military type
full-metal-jacketed ammunition) typically does not
begin to "tumble as it enters
the body" as he claims, but
travels about a foot through
the body before it begins to
yaw. This is the reason that
it causes the least lethal
wounds of any military rifle
in current use. As a combat
surgeon in Da Nang in

As a combat surgeon in Da Nang in
1968, I operated on many who had
been wounded by AK-47 bullets. The
typical wound was no more disruptive
than that caused by many common
handgun bullets ...

M
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tics laboratory for a review
of firearms technology. He
would then find that his
ideas on recoil, rate of fire,
etc. are as badly flawed as
those on the purpose of
military small arms and on
wound ballistics.
I imag ine that your paper 's editors printed
Scully's comments on the
assumption that as a head of
a police organization he
would understand firearms
technology and bullet effects (or have the integrity

1968, I operated on many
who had been wounded by
AK-47 bullets. The typical
wound was no more disruptive than that caused by
many common handgun
bullets: In most cases the
bullet did not have a long
enough path in the body to
produce the yaw necessary
for increased disruption.
We are not speaking here of
abstract ideas about which
there is any dispute, but of
fact that has been proven in
several wound balli stics
laboratories and on many
battlefields.
Scully would do well
to visit the firearms examiner at hi s local criminalis-
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to admit he did not and refer
you to someone who did).
Unfortunately, this was not
the case, and nobody who is
conversant with wound ballistics would expect him to
possess such expertise.
I have no doubt that
most medi a groups honestly try to find the most
accurate information available: Few would consciously print errors (but
when they do, most resist
correctin g them like the
plague). U nfo rtunatel y,
the subject of firearms and
bullet effects is so encumbered by macho images, a
constant barrage of unrealcontinued on page 54
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To Carry or Not to Carry?
The Best Argument for the Off-Duty GunWhat can Happen to a Cop Without a Gun!
by Massad Ayoob
LEAAMember
In the early days of the
officer survival movement,
one thrust of the trainers was
to get cops to upgrade their
firepower. Ten , twenty
years ago, if you turned your
little .38 Chief Special from
an off-duty gun to a backup
gun and acquired something
like a two and a half inch
S&W .357 Combat Magnum, you were considered
"with it." If you wore something on the order of a Colt
Commander .45, you were
considered ahead of the
curve.
Still, survival training
always seems to be "two
steps forward, one step
back." For every cop who
upgraded from a six-shot
Detective Special to a 16shot Glock 19 that was in
roughly the same size and
weight category, you still
seemed to find one in a quiet
district who figured the best
holster for his off-duty
weapon was his bureau
drawer.
The tougher the turf, the
more likely the cop is to be
armed. I can count on my
fingers the L.A. cops I've
met who didn't carry a gun
when they were on their own
time. I've interacted with a
lot of New York City cops;
only one didn't carry a gun
religiously when he was offduty, and that one "walked
light" only when he was out
of state because he wasn't
entirely sure of the regula-
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a hidden one of his own; he'd
come in voluntarily and
hadn' t been searched), what
would an unarmed cop too
far away to attempt a disarm
have done about it?
This same mentality
carries over into off-duty
hours, of course. How many
times have we heard the excuses?
"It's too hot."
"The department gun is
too big to carry in soft
clothes. They want me to
carry off-duty, let'em issue
me an off-duty gun."
"I get paid to carry a gun
eight hours a day . They
want me to carry one any
more hours than that, they
can pay me for those hours
too."
There are other cops I
wish I could introduce them
to ...

tions. It's the officers who
perceive themselves to be in
a low-threat environment
who figure the gun only belongs on during paid working hours.
Some, of course, don't
even carry then. We're all
familiar with the FBI agent
or two who consider the best
holster to be in their desk
drawer. Business recently
took me to a hundred-man
department where maybe ten
plain-clothes officers were
working the shift. The warrant guy had his .45 on, of
course, and so did another
investigator on call for the
SWAT team, and a third
with a lot of homicide experience was wearing a pistol,
too. A couple more had holsters on ... empty holsters.
The others dido' t even
bother with that.
I watched one of the
armed detectives having a
chat with a suspect. I looked
around and wondered: if
this guy successfully went
for the officer' s weapon (or

What Happened
There was the cop who
was off-duty when a suspect
jumped a uniformed officer,
disarmed him, and shot him
to death. The off-duty man
couldn't stop it. He had no
gun.
There was the cop who
intervened in a street mugging he saw off-duty. Duty
impelled him. The punks
gave up their first victim and
turned on him with heavy
metal pipes. They shattered
his hands so badly he had to
retire on 100% disability.
You see, it's tough to deflect
steel pipes with your bare
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hands, and bare hands was
all this cop had. He'd left his
off-duty gun at the house.
Other cops have more
upbeat stories. An off-duty
deputy was driving down the
highway when he saw a state
trooper fighting desperately
with two men. As the deputy squealed to a stop and
bailed out of his family car
with his off-duty weapon
corning out, the guy holding
a gun to the trooper's head
turned and saw the deputy's
pistol coming up on him.
The suspect threw the gun
away and hurled himself into
a position he was familiar
with from life experience,
felony prone. His accomplice surrendered only
slightly less dramatically. It
turned out that the gun the
suspect had was the
trooper's own Beretta; the
scumbag was pulling the
trigger, and the armed deputy showed up before he
could figure out how to work
a Model 92's safety catch.
The deputy won a national
award for his timely intervention.
A young city cop was
pulling into a shopping mall
in his private vehicle when
he heard gunfue. He saw a
maniac with a shotgun closing in on an officer who was
struggling with a service pistol that wouldn't fue. The
off-duty patrolman carne up
with his Glock 9mm and
fued a single Silvertip that
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ki ll ed t he g unman instantly. Unquestionably,
he had saved the brother officer's life.
An off-duty cop in the
Great Lakes area became
the target of a "hostile motorist." The suspect opened
fire on the cop and hi s
young wife. The officer
drew his S&W Model 60
and "solved the problem"
with five rounds of 158grain .38 Special lead hoilowpoint.

Getting The Message
The li s t goe s o n.
Sometimes, it takes a tragedy to get cops to carry
guns on their own time to
protect themsel ves and
their families as well as the
public. San Diego instructors told me that prior to the
hideous massacre in the
McDonald's there, 50% or
more of the officers would
frequently or always go unarmed off-duty because of
the hot weather. After the

risdiction doesn't draw his
pistol to do the local guys'
job for them. He draws it to
protect innocent life and
limb, often his own and that
of his family, from immediate and otherwise unavoidable deadly threat. Under
Stokes, the current FOP
management is pro-HCI
[Handgun Co ntrol, Inc.]
and anti-NRA; doubtless
for that reason alone, since
NRA had supported H.R.
1277, FOP opposed it.
Get real, Dewey and
company. The cop is going
to watch his or her spouse
and children slaughtered,
and then di e helplessly
himself, but it's OK because he's kept his employer from being sued?
When did FOP, once
the line cop's strongest labor ally against unfair management, become a parrot
for management CY A at
the price of officer safety,
and in the name of political

slaughter, when the cops
pictured themsel ves and
their families in the same
situation, instructors said
that 90% plus began carrying guns routinely off-duty.
You occasionally see
some really stupid logic applied to this question. The
FOP under Handgun Control, Inc. Poster Boy Dewey
Stokes opposed H.R. 1277
[Editor's Note: Now renumbered HR 218 - see
page 30] , the bill that would
have authorized all current
and retired police officers
to carry concealed weapons
nationwide on their own
time. The reason for the
Fraternal Order of Police to
oppose a law that could
save both police and civilian lives? It could pose
civil liability problems if
you shot a criminal outside
your jurisdiction.
This argument is contemptibly ridiculous. The
off-duty cop outside his ju-

correctness and the antigu n H C I t hat h ired
Dewey's predecessor to be
their weJI- paid lobbyist
once he left FOP... ? [Editor's Note: former FOP
National President Richard Boyd, after several
years' employment with
H CI, recently became a
Washington, D.C. lobbyist
for FOP.]
Like most officers survival instructors, I' d still
rather see officers relegate
their little .38 snubs to the
backup gun role and carry
their duty .45s or some
other form of really serious
hardware when off-duty.
But, one has to face reality.
For a lot of police officers,
carrying a .38 snub or a .380
auto off-duty would be a
big step up from helplessness.
Reprinted with permissionfrom Guns & Weaoons
for Law Enforcement.

Are there Honest Reasons Why Murderers
Should Not Be Executed?
by Jefferson Chase
LEAA Victims'

Rights Committee
People who say they
don't believe in the death
penalty are not telling the
truth. They do believe in
it, just not for criminals.
Murderers kill25,000 of us
every year, and these people make no outcry. But let
one killer be scheduled for
execution, and they write
passionate editorials, send
letters to the editor, petition the governor and hold
candlelight vigils at the
prison.
The reasons they give
are equally false. They say
that statistics show that
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execution is not a deterrent,
but we have never had a
mandatory death penalty in
the United States.
We execute about one
out of 1,000 murderers, no
matter how vicious, so
criminals know they have
little to fear. But execution
does deter that one murderer from killing again.
They say that execution is government murder,
but if that's true than prison
is government kidnapping
and fines are government
robbery. And saying that
execution is the same as
murder because both involve taking human life is
like saying that lovemaking
is the same as rape because

both involve sexual intercourse.
They say execution
can't bring the victim back,
so it's just revenge. But
penicillin is not revenge
against germs, and surgery
is not revenge against cancer. Execution is simply
society's surgery to remove
organisms that have proved
fatal to human life - and
you don't keep cancer alive
after removing it.
They say no other
Western democracy has
capital punishment. But
there is a war between good
and evil in the United States
today that is not taking
place in other Western democracies, and in our "war"
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only the evil side is allowed to kill. If they had
murder on a scale such as
ours in any other country,
East or West, they would
have mandatory capital
punishment.
They say that execution is more expensive than
life imprisonment - but
that is only because we are
forced to pay for up to 15
years of appeals. Finally,
it is unspeakably cruel to
make families of the victims support these murderers - and pay for their
health care!
There is no honest reason why murderers should
not be executed.
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Isolation Is Our Worst Enemy
by Nancy Ford, LEAA Member
"I

'm going to be very
late, Nanc. I was in a
s hooting last night.
Nobody was hurt and we
caught the bad guy, but I had
to return fire so I have to be
interviewed by the shooting
team, be debriefed , the
usual."
Does this sound familiar to any of you? My husband is a police officer with
a large department and was
involved in five shootings
over an 18 month period of
time. While I am thankful
that he was never shot, nor
were any of his fellow officers, it was an extremely
stressful period of time for
me, our parents, and all of
our siblings and friends.
The worst part is that there is
nowhere to turn for direction
on how one handles these
"near misses" that are a regular occurrence in the every
day life of peace officers, yet
an aberration for the majority of the general population.
My friends, while sympathetic, were helpless to
render any useful advise.
Repeating, "You've got to
move, you've got to get out
of here" and "I don't know
how you can do it- I never
could" does not offer support to someone struggling
to comprehend the constant
threat of serious inj ury
and/or death being just seconds away from their loved
one.
At my request, my husband put me in contact with
a lieutenant's wife who has
been through the wringer
herself and had some helpful
tips for me. Without her
wisdom and compassion, I
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do not know how I would
have gotten through all of
the subsequent incidents.
Her words kept coming back
to me, guiding me through
the first crucial days following such traumatic happenings.
Isolation is natural for
the family and friends of
peace officers it seems.
Sadly , many "civi lian"
friends drop by the wayside
after repeatedly canceled
dinner reservations, babysitters, etc., when your loved
one is held over at work,
called in to work unexpectedly, or that "on call" duty at
court has been upgraded to
"be there" court. Socializing with other peace officers
and their families is complicated by the same situations.
A good deal of und erstanding and flexibility is required by those in this
unique situation.
Where, then, can an officer's peripheral support

system get the assistance
that they need? Husbands,
wives, aunts, uncles, mothers, fathers, in-laws, siblings, friends - in short,
anyone connected in any
way to a law enforcement
officer should have a ready
source of guidance and solace in the good times and the
bad. Getting together and
speaking practically with
other members of the support system can be beneficial. When you need more
than that, ask your officer to
get the name and phone
number of a spouse or farni ly
member of an officer with
similar circumstances (i.e.,
stressful event). Although
this may seem intimidating
and something you would
not dare to do, stepping out
and inquiring as to how others deal with the situation is
both cathartic and an important networking step.
Each department in
every area of the country has

their own unique stresses
and experiences, along with
the thrill of the job and the
fulfillment for our officer's
sense of duty and moral obligation which enables them
to don their uniforms day after day. After going through
drought, fires, floods, earthquakes, riots, and numerous
shootings with my officer,
not to mention the regular
day to day stresses inherent
in police work, I am older,
wiser, and calmer than I was
the first day police work enveloped my family.
Experience is the greatest teacher - its lessons to
be shared with those who
walk with us.

Editor 's Note: See
page 9 for information on
Off Duty Partner, a bimonthly newsletter for anyone connected with a law
enforcement officer.

Earn Free LEAA Gifts By Recruiting New Members
Here's a great way to recruit new members into LEAA at no cost to you and with just a little effort
-and earn free gifts at the same time!
Simply call LEAA for an LEAA countertop magazine display unit and place it in a prominent place
in your roll call room, local club, fraternal association lodge, gun store - anywhere people will
see it. For every person who joins LEAA from one of "your" magazines, you earn $2.00 towards
LEAA gifts!

Top Recruiters Also Win Special Awards!
Here's How It Works:
I)

Call the LEAA office toll-free (800-766-8578) and request a countertop display unit and
up to 50 issues of The LEAA Advocate membership magazine.

2)

When you receive the display unit and magazines, write your name and LEAA I. D.
number on the membership application in each magazine or brochure (right above
LEAA's phone number).

3)

LEAA gives you $2.00 credit towards LEAA logo merchandise for every new
member that joins LEAA with your name and l.D. number on the application.

It's that easy! So help fight for truth and justice and to protect our flreann freedoms by recruiting
new LEAA members- and help yourself at the same time!
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Member Writes To President
Clinton About H.R. 218
Concealed Carry for Law Enforcement
Jerry J. Kosik
President Bill Clinton
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
Re: H.R. 218 "The Community Protection Initiative"

DearLEAA:
I have read your magazine for
some months now and of course sent in
my membership almost from the time I
saw your first issue.
I would like to pose a question
to all retired police officers that are
now reading your magazine:
When are you going to stand up and
be heard with regards to the "right"
to carry after retirement?
We served our communities
large and small for a great number
of years and just because we have
retired it does not mean we would
fail to respond if called upon. We
have many retired officers that
worked very dangerous details. Do
we expect them to be un-armed
after leaving active service to fall
prey to the criminal element? I
think not so sit up and take notice.
Call
or
write
your
congressman today and give a
positive push to H.R. 2 18 "The
Community Protection Initiative"
before it is too late for not only us
but for the active working officers
that are on the street at this very
moment.
Jerry J. Kosik, Cmdr. (Ret.)
North Riverside P.D., Illinois

The LEAA Advocate

Dear President Clinton:
The failure to address and pass the above House Resolution has caused many retired police grave concern. Most like myself have worked in our communities for
many years before our retirement. I served for over thirty years and was a certified police firearms instructor for over twenty of them. It is very sad to note that lllinois
along with many of our other states does not have a law in place that grants the right to
carry a concealed firearm to their retired police officers.
As active working officers we dealt every day with the protection of our citizens
and of course our own self-protection as well. I do not think that an officer that has
worked with some of our most dangerous criminals must be left after retirement without that same self-protection ability. It is time to right an injustice.
In your letter from the White House addressed to Mr. Dewey Stokes of the Fraternal Order of Police on May 3, 1994 [Editor's Note: See page 52 of the Fall-Winter
1994 issue of The LEAA Advocate for the full text ofMr. Clinton's letter], you state apparently without any reservation that, and I quote:
"Retired and off-duty police officers are never far from the call of the public for
help and are an essential resource in ensuring public safety."
It would seem that this well thought-out part of your letter recognizes that there is
a real need for "retired and off-duty" police officers to be available to our citizens and
they should be armed at the time.
I call upon you, Mr. President, to give your full support to H.R. 218, contact the
proper persons in Congress, and sign this Community Protection Initiative into law
without any delay. You will find that there have been very few incidents through the
years that had retired police officer involvement that were not in the best interest of the
community. You will also find that most active police officers consider a " Retired Police Identification" as the emblem of the right to carry a firearm. You may hear some
people say we don 't want a bunch of these old guys playing "cops and robbers," but I
think you will find that although we do have a few of those out there that they will continue to carry without the benefit of the law.
It just does not make sense to have a well trained group of men and women
throughout our land that must break present laws to carry a weapon to protect themselves and other citizens after doing this very same thing for most of their adult lives
with the benefit and the full force and authority of the law.
Mr. President, please support our honorably retired police officers now without

~mJJ~
Jerry J. Kosik, Cmdr. (Ret.)
North Riverside P.D., lllinois
cc:
Congressman Randy Cunningham
Congressman Glenn Poshard
The LEAA Advocate
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A World War II
Combat Veteran's Thoughts

The True Meaning of the
Second Amendment

DearLEAA:
I just finished reading
through your recent FALLWINTER 1994 issue of The
LEAA Advocate, and I must
say that I was most pleased
with its contents. I hope that
your organization will continue in the direction in
which it seems headed from
my reading of this issue.
Last evening I was
watc hing Cross Fire on
CNN, and Senator Barbara
Boxer, from California, was
one of their guests. I was
very upset when she stated
that the police in this country
supported both the Brady
Bill and the ban on "assault
weapons" and th at she
would continue to support
these laws.
Someone should place a
copy of your publication under her nose and ask her to
read it and re-di rect her
thinking ... Being an ultraliberal, I do ubt that she
would give it the careful
scrutiny that I did and I'm
sure she would not agree
with most of its contents.
I am not a police officer.
I am a combat veteran from
the European conflict during
World War Two. I thoroughly support the efforts of
the many police organizations in this country in their
efforts to protect us from
criminal activity and who
hel p in maintai ning the
many rights and privileges
granted us by our forefathers.
I do not, however, want
to see this country turned
into a "police state," such as
the one we fought against in
the 1940's. There' s no place
in America for Gestapo style
agencies such as were devel-
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oped in Germany in the
1930's.
Some of our Congressional members, such as
Boxer, Feinstein, Kennedy,
Schumer, Chafee, and other
national figures of the same
persuasion, seem to be proposing and supporting laws
directing us towards another
state of national socialism the very same type of government that we opposed in
World War Two. When I
entered the military in 1942,
we had to swear an oath to
defend our country and its
Constitution. Our Congressional members also have to
swear a similar oath. We
had a name for those who
betrayed that oath.
I am enclosing with this
letter a copy of the Second
Amendment, written into the
Bill of Rights, along with
what I consider to be a detailed meaning of its true intent. I am not a lawyer.
However, I am a marine historian and having written a
number of books, I am familiar with the English language. I hope that you find
my interpretation interesting
and to the point.
I am also enclosing a
check for $200, to upgrade
my membership to Citizen
Life Membership. As long
as LEAA continues in the
direction indicated in The
LEAA Advocate, you should
receive much support and
undoubtedly the backing of
many of us "old fashioned"
Americans.

by Paul C. Morris
Article 2: A well regulated Militia, being
necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the
people to keep and bear Anns, shall not be infringed.
True Meaning: "A well regulated Militia," (A
temporary or lasting, well functioning and purposeful
body or group, of armed, mature, loyal, citizens), "being
necessary to the security of a free State," (This wording
in the amendment explains the need for the militia in
preserving, or guarding or defending, from within or
without the existing government, the safety and
durability of a condition, or 'State', of individual
freedom. All of the previous wording in the amendment
forms a dependent clause), "the right of the people" (a
word for word usage that is used in the first, second and
fourth amendments, referring to an individual, God
given right which no government can remove or
control), "to keep and bear arms" (to own in their home
and to carry on their person) "shall not be infringed."
(Cannot be removed, modified, nor interfered with in
any way by any Constitutional governmental authority.
The last part of the amendment is a direct statement
referring to an individual right. The amendment makes
no mention of sporting or hunting purposes, nor does it
specify, nor restrict, any particular type or types of arms,
or any of their various parts.)

Getting Your Guns Straight
(continued from page 49)

istic depictions of shootings
from the entertainment media and politically motivated
distortions that it is difficult
to sort out, dispassionately,
the clearly established physical facts from matters of
opinion. Yet no rational approach to the gun problem in
our society is likely until this
is done. Gladwell's article
was based on matters of indisputable physical fact: it
was a step in the right direction.

Paul C. Morris
Nantucket, Massachusetts
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The media can easily prevent
a future debacle of fallacious
contradiction: Just call the
frrearms examiner at any forensic criminalistics laboratory . If the qu estion is
mainly one of bullet effects
on the body and beyond the
expertise of the frrearms exarniner, he or she will refer
you to one of the small group
of forensic pathologists or
trauma surgeons who have
studied and attained expertise in wound ballistics. All
you have to do is ask.

The LEAA Advocate
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Police Association Blasts Gun Control

NAPA POUCE OFRCERS
ASSOCIATION
BOX 761, NAPA, CA 94559

March 6 , 1995
California Police Chiefs Association
1455 Response Road Suite #190
Sacramento, CA 95815
Dear Sirs:
It h a s come to the attention of the Napa Police Officers Association membership
that the C.P.C . A. is seeking the passage of legislation that would, among other
things , require California citizens to register all firearms; firearm owners
must be li censed by the state; a ban on magazine capacity over 6 rounds; and
prohibition of all military style weapons.
We, the members of the N . P.O.A., urge you and all citizens to concentrate your
efforts to control, convict, and imprison the criminals on our streets, and in
our society. Not to continue filling our law books with more legislation that
only infringes on the rights of honest Californians.
Violent offenders and youth gangs do not obey the current gun laws. There is
no reason to believe they will stop their criminal behavior with t he passage of
more bad gun law. The actions of criminals and lunatics are irrelevant to the
peoples' right to pursue enjoyment of the shooting sports, their legitimate
right to self-defense, and the duty of all persons to protect our nation. That
protection guaranteed, if need be, with private firearms ownership.
The members of the N . P . O. A . have taken an oath to uphold and defend the
Constitution of the United States . This includes the Second Amendment . It is
our position that all law abiding citizens have a right to own firearms , and it
is not within the power of the government to remove those rights.

Tim Cantillon, President
Napa Police Officers Association
cc : LEAA
Editor's Note: LEAA urges other California law enforcement associations, individual officers and chiefs to write similar
letters as soon as possible to the C.P.C.A., with copies sent to their state legislators. It's time to put a stop to the massive
misinformation campaign orchestrated by politically-co"ect police "leaders" that law enforcement supports stripping
honest citizens of their rights. Please send LEAA a courtesy copy as did the Napa Police Officers Association.
Thank

The LEAA Advocate
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Let's Use Inmates as a Low Cost Labor Pool
To Compete with Imported Products And
Reduce Prison Costs
Editor's Note: LEAA received the
following from an LEAA Member who
was responding to a letter and an editorial in the Washington Post that opposed Virginia Governor George
Allen's plan to abolish parole which
will require more prisons to be built,
and the problems with Washington,
D.C. 's Lorton Correctional Facility.
The Washington Post
1150 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20071
This letter is in response to the
January 9th Washington Post letter by
John Flannery, "Don't Cut State Services to Build More Prisons" and the
editorial titled, "The Burden of Lorton."
To address Mr. Flannery's concerns about the "welfare" of Virginia's
residents, our government's first and
most important responsibility is the
safety of its citizens.
The state and federal governments
clearly must find new ways to operate
essential prison services. The proposed
shutdown of Lorton and the objections
to building more prisons can be remedied, to some extent, by prison-housed
and prisoner-staffed manufacturing op-

erations to provide a partial solution to
our nation 's import deficits.
As a management consultant and a
member of the Law Enforcement Alliance of America (LEAA), which advocates victims' and police rights, I
propose the following constructive approach to prison management at a reduced cost by:
• Providing a work ethic environment;
• Providing experience and training
in manufacturing;
• Providing money to:
Victims -20%
Support of inmates' farnilies- 20%
Contribute to the costs of guards,
room, and board-30%

Hold in an account until release
-20%
Enable inmates to buy candy,
magazines, etc.-10%
The plan would be to manufacture
items in prisons that are now imported
from countries, such as China, Mexico,
and Japan, and only those products
whose production will not replace current U.S. jobs. These products could
also compete with items now imported
by Canada and Europe. The wages paid
should, preferably, not exceed those
paid workers in foreign countries. If our
rrtinimum wage is paid, taxes, as well as
room and board expense, would recover
a portion. A few years of savings would
cushion unemployment upon inmates'
release. Payments to inmates' families
would alleviate welfare costs.
In this an unrealistic concept? No.
California passed a resolution to do this
in 1991 and current! y operates manufacturing facilities in 13 prisons with five
more to start soon. I understand Nevada, Oregon, and South Carolina have
similar programs or are considering
same.
Arthur E. Gogol
Silver Spring, Maryland

CA Department of Corrections Joint Venture Program
The Joint Venture Program
(JVP) of the California Department
of Corrections is responsible for implementing the Prison Inmate Work
Initiative, Proposition 139, passed
by the voters in 1990. Under its
provisions, private businesses can
set up operations inside California's
State Prisons and hire inmates. The
inmates are paid a prevailing wage,
which is then subject to deductions
for room and board, crime victim
compensation, prisoner family support, and forced inmate savings for
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release. The first JVP enterprise opened
its doors in July, 1991.
Joint Venture Payroll Distribution
Totals through September, 1994
Total Wages
$1 ,634,807.55
Taxes Withheld
210,883.85
Room & Board
284,785.34
Victim Compensation
284,785.34
Farrtily Support
173,524.03
Inmate Savings
396,039.20
Combining payroll taxes, room and
board payments, and victims compensation, NP inmate employees have returned over $780,000 to the public in
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just over three years. Additionally,
a portion of the family support payment has helped to reduce welfare
benefits, and the accumulated savings have helped paroled inmates
make successful transitions to the
community.
For more information, contact:
State of California
Department of Corrections
Joint Venture Program
1515 S Street, P.O. Box 942883
Sacramento, CA 94283-0001
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Carrots or Sticks?
Making Sense Out of Prison Perks
by Jeff Doyle
LEAA Legislative Task Force Member
Editor's Note: The viewpoints in
this article do not necessarily reflect
LEAA's official position. However, in
an effort to provide a forum for as many
LEAA Members as possible, we felt it
was important to provide Member
Doyle with an opportunity to explain his
perspective on prison perks. We are
interested in hearing from LEAA Corrections Professionals and other Members on their reaction to Member
Doyles ' article. Send your comments to
the attention of' Editor, The LEAA Ad~ (see Table of Contents for address). First Serial Rights Copyright©
1995 Jeff Doyle.

Introduction

I

t is no secret that the public perceives comforts enjoyed by prison
inmates as excessive. Cable televtston, exercise equipment, conjugal
visits and canteen purchases are all a
regular part of most corrections programs. Arguably, this "soft" treatment
and "country club" atmosphere bothers
the general public nearly as much as
lenient sentencing and early releases. In
our passion to bring common sense into
prison policy, however, it is important
to consider the value, if any, of programs designed to encourage positive
behavior.
Throughout my seven years as a
line correctional officer, I often heard
my fellow officers make statements to
the effect that we should "take away the
programs and lock 'em down." Similarly, publications as diverse as the Los
Angeles Times, the Reader's Digest and
The LEAA Advocate have recently focused upon prison "perks" calling their
value into question. On balance, the
criticisms are well placed. However, in
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Jeff Doyle is a Parole Agent I with the California Department of Corrections, and is a twelve
year veteran peace officer with over seven years'
experience in California's prison system as a line
correctional officer. He is a former State VicePresident of the 23,000 member California Correctional Peace Officers Association (CCPOA).

our rush to eliminate ridiculous luxuries, we must consider the value, if any,
of using "privileges" as an incentive to
behave.
I am no inmate advocate. I beJjeve
that, without regard to the merits of any
corrections or rehabilitation model,
public safety is the prime function of
incarceration. A balanced program, including appropriate and reasonable incentives, is needed to maintain the safe
facilities required to protect the public,
the inmates and the correctional staff.

Who's Running The Asylum?
A common misconception about
prison operations is the notion that inmates "run" the prisons. They do not,
except in unfortunate situations where
staff permit it, but certainly not by design. Rather, prisons are run by staff
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with the cooperation of the inmate
population. This concept is known as
Cooperative Management: Inmates cooperate; we manage. So what difference does it make if they cooperate or
not?
For those who have never worked
in a prison it is hard to imagine how
much work it is to operate during normal operations much less on lock down.
The reality of facility management is
brought home clearly when the labor
force is confined to their cells. Preparing meals, mopping floors, cell feeding
and garbage collection are all functions
left to a sparse, skeletal staff. Moreover,
where inmate labor provides these day
to day functions for little or no wages,
lock downs always entail overtime:
twelve hours on, twelve hours off, seven
days a week. Somehow, paying a correctional officer making upward of
$40,000 a year to mop floors seems a
poor use of lirllited tax funds.
Prisons are self-contained cities.
Virtually every facet of a community is
replicated behind prison walls. The difference is that the populace of the prison
city is confmed, against its will, within
the city limits. Beyond that, the similarities are lirnitless.
Inmates
are the
cooks,
grounds-keepers, housekeepers and
maintenance workers. For the most part
they receive only room and board for
their labor. The reality of the situation
is that they receive this without regard
to any work they perform and that is part
of the problem.
Many of the jobs inmates perform
are make-work positions designed to
keep them busy rather than to serve any
real purpose. Still, inmate labor is
needed and, absent judicial reverses allowing forced labor, we must find ways
to induce them to work. Clearly, there
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must be some middle ground between
providing wholesale creature comforts
and locking the creatures up wholesale.

The Right To Privilege
In considering any alternative, it is
important to analyze the current system.
In California, generally recognized as
the model for the nation, the entire system is designed to provide an incentive
for good behavior. However, with the
advent of the "Inmate Bill of Rights,"
privileges attained a quasi-right status.

Regardless of the
system implemented,
programs must
never make prison life
as good as, much
less better than,
outside life.
More important, a gray area developed
between good behavior and a lack of
misbehavior. The best example of this
phenomenon is the disciplinary system.
Under California state law, an inmate may "earn" work and behavior
credits up to one half of ills or her sentence. Disciplinary infractions, as reported by officers and other staff, are
adjudicated by a hearing officer. Behavior credits are then forfeited, ranging
from 15 days loss for minor infractions
to 360 days for major infractions. Here
then, is a clear example of an incentive
to behave. Behave and you will not lose
any good time. So what's the problem?
Well, by completing a set number of
days subsequent to the credit loss without another infraction, the inmate
"earns" some or all of the credits back.
Tills restoration of good time credits thereby provides an incentive to the
initial misbehavior, in that the inmate
knows that the penalty can be vacated.
Beyond that, the subsequent "disciplinary free" period does not necessarily
imply good behavior. It is just as likely
to reflect the inmate' s ability to avoid
detection of additional infractions.
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Consider for a moment, if a similar
system were applied to traffic infractions. The judge, wisillng to encourage
adherence to the vehicle code, fines you
$100 for speeding. That's a true incentive to avoid speeding. You'll think
twice before risking another $100 by
speeding. Instead, he waives your fine
if you do not receive another ticket for,
say, 90 days. Arguably, the waiver may
well inspire you to observe traffic rules.
At the very least you will endeavor to
avoid apprehension. Invariably the
message you receive is that you are entitled to one freebie. Therefore the rules
actually encourage infractions because
the punishment is offset by the "incentive" to avoid future infractions. If such
a system wouldn't work in a free society, there is little reason to expect it to
work in a correctional setting; simply
put, it doesn't.

Lock 'em Up
So whats wrong with the idea of
locking inmates up? Doesn' t it make
for a safer environment to keep inmates
locked behind bars? In a word, no. Administrative Segregation, Lock up and
Management Control are just a few of
the terms used to describe this type of
detention. What they all have in common, beyond limiting the movement of
the inmate, is expense. It is much more
costly to operate a lock-down program
than a general population, "Main Line"
system. Those inmates who have demonstrated their inability to function in
main line programs belong in lock up.
However, the overwhelming majority
of the prison population will "program"
(prison jargon for adherence to rules) in
order to avoid restrictive custody. It's
good for them; it's good for us.
Moreover, treating people like animals (despite the fact that some inmates
demonstrate the capacity to be little
else) encourages them to behave as
such. I am reminded of the advice an
associate of mine received upon entering the profession in Arizona. He asked
his training officer if he felt the job was
very dangerous. "Always remember,"
he replied, "we lock men in cages here,
and that just ain't natural."
Inmates capable of programming in
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a main line setting should be encouraged to do so. It is not a matter of
coddling criminals, it is both common
sense and good economics. While we
can understand and even empathize
with the desire of victims that criminals
be subjected to punishment within the
correctional system, it is neither economical nor legal. Does tills mean we
should make their existence comfortable? Or, should we endeavor to make
their lives uncomfortable? Common
sense would suggest that, on balance,
the answer lies in the middle.

A Progressive Model
As stated above, the problem with
privileges is that they have become de
facto rights. Our system has become so
obsessed with "positive reinforcement"
that it has lost sight of what it is actually
reinforcing. Privileges are bestowed
upon inmates automatically and taken
away only after they have misbehaved.
Arguably, this is negative reinforcement, a technique that is considered ineffective by the psychological
community. Positive reinforcement, a
more reasoned approach, grants privileges in return for positive behavior.

Our system has
become so obsessed
with "positive
reinforcement" that
it has lost sight of
what it is actually
reinforcing.
Suppose an inmate arrives at the
reception center and is immediately
placed upon a restrictive 90 day program. During this period he will be
given no television access, contact visits
or canteen purchase privileges. Subject
to his good behavior during this program, he may be elevated to the next
level where privileges are better. Absent a cooperative presence, he will be
retained there or placed in lock up
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should behavior fail to meet minimum
standards. As he earns his way up, disciplinary infractions move him back to
the very lowest level where he must
begin anew. Such an approach is made
even more effective where the physical
plant allows entire yards to be designated for a specific privilege level. This
prevents inmates from bartering for undeserved privileges.

Living The Good Life
Regardless of the system implemented, programs must never make
prison life as good as, much less better
than, outside life. It is offensive to society, sends the wrong message to the
prison population and is anathema to
our principles of justice. Therefore,
standards should be established to determine which programs are appropriate.
It has been suggested in some quarters that a "less than poverty level"
standard should be adopted. This model
would prohibit inmates from enjoying
comforts that families living at the poverty level cannot afford. This may be
reasonable provided that a definitive
standard of poverty, exclusive of political motivations, can be established.
That is a tall order indeed. Moreover,
there are certain "comforts" that we are
precluded from restricting. The courts
have seen to that.
Minimum diets, religious freedom
including special diets and medical and
psychiatric treatment are among the
long list of items that must be provided.
Beyond the basics are a litany of quasirights that the corrections systems tend
to provide for fear of litigation. Among
these are visiting privileges that are still
treated as a right despite the fact that the
Supreme Court has ruled that "institutional security" supersedes an inmate's
precious visiting privileges. Unfortunately, the right to sue will never be
denied to inmates. It is that tool that has
been most effective in mandating the
ridiculous. So, what is reasonable, useful and productive?
Certainly we can agree that cable
television, swimming pools, video
games and other luxuries are preposterous excesses. Conjugal visits, especially where the family is dependent
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Federal Prison Perks
DearLEAA,
The following are some of the additional "perks" given to inmates at the
United States Penitentiary at Lompoc, California. I have held various positions at this facility during my many years with the Bureau of Prisons.
Although some things change from warden to warden, other things never
change. [Editor's Note: LEAA received this letter and the accompanying list
on Dept. of Justice, Federal Prison System letterhead from an anonymous
source.]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free weights
Handball, tennis, track, football
Miniature golf, softball, hobby shop
Pool tables in housing units
Movies 7 days a week
All-channel cable TV
Vending machines in most housing units
Microwave ovens in all housing units
Performances by various outside groups
Phone privileges from 6:00 a.m. until 10:00 p.m., 7 days per week
Full-contact visiting 5 days per week.
Full library, plus ABE, GED & college classes
Well-stocked commissary
Three square meals per day, plus "meal-of-the-month," plus Holiday
meals
Group activities center for inmate clubs
Annual Christmas package delivered to inmate plus Christmas Party

Attention
Corrections O.[ficers:
Please send LEAA a list of Prison Perks from your facility
so that we may include a new list in every issue of The LEAA
Advocate. Confidentiality guaranteed.
upon public resources for support, are
another privilege demanding scrutiny.
Weight piles, where inmates are allowed, if not encouraged, to build muscle and aggression should certainly be
prohibited. Disrespectful and aggressive behavior toward staff should never
be tolerated, much less encouraged as
"venting," as it is in some systems.
Again, a little common sense is in order.

Conclusion
People are sent to prison to be punished. It is that simple. In the process
of segregating them from society, correctional administrations have an obligation to use the public's funds
prudently. The provision of excessive
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amenities is inconsistent with that responsibility. Similarly, reasonable incentives to maintain the well being of a
cheap labor force is consistent with fiduciary responsibility.
Without regard to the system implemented, the fact is that we have an
interest in encouraging inmates to behave. It isn't institutional bribery. It is
just good sense. Treating all inmates in
a heavy handed manner, without regard
to behavior, removes all incentive to
cooperate. In treating inmates in accordance with their level of cooperation,
we encourage good behavior and punish
bad conduct.
That makes for both good public
policy and greater public safety.
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Corrections: Tax Dollars
Under Siege
by Robert E. Digges, Jr.
Corrections Officer II
LEAAMember

T

he general public has a view
of prisons that is as ancient as
bell bottom trousers and
white, patent leather shoes. Many people still view prisons as dungeons with
rusty bars, sweat boxes, whips, and
spoiled food. If you have a heart condition, you may not want to read this at all.
The following information may be hazardous to your health.
Some inmates in prison have absolutely no desire to leave the comfort of
today's penal system. They find it too
hard and expensive on the outside. Ultimately this is the fault of the general
public - voters and taxpayers. The
institution I will describe to you actually
exists in the southern part of the United
States. It is only one institution. There
are hundreds just like it throughout the
country.
If you came across a "Help
Wanted" ad in your local newspaper
that read as the following reads, would
you apply for the job?

WANTED
Male or female, age 21 and
up, wanted to do light to medium
work 40 hours per week. If you
don ' t feel like working, we
won't force you. Excellent employee grievance procedure with
assigned coordinators. Must
live on premises. Family may
visit on weekends and holidays.
Must sign long-term contract
with employer. If a family
emergency arises, based on past
job history, we will send you
home to be with your family for
a short period of time. Excellent
opportunity for the right person(s).
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Free Recreational Services:

Benefits Include:
Free medical and dental
care, free counseling services,
free postage if you have no
money, free legal counsel if you
don' t like how things are going,
semi-private room, color television with cable and premium
channels, telephone privileges,
free trade schools, free high
school education, free college
education at your request, free
clothes, free excellent services
(we ' II deliver your finished
laundry to your door), all meals
are free.
Free eyeglasses, free fire
protection, free up-to-date legal
library furnished to you with our
compliments, company commissary available with a variety
of products available including
AM-FM radios, snack cakes,
soft drinks, etc... You pay absolutely nothing for any listed
service.
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Free, fully equipped state of
the art gymnasium with a special
compound floor costing thousands of dollars more than a
regular floor, state of the art
weight machines, pool tables,
ping-pong tables, two regulation
softball fields adjacent to each
other, intramural sports for your
enjoyment, open-air concerts
throughout the year, expensive
musical instruments of your
choice (form a band, we have a
concert!), country music groups,
rap groups, rock groups, video
game clubs you can join with a
variety of current game cartridges available free of charge,
video cassette recorders for inhouse movies.
Does the above job sound too good
to be true? People are applying for the
job every day and are being hired. Have
you or any of your family ever been
assaulted, raped, molested, robbed at
gun-point, burglarized, kidnapped, or
worse of all murdered? If so, you can
rest assured that the person who has
done this terrible thing to you or your
family, if they have been "hired," are
receiving all the benefits listed above
and much, much more.
There are probably hundreds of
schools in the state you live in that have
no air conditioning, with children going
to school under the worst of conditions.
Some students still attend schools made
out of used mobile homes. Some of
them have no decent clothing to wear to
school, but a convicted felon puts on
clean, freshly laundered clothing every
day. Many schools have no computers,
which the children are going to have to
have in their future, but the convicted.
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felon learns computer skills while incarcerated.
We take care of criminals better
than we do our own children! Why?
Why does the public let it continue to
happen?
Our tax dollars are spent for things
that you could only hope to fi nd out
about. Tax dollars are spent to plant
trees, build ponds and lakes, landscaping the area around the prisons to make
them pleasing to the eye for visiting
dignita ri es and p ol itic ian s . Even
"floats" are built to be seen in holiday
parades and special events. Our tax dollars are also spent to build beautiful
houses for certain administrators of the
correctional institutions, even going so
far as to pay thei r utility bills for them.
We as taxpayers also pay for any repairs
that have to be done to these houses.
Add all of the above expenses together with what we are giving to convicted felons and then ask someone the
question , "Why are my taxes so high?"
If people freely pay for these things
without finding out in detail what their
money is going for, to some degree they
deserve to have to pay such high taxes!
The sad thing about the entire situation is that even if you go to great
lengths to find out all this information,

Correctional Officer Writes Book
Correctional Officer Robert E. Digges, Jr. has written a book entitled
"Behind the Walls: A Correctional Officer's Story." According to the author,
the book is a collection of personal experiences in the prison system and that
of many other officers he interviewed. The book is said to provide insight
into inmate assaults on staff, frivolous lawsuits filed by the inmate population,
the unbridled waste of taxpayer dollars, the abuse of the legal system by
convicted felons, and much more.
"The only thing that is going to keep me from losing my job is the fact
that at no point in the book do I come out and name a state, institution or quote
anybody," said LEAA Member Digges. "I also do not use the real names of
any staff member involved in any of the incidents I have described."
The author says the book covers Corrections nation-wide.
Advance orders are now being taken for "Behind the Walls: A Correctional Officer's Story" (Revised Edition). It is scheduled to come out in
paperback in June of 1995.
To order a copy of the book, send a cashier' s check or money order for:
$7.95 + $0.48 sales tax + $3.00 postage ($11.43 total) to:
"REVISION"
HIGH-MAX PUBLISHING
P.O. BOX 411
ROCK SPRING, GEORGIA 30739
Make check payable to: HIGH-MAX PUBLISHING
it seems as though there is nothing you
can do about it but pay for it! Why?
The officials and politicians who are
turning their heads when they see the
money wasted are the same ones voted
into office! Before these people are

elected, find out where their priorities
are and what they stand for.
The way thi ngs are going, pretty
soon convicts will be able to go through
medical school, with you and I, as usual,
footing the bill. Enough is enough!

Do Law Enforcement Officers Who Speak Out Against
Gun Control Have Any Legal Protections?
Courts recognize that the threat of dismissal from public employment is a potent means of inhibiting speech.
Therefore, courts have held that vigilance is necessary to ensure that public employers do not use authority over employees
to silence discourse, not because it hampers functions but simply because superiors disagree with the content of an
employee's speech. Hence, a state or a political subdivision of a state may not discharge an employee on a basis that
infringes that employee's constitutionally protected interest in freedom of speech.
It is well-settled that a public employee, including a police officer, has a First Amendment right, which is made
applicable to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment, to speak on matters of public concern, provided there is no
serious potential for disrupting the mission of the police department. Ranklin v. McPherson, 483 U.S. 378, 97 L.Ed.2d
315, 107 S.Ct. 2891 ( 1987); Matulin v. Village ofLodi, 862 F.2d 609 (6th Cir. 1988)(police officer). The employer bears
the burden of showing a legitimate justification for discipline. In addition, freedom of speech is protected by the state
constitution. See Jennifer Friesen, State Constitutional Law: Litigating Individual Rights, Claims and Defenses f 5.08
(1993).
A police officer bas a constitutional right to speak as an individual on gun control, which is a matter of public concern,
and to give a truthful description of his employment and experience as a police officer. He should take pains to declare
that be does not speak for the police department which employs him. Under such circumstances, there is no serious
potential for disrupting the mission of the police department.

Editor's Note: We encourage any Member to contact LEAA who has been intimidated, threatened or otherwise made
to believe that they would be punished in some way by their department if he or she spoke out about gun control. The
law is on our side!
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The Moral Responsibility To
Defend Yourself
by John L. Cushman

President, S.A.F .E.
LEAAMember

I

t is impossible to address the problem of crime without discussing
the moral responsibility of the intended victim. Crime is rampant partially because there are insufficient
prisons, because judges and prosecutors
are lenient and/or are willing to plea
bargain in order to get convictions.
Mainly, the reason crime is rampant is
because we, the law-abiding citizens
condone it, permit it, excuse it and submit to it. You could almost say we
encourage it because we do not fight
back, right then and there, when it is
happening.
One of the reasons for this is that
Sportsmens Association for Firearms Educamost people readily believe that the ex- tion (S.A. F. E.) President John Cushman ( r) with his
istence of the police relieves them of the wife Carol and New York State Assembly Majority
responsibility to protect themselves. Leader Mike Bragman.
The police are not personal bodyguards;
they act as a general deterrent to crime
where we talk of the great equalizer, the
by their presence and by apprehending
gun. Let's understand this now, guns do
criminals after the fact. As a matter of
not possess a good attitude or a bad
fact, many courts have ruled that the
attitude. They are neither good nor evil
police have no legal obligation to proand by themselves guns do not have the
tect anyone in particular. You cannot
ability to persuade anyone to obey or
sue them for failing to prevent you from
break the law. When one is used wrongbeing a victim of crime.
fully it is a crime, when one is used
This is not to say that the police do
properly it is self-defense.
not do a good job- they do. Criminals,
Nearly all gun control measures ofhowever, take great pains not to commit
fered have the same philosophy: that
a crime in front of them. So you are
law-abiding gun owners are the source
betting your life that the police will be
of the gun-misuse problem. Those who
there at the moment you need them
push gun control are trying to lay moral
most. If you understand that you can be
blame for violent crime on the law-abidseriously hurt, maimed, or even killed in
ing, instead of the criminal. It is time
only seconds and that this crime can be
that we put the blame where it belongs,
done to you anytime, you may want to
on the criminal and on a system that
consider whether you are willing to
does not effectively, swiftly or harshly
place responsibility for protecting your
punish criminals. We must insist that
life in the hands of a stranger.
individuals be held accountable for their
Now I don ' t know about you but I
actions. It is not society's fault that I
feel that my life and that of my family
turned out to be a good law-abiding
and friends is worth protecting. This is
person, so why do we blame society
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when someone turns out to be a criminal? It just doesn't make sense.
Florida State University criminologist Gary Kleck has evidence showing
more than 2.5 million times a year citizens use firearms to protect themselves
and their property. In defending themselves, citizens kill almost 3,000 criminals each year, more that three times as
many as killed by police.
A nationwide study by Mr. Don
Kates, a famed constitutional lawyer
and noted criminologist, found that only
two percent of civilian shootings involved an innocent person mistakenly
identified as a criminal. The error rate
for police was eleven percent or five
times as great. This again is not a reflection on the police or their training. It is
because the police are rarely at the scene
of a crime when it occurs and therefore
are more likely to find themselves in
circumstances where guilt or innocence
are not clear cut. When a criminal pulls
a knife or a gun on a woman and threatens her, it is not likely that she will shoot
the wrong person or not know if a crime
is being committed.
Some have the notion that defending oneself with lethal force is not civilized. It is not clear to me, however,
why it is civilized to permit oneself to
be a victim or to permit a criminal to
continue unobstructed in their evil
ways. If those in power cannot take the
weapons out of the hands of criminals,
then they have no right, legal or moral,
of disarming its law-abiding citizens.
It is clear to me that those who do
not respect the lives and property of
others, will rule over those who do.
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Carrying A Concealed Firearm
One Citizen's Perspective
by David Hall Smith
LEAAMember

I

that denial offers an effective buffam 47 years old, married and
er against an unpleasant reality.
have two children; a boy age
That reality is not reassuring. A
6 and a girl age 12. My proman sleeping in a campground
fessional life has been spent in rewhere I often spend the night is
tail grocery management and as a
STUDTIS.f · :..4Eff 10 1l
' shot and left for dead in an act of
secondary school teacher. I enjoy
f ·=·
random violence. The daughter of
fishing, running, weight training,
a family in a nearby town is murthe martial arts, and reading about
dered by a man out on work-rehistory and contemporary issues.
lease. On the same route and time
My family, and my good fortune of
of
day I retum from work to the
living in a democratic society are
small town in which I live, two
the most important things in my
motorists are stopped by someone
life. I should also mention that on
posing as a police officer, and are
occasion, I carry a legally conshot at point-blank range. A 7cealed semi-automatic pistol.
year-old boy is assaulted and sexuFor the past 20 years, I have
ally mutilated by an individual
possessed a Concealed Weapons
who had previously served time
Permit for the state in which I refor
strangling a 15-year-old girl.
side. I carry concealed because, as
Washington State LEAA Member David Smith, who has
a civilian, a charge of creating a been published in The American Sociezy ojLaw Enforcement Before his earlier release he had
public disturbance could be levied Trainers Journal (ASLET) and The Poljce Marksman trains stated, on tape, his desire to buy a
against me for carrying openly, or children, adults and members of law enforcement in tactics van and equip it so that he could
abduct and torture little boys.
for displaying a firearm without related to threat management and avoidance.
The social workers, who are
provocation. Tactically, it would
most likely to occur if one or more solid
about as mindless as the predators they
not be wise to draw attention to the fact
hits strike the "center of mass" in the
seek to return to our midst, if they even
that I may go about armed. I also underupper torso.
bother to offer an excuse, explain away
stand that the circumstances for legal
I am not "paranoid" about danger,
deployment are limited to a case of "unthese "unfortunate" situations as things
as some might suggest. Paranoia imthat just happen. Our state, considered
avoidable and immediate danger of
plies an unreasonable fear of a nonexdeath or grave bodily harm" to me or to
a leader in programs for the rehabilitaistent threat. My "fear" is controlled by
someone in my care.
tion of sex offenders, thinks there is
the knowledge that I can do much to
My pistol holds 13 rounds of .40
great value in "saturating" the offender
avoid being a victim of violent crime
caliber ammunition. In addition I carry
with pornography, having him write at
before
I might need to "draw down" on
a second magazine holding the same
length about his crimes, and wbile sexua felon. After all, my brain is my best
amount. I use the highest quality holally exciting himself, trying to rememweapon, the firearm an option of last
low points I can buy. My preference is
ber to bite down on a foul tasting
resort. The potential danger is very real,
the Winchester Black Talon (no longer
capsule.
since in today 's society, only a fool beavailable to the public) or the similar
On the horizon is a nifty legal thelieves that he or she can predict when or
performing Remington Golden Saber. I
ory that presumes a person innocent of
where the next violent act will take
carry hollow points rather than "ball"
committing a violent act if the neighborplace.
While many crimes are clustered
(full military jacket) because there is
hood in which he/she lives has a high
in certain areas, enough happen ranless chance of over-penetration to an
crime rate. It was part of their environdomly, to make some preparation a
innocent bystander, if I have to fue in
ment, so what co uld you expect?
good thing.
defense of myself or my family. Also a
Sounds like pretty close to the ultimate
I would be very happy if raising a
hollow point has a greater shock effect
cop-out to me. In spite of what I hear
family
was as safe a matter as when I
when it hits. My objective is to stop an
from criminologists and apologists, I
grew up. But it isn' t, and I've never felt
assailant as quickly as possible. This is
don ' t believe that being poor, corning
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from a deprived family background, being a member of a minority group, experiencing frustrations, or living in an
area where the temperature was too hot
that day , automatically predisposes a
person to commit mayhem, and then
gives him carte blanche to do so. As a
teacher, I have met too many people
from all of the above categories who are
succeeding in life, in spite of these or
greater obstacles. The one thing that
does separate them from their criminal
counterparts is their acceptance of the
"R" word- responsibility. Responsibility for their actions, and responsibility
to attempt to function as a member of a
society based upon laws and objective
standards of moral and ethical conduct
towards their fellow citizens.
I accept the burden of responsibility that carrying a firearm entails, to
operate with the "greater standard of
care" that the law requires. I have taken
extensive and expensive instructions in
the areas of threat management and its
avoidance, fuearms tactics, legal implications and aftermath realities in the
unlikely but possible event of a shooting
in which I might become involved. My
instructors have instilled in me a strong
desire to avoid both the "6 carry" of the
pall bearers and the " 12 carry" of a jury.
Truthfully, I have not once carried
a firearm for self-defense when I did not
consciously think of both the awesome
responsibility to my fellow citizens and
the great potential for protection that it
provides. There are many variables in a
violent encounter that might involve its
use, and no guarantees that things will
work out as planned. Without alertness,
sound tactics, correct weapon deployment, and yes, luck, on my part, I might
still find myself unable to mount a successful defense. I do know, however,
that my handgun is, as they say in the
old West, an "equalizer" of sorts, that
can tip the scales in one' s favor.
Indeed, its presence, concealed on
my person, makes me less likely to get
involved than might be the case had I
been unarmed. I constantly ask myself,
"What can this situation become?" I am
thus very much at ease avoiding "freeway games," crossing the street to avoid
a group of questionable individuals, and
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After what seemed like
an eternity, the tension
broke, and they sped off,
no doubt confidently
(and correctly) believing
that easier prey
could be found.
taking my family from a restaurant that
has abrasive people at the next table,
even though I "have a right" to be there.
I feel no need to respond to middle finger gestures of profanity directed at me.
I, not others, control my reactions to the
outside world. Never, in the years I
have carried, have I displayed a firearm,
though there were several times when I
nearly had to do so.
As I reflect on those times, I know
that had matters progressed to the point
where both the rigid legal requirements
and those of my own were met, I would
have done so. My life, and especially
the lives of family members necessitate
that I do no less. If I have to point a
handgun to dissuade another human being from committing some unspeakable
evil, I will do so, just as my prior training and personal reflection have dictated. Very probably I will not have to
fire - most justifiable self-defense actions in this country do not involve a gun
being discharged. But if this preferred
outcome is not an option, I will without
hesitation, shoot to stop my assailant(s)
from carrying out his objectives.
There are those in this country who,
whether from naivete or ulterior motives, would deny law-abiding citizens
the option of carrying or using a firearm
for self-defense. Some even believe
that one who resists violence with violence is no better than the criminal. To
those, I would answer that we must deal
with what it is, rather than try to live by
some abstract theory about how people
ought to behave. What I really find
intriguing, is how many politicians,
public figures and commentators, who
believe that they know what's best for
me, have quietly made certain that they
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have firearms with which to protect
themselves and their loved ones. Is
there a double standard here?
What some people do not understand is that to an outdoorsman, a firearm is much more that just a defensive
weapon. I spend much of my free time
hiking and fishing, often times miles
from the nearest road. By firing a series
of three shots, my firearm can help
searchers locate me if I become injured.
Throughout much of the year, our forests are very wet. The otherwise difficult act of starting a fire can be
accomplished by emptying the gunpowder from several rounds onto tinder, and
firing an empty casing into the mix.
And in an extended emergency, small
game can be procured for food as well.
A few years ago, the day after
Christmas found my family and I
stopped alongside a barren stretch of
road, next to a drop-off embankment.
My daughter was standing, quite ill,
near the back of the car, while my wife
changed our baby son' s diaper. Suddenly a carload of suspicious looking
characters passed us, turned around and
eased to within twenty feet of our car.
As they sized up the situation, I walked
in their direction, stopped, and in a nonthreatening manner, looked their way. I
communicated to them non verbally that
it would not be in their best interest to
involve themselves in our lives. After
what seemed like an eternity, the tension
broke, and they sped off, no doubt confidently (and correctly) believing that
easier prey could be found. My concealed handgun was never displayed,
yet I have no doubt that its very presence
had served to keep my family from an
uncertain fate.
When society starts holding criminals accountable for their crimes and
finds more reliable ways to dissuade
them, then I will be happy to confine my
fuearms activities to the target range
and an occasional hunting trip. Until
then, when I believe there is a risk, I will
continue to carry, knowing full well that
if I ever have to take a life in defense of
my own, or my family 's, I will henceforth carry the Mark of Cain. I will do
this to avoid what I consider to be a
worse fate; the Mark of Abel.
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Media Taken In Again
By Exaggerated Claims
About Bullets
by Martin L. Fackler, MD, FACS

T

his time let's try to learn
something from the media's
most recent fiasco - over the
"Rhino" bullet. On 27 December 1994
most newspapers and television stations
gave major coverage to a Mr. David
Keen and his "Rhino" bullet. The
claims Keen made for this bullet were
so outlandish that he could not have
demonstrated more convincingly the astounding gullibility of the media if that
had been his goal. Surely it doesn't take
an expert on bullet effects to recognize
as untrue Keen's claim that his bullet
causes "a lethal blow to intruders regardless of where the bullet hits."
Think about it: a great many war
veterans survived having one or more
limbs blown off in battle. Yet Keen
claims his bullet will cause "a wound
channel you won't survive" and "death
is nearly instantaneous," if you are hit
"anywhere on the body" (my emphasis).
Chiefs of Police were quick to take
the opportunity to denounce this new
bullet on camera. We can perhaps forgive them, but must mention that these
Jaw enforcement administrators embarrass themselves regularly in trying to
respond to media question on firearms
and bullet effects. C'mon Chief, there's
nothing wrong with admitting you don't
know - just go talk to one of your
firearms examiners to find out.
When the media comes proffering
their attribution of expertise, it takes
uncommon integrity to avoid falling
into the trap of believing that you actually have the expertise they ascribe. Unfortunately, trauma surgeons and other
health care providers often join police
administrators in falling prey to this media flattery regarding their understanding of the bullet effects: egos get
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Dr. Martin L. Fackler, President of the International Wound Ballistics Association
(IWBA), prepares to test a bullet's travel in 10% ordnance gelatin which simulates human
tissue during last year's lWBA International Conference.

in the way of scientific integrity and
more misinformation gets printed.
Then there were the Members of
Congress, eager for the media exposure
that they can obtain with any pronouncement denouncing firearms or
bullets - no matter how irrational.
Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan once
again demonstrated his ignorance of
bullet effects: his previous escapades
include an appearance on the NBC TV
"Dateline" program "Deadly Bullets," a
wildly exaggerated propaganda piece
aimed at the Black Talon bullet (see
"Riddled With Error" Columbia Journalism Review, July/Aug 1994, p 6-7).
So did Representative Charles E.
Schumer, who recently displayed his
firearm illiteracy in his "assault rifle"
description reported in the New York
Times ("In Gun Debate, Gun Definitions Matter" 5 May 1994, A14).
There is no excuse for this misconduct by these Members of Congress.
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The American taxpayers furnish them
with the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), a supremely qualified and
competent group of scientists whose
purpose is to sort out, for Congress, fact
from fiction in matters of science and
technology, the Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress, and their own extensive staffs.
Members of Congress should have no
difficulty in obtaining the facts needed
to prevent them from inadvertently using their status and media access to
spread misinformation. Let's hope that
the public embarrassment over their
premature statements on the "Rhino"
bullets will induce our legislators to use
these resources to better inform themselves in the future.
The ABC "Nightline" program of
29 December trashed Keen's reputation
and presumably exposed the performance of his "Rhino" bullet as considerably less than spectacular. Possibly
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Keen might have learned that there is a
limit to what you can get away with;
and I guess he won't be prosecuted for
false advertising or mail fraud unless he
sells some of his products- which now
seems unlikely.
ABC "Nightline" did a public service by exposing Keen and the media's
eager naivete. They did not, however,
accomplish this quite the way their program implied. Although ABC "Night-

Then there were the
Members of Congress,
eager for the media
exposure that they can
obtain with any
pronouncement
denouncing firearms or
bullets - no matter how
irrational.
line" admitted that the media, including
themselves, had been taken in, they then
implied that they, themselves, became
suspicious and proceeded with further
investigation which resulted in Keen's
exposure. They failed to mention that
on 27 December, the Law Enforcement
Alliance of America (LEAA) put out a
press releas e entitled "LAW ENFORCEMENT AND MEDIA AITACKS
ON RHINO-AMMUNITION MISLEAD
PUBLIC " that exposed the media 's
"Rhino" bullet debacle.
Shortly after this press release,
ABC "Nightline" called LEAA: an
LEAA spokesperson explained to them
the absurdity of Keen's claims, informed them as to what various bullets
can and cannot do, etc. The ABC
"Nightline" program of 29 December
failed to report that it was LEAA who
pointed out their error. ABC "Nightline" filched LEAA's intellectual property by failing to credit them for
breaking this story.
Lastly, the pseudoscientific "tests"
which ABC "Nightline" showed were
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an embarrassment to the wound ballistics community. They failed to adhere
to the most fundamental tenets of scientific method:
• Twenty percent gelatin was used.
A few decades ago, 20% ordnance
gelatin was widely assumed to replicate human flesh. Comparison
studies with living animal tissue,
however, done in the early 1980s
showed that 10% ordnance gelatin,
rather that 20%, duplicates bullet
penetration in flesh. Ten percent
gelatin is now used for serious
quantitative wound ballistics studies.
•
The gelatin was not calibrated.
Variations in gelatin preparation
can affect its quality. Therefore, a
calibration shot must be used to
validate each block prior to the test
shot. The penetration depth of a
"BB" shot from an air gun at the
velocity of 590 ft/s ascertains if the
gelatin meets the standard for the
valid scientific testing. The FBI,
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, the California Highway Patrol
and all of the many other laboratories that use 10% ordnance gelatin
for bullet testing follow this procedure.
• Clay was used as a backing for the
"tests" of body armor penetration.
During the OTA's investigation of
the National Institute of Justice
(NIJ) body armor test, experiments
showed that when body armor is
tested on clay, penetration does D.Q1
duplicate that seen when the armor
is on the human body.*
There is surely much that all who
became embroiled in this "Rhino" bullet
debacle can learn from the events outlined above. The near universal acceptance of claims that should have insulted
the intelligence of any ten-year-old who stopped to think about it - is disquieting. But people don't stop to
"think about it." It' s so much easier just
to "believe." Skepticism, the first principle of science, is disappearing. America is becoming a paradise for charlatans
-with the unwitting complicity of the
media.
*Footnote - The NIJ's severely
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flawed police soft body armor "standard" is based on testing against a clay
backing. In 1992, after an 18 month
study, the OTA recommended that the
NIJ test be changed (the author was a
member of the OTA advisory panel for
that study). The NIJ just thumbed its
nose at the OTA's report, however, and
keeps on betraying its taxpayer mandate
and endangering police officer lives
with a "test" that cannot accurately determine the capacity of various bullets
to perforate soft armor worn on the human body.
The NIJ, we must remember, was
largely responsible for the deaths of two
FBI agents in the "Miami Shootout" of
1986: these officers had to die in order
to attract sufficient attention to reveal
that the NIJ's Relative Incapacitation
Index (RII) was fundamentally flawed
-which had been pointed out ten years
earlier! They never admitted that error,
and kept on making others - the latest
of which is their current body armor test.
Readers could do a real service to
the law enforcement community, and
the American taxpayer, by contacting
their elected representatives, who are

... ABC "Nightline"
called LEAA: an LEAA
spokesperson explained
to them the absurdity of
Keen's claims, informed
them as to what various
bullets can and
cannot do, etc.
currently searching for ways to reduce
government, and demanding that the
NIJ be closed. They might also wish to
add a good word about the OTA - a
superbly competent group of scientists
whose continued existence is vital in
order to sort out the complexities of
modem technology and science for
Congress.
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Cops and The Constitution
by Robert Krauss
LEAA Area Representative

R

ecently a local businessman
asked me, "Why do you cops
want all these gun bans? I'm
an honest, law-abiding citizen who supports the police. I have guns to target
shoot and to protect my home and family. Why do the police want to disarm
me? I'm on your side!"
While certainly not the flrst time I
had been asked this question, it made me
recall why I had become so active and
concerned with the Second Amendment
and the Bill of Rights and bow we, as
law enforcement officers, relate to those
rights. It is one of the universal things
we have in common as police officers.
We took a solemn oath to defend the
Constitution of the United States and the
Bill of Rights. This is one of the most
profound, least understood, and most
neglected of our responsibilities.
Like every other officer, I recited
the oath to preserve and defend this
document without a real understanding
of my responsibility not only as a police
officer, but as an American. It was not
until years and a lifetime of experience
later that I came to understand that these
were more than mere words that helped
transform me into a police officer. This
oath that I swore represented a real duty
and responsibility to uphold our unique
American way of life.
Our concepts of liberty and freedom are like no others in the world. No
other country will ever hope to replicate
this freedom of the individual person to
fulflll his destiny. We are truly the only
people that have been able to construct
a system which recognized that our freedoms and rights are God given, not government granted, and that the frrst and
most legitimate duty of government is
to ensure the free exercise of those
rights.
The fact is that we law enforcement
officers bear a tremendous responsibility in protecting our American way of
life with its rights and freedoms. I am
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profoundly saddened to see these freedoms bestowed by our creator, brilliantly acknowledged in our
Constitution, and fought for by generations of our fore fathers , under relentless
attack for decades.
This onslaught to restrict, deny, and
erase our freedoms has become open
and brazen. A small but vocal number
of (mostly) police administrators and
the leadership of a number of police
organizations proclaim, in the name of
all police officers, support for the systematic disarming of honest, law-abiding citizens in spite of our Second
Amendment guarantees. That these unconstitutional measures were being
called for in the name of assisting the
battle against violent crime seemed incredible. That this lie was being told in
the name of law enforcement seemed all
the more beyond belief!
My first reaction to these absurd
positions was to question why police
leaders would adopt this posture. Any
cop with even a brief amount of "street
time" had to realize that the myth of gun
control or the even more ridiculous approach of disarming honest people has
absolutely no bearing on reducing violent crime (it actually has the opposite
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effect). Working officers still in the
trenches know that the right of Americans to keep and bear arms is an individual right protected by the Constitution
and that all Americans have that right
and a duty to protect and defend themselves, their families, their property, and
ultimately their way of life.
Yet here was my own profession,
charged with upholding these rights, being manipulated into calling for the unconstitutional regulation, rationing, and
more recently, the outright abolition of
these rights. Why, I thought, would
these police officials ally themselves
with those who would disarm Americans, take away their ability to defend
themselves and leave them at the mercy
of an ever increasing number of violent
predators?
The answer lies with the relationship between the police administrator or
police chief, and anti-frrearm ownership
politicians. Once examined their motives are easily understood. These political advocates of universal private
disarmament realized very early on that
by creating the perception that the nation' s police support this idea of ending
the private possession offrrearms in the
name of public safety that they had a
very powerful tool. They knew this
message would have a strong effect on
the average American who is fed up
with violent crime and wants to support
the nation's law enforcement officers.
They hoped that in the cause of fighting
crime and assisting their police officers
some well-intentioned Americans
would even be willing to accept restrictions of their Constitutional rights.
Much of the anti-Second Amendment attitude among police leadership is
attributable to what I call the "arrogance
of authority." Although by no means
unique to the police profession, it takes
on a particularly ugly and obnoxious
form in law enforcement. It manifests
itself in an "us against them" mentality,
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an attitude that only we, "the police,"
can be trusted with the responsibility of
protecting society and, of course, that
includes all the means that accompany
this responsibility.
It follows that the ordinary citizen
cannot and should not be trusted with
weapons. This is a very old formula
dating back to every repressive system
of government from before Imperial
Rome. I have traveled and spent extensive time in South America and have
witnessed first-hand local and national
police agencies going about what they
see as their duty in these systems where
rights and freedoms are in name only.
This police service is one of repression.
It is upsetting, but nonetheless true, that
a number of high ranking American police officials would not be at all uncomfortable with a "police state."
These officials and administrators
have taken the position that the protection of the community and society at
large should be left almost exclusively
to them. Never mind that in jurisdictions such as Florida this argument has
been shown to be totally false and incorrect. The facts from the Florida experience established that honest citizens,
properly trained and licensed to carry
concealed firearms, had a higher percentage of justifiable shooting incidents
in armed confrontations with criminals
than did law enforcement officers.
In spite of this evidence many police officials continue to oppose the
right of properly trained and licensed
citizens to receive concealed carry permits. Strangely enough, many of these
same administrators - who spend their
days behind desks, not pulling street
time- then insist on retaining this right
for themselves! This hypocritical
stance ties in with their opinion that the
idea of self defense should be left only
to "professionals."
When is the last time you heard a
police chief talk about the concept of
citizen arrest? I heard it mentioned once
while in the police academy in 1972. I
recall the state police instructor instilling in us recruits to discourage its use on
the part of private citizens at all costs!
Another and more immediate reason that many police officials actively
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lobby against the Second Amendment
and the right of self defense is pure self
interest. The simple fact is that in order
to gain political favor, the most necessary ingredient to power and promotion
in law enforcement, many ambitious officers will mimic the opinions and positions of their political masters.
The sorry fact is that liberal politicians are fundamentally opposed to private ownership of firearms or exercising
the right of self defense. These politicians are ready and willing to pull the
strings of "their" police administrators
to further their own wrong-headed
agenda. The political rewards for the
politically correct administrator who
shelves his or her oath of office are
substantial: promotions, pay increases,
and increased budgets to name only a
few. The political go-along has became
go-along to get a profit! This is certainly the case with some of the national
police organizations.
Many of these police groups' national leaders, induced by the flow of
private and public grants if they take
politically correct gun control stances,
lend their voice in stripping Americans
of their right to self defense, in spite of
the opposite views of the vast majority
of rank and file police officers who belong to these same organizations!
To illustrate an example, in my
state of New Jersey where the Second
Amendment has been all but destroyed,
our state' s strongest police organization, the Policemans Benevolent Association, was drawn into the political
fight to impose a gun ban and confiscation scheme by then Governor Jim
Florio. Governor Florio and his administration, recognized as the most dictatorial in the states' history, pulled out all
the stops to coerce the support of the
PBA into supporting his gun ban legislation. The PBA rank and file membership did not buy into the Governor's gun
ban; at the PBA convention in Atlantic
City, the majority by voice vote sounded
their opposition to the Florio gun ban
proposal. But the carrot and stick had
worked on the PBA leadership. The
day after the convention the PBA state
president announced that the New Jersey State PBA supported Governor
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Florio' s unconstitutional gun ban, in direct opposition to the PBA rank and file
membership!
Once again a sitting politician using his administrative power was able to
successfully use the perception of police
support to convince the public that law
enforcement supported the repeal of private possession of firearms and the right
of a private citizen to self defense. Once
again, the police officials had become
"useful idiots."
This "big lie" technique has been
honed to perfection by Bill Clinton and
his administration. Their glaring example of parading in front of the media
politically correct police administrators
and the coercive use of rank and file
cops is the shameful 1994 crime bill. I
hope never again to see the nation's
police co-opted on such a grand scale to
serve such a partisan political end. It is
blatantly anti-Constitutional and effectively strips Americans of important
freedoms.
The answer to my friend and all
honest Americans is that the vast majority of American police officers support
our freedoms, our Constitution and our
Bill of Rights. We swore an oath that
says so!
I would ask each police officer
reading this, no matter what rank or
position or what agency they represent,
to take a moment to recall and think
about that oath which we all took some
time ago and reflect on our responsibility to preserve, protect, and uphold the
Constitution and all that it represents.
Take time to remember we are not
now, nor were we ever intended to be,
an army of occupation. We are not a
special class of citizens set apart with
special privileges and a duty to rule and
regulate. We cannot fulfill this part of
our sworn duty with a nightstick or a
gun. We can only defend and preserve
the Constitution with the truth and a
fum determination not to allow ourselves or our profession to be subverted
by anyone who would destroy the very
freedoms we are sworn to protect.
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Police Officers and Gun Control
DearLEAA,
Due to the recent support
given to Bill Clinton and his
liberal administration, and
also to a senatorial candidate
from Minnesota who did not
mirror the feelings of the
membership , I declined to
have my membership in the
Minnesota Police and Peace
Officers Association (MP &
POA) renewed after 17 years
of membership.
Since the Minneapolis
Police Federation pays our
dues for us now, I sent a
memo to the Federation
President stating this. Attached is the letter I got back.
I thought it might be of interest to some readers, because
it clearly indicates that I was
not alone in my opinion on
this issue. I get tired of reading about how "the cops support the Crime Bill and the
assault weapons ban ." I
don't know which cops these
are, but they certainly are not
the ones on the street doing
actual police work that I
know !
At any rate, more of us
need to get out there and
make our opinions known
about the gun control issue,
etc., so that we are not simply
thought of in the same mold
as the Clinton administration
and other liberal politicians
who put on a dog and pony
show and don' t do any real
service to the law-abiding
people in this country.
Officer Jerry Johnson
Minneapolis, Minnesota

POLICE OFFICERS FEDERATION
OF MINNEAPOLIS
1811 UNIVERSITY AVENUE NORTHEAST
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55418-4348
(612) 788.8444

December 9, 1994
Officer Jerry Johnson
Traffic Division
In regard to your memorandum to me dated December 6, 1994,
we will i ndicate to the MP&POA t hat you do not want to be a
participant in their organization . I absolutely agree with your
comments about some of the items and people that the MP&POA
supported.
The MP&POA has refused to use common sense in some of the
national bills they supported, which includes the Brady Bil l and
the Crime Bill . The issues concerning the Brady Bill were already
established in Minnesota long ago. The Brady Bill is a sham as
far as doing anything other than public relations for elected
Democrats. Concerning the Crime Bill, the Bill is supposed to
create 100,000 addit i onal police officers across the country .
In five years the amount of additional police officers created
by this bill will be zero. The amount of social workers created
by this bill could be 200,000 and will never go away.
Again,
we have carved out a bill that looks l i ke it does one thing, but
actually does another .
Concerning the support of Ann Wynia for the Senate and John
Marty for Governor, the Federation supported Governor Carlson
from the beginning and we are responsible for much of the labor
support he received in the election.
The Federation supported
Rod Grams in the senate race and made it very clear to the MP&POA,
prior to and after their Wynia endorsement, that they are not
complying with the wishes of the members that elected all of us .
I agree with the reasons why you do not want to be a part of
the MP&POA, but from a Union standpoint we need as much say into
the MP&POA as possible . The only way we can actually change the
MP&POA is through membership .
We must demand that it mirrors
the wishes of the 6,000 members that it represents. We have had
contact from several police organizations who feel the same way
we do about the MP&POA. This year as before, we will make every
effort to make changes to clearly define where the Federation
stands in relationship to the MP&POA regarding important issues.

si;ry~ly,
Se:r:Lnt Allen L. Berryman
President
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PHOTOGRAPHIC OVERVIEW
Photo at Right: Rick Steele (at podium), LEAA Legislative Task Force Member
and Victim Witness Program Director for the Warren County (Virginia) Sheriff's
Office, explains why the vast majority of rank-and-file law enforcement officers
support "Right to Carry" reform legislation during an LEAA Press Conference in
Richmond, Virginia, on February 16, 1995.
Also pictured is LEAA Executive Director Jim Fotis and Dr. Suzanna Gratia, who
also spoke at the press conference and who later gave riveting testimony concerning
how both of her parents were murdered at Luby's Cafeteria in Killeen, Texas, in 1991.
Dr. Gratia, an accomplished shooter, explained how Texas law forced her to leave her
handgun in her car when she met her parents for lunch at Luby's, so she was
defenseless as killer George Hennard methodically walked from person to person,
shooting each one of them. lfTexas had enacted a "Right to Carry" law prior to the
shooting, Dr. Gratia is certain her parents and many of the other victims would be
alive today, as she had a clear, unobstructed shot at Hennard- but no gun.

Photo at Left: LEAA Deputy Operations Director Ted Deeds (3rd
from left) explains why LEAA strongly supported Virginia's proposed
"Right to Carry" reform legislation during a February 25, 1995 debate on
Richmond, Virginia's WRIC-TV with Jay Cochran, Executive Director of
the Virginia Association of Chiefs ofPolice (2nd from left). Ted dominated
the debate by carefully explaining the legislation and refuting with factual
evidence the illogical "concerns" of Chief Cochran. Also pictured is Bart
Hinkle (jar left), an editorial writer for the Richmond Times-Disuatch and
"This Week in Richmond" show host Lisa Schaeffner.

Photo at Right: LEAA
Executive Director Jim
Fotis holds up LEAA 's comprehensive report that was
provided to Ohio legislators
detailing overwhelming
factual evidence to support
LEAA 's strong endorsement of "Right to Carry"
reform legislation before
the Ohio House of Representatives on March 23,
1995.

Photo Above: LEAA Executive Director
Jim Fotis presents Arizona Governor Fife
Symington with LEAA 's "Legislative
Achievement Award" for signing "Right to
Carry" reform legislation last year.

Photo at Left: LEAA took a lead role in pushing for "Right to
Carry" reform legislation recently introduced in Ohio. Pictured at a
March 20, 1995 strategy meeting is (l-r) LEAA Executive Director Jim
Fotis, LEAA Area Representative and Police Sgt. Jim Ramm, LEAA
Member and Police Officer Mike Tussey, LEAA Area Representative and
Police Academy Commander Scott Wagner, LEAA Victims' Rights CoChair Christine Long- Wagner, NRA State Liaison Chris Mosher and
LEAA Deputy Operations Director Ted Deeds.
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Photos Above: Members of Congress joined criminal justice
experts and LEAA officials at a January 31, 1995 LEAA Press Conference held in the U.S. Capitol Building. Calling on their colleagues to
pass tough, effective anti-crime legislation included press conference
participants (1-r) Bob Barr (R-7th-GA), Sue Myrick (R-9th-NC), Jon
Fox (R-13th-PA) and Bill McCollum (R-8th-FL), Chairman of the
House Subcommittee on Crime.
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Photo at Right: Minutes later, LEAA officials participated in
another press conference on January 31 in the U.S. Capitol Building
calling on Congress to roll back prison perks. Participants included
(1-r) award-winning criminal justice author Robert James Bidinotto,
Cong. Frank LoBiondo (R-2nd-NJ), Cong. Dick Zimmer (R-12th-NJ),
Cong. Sue Myrick (R-9th -NC), LEAA Executive Director Jim Fotis and
LEAA Victims' Rights Committee Co-Chair Christine Long-Wagner.

Photos Above: LEAA Operations Director Ted Gogol debatedACLU Death Penalty Project Director Diann Rust-Tierney on CNN's
"America 's Talking" on January 17, 1995. The debate topic was whether or not Susan Smith, the South Carolina woman who murdered
her two young children by drowning them in her car, should receive the death p enalty. LEAA strongly supports the death penalty, and the
audience and callers overwhelmingly agreed with Ted's moral and logical arguments for the death penalty, putting the ACLU attorney on
the defensive for most of the show.
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A Mother's Day Message
by Ralph Rubinek
LEAA Area Representative

On Mother's Day, we honor our Mothers, for all the good, love and wisdom that they
have given us in life.
On this day, I honor my Mother by sharing with my fellow citizens some of her wisdom,
gained through hard experience.
My Mother, just like most other Mothers, taught me how to live right. But she did much
more. She was a Holocaust survivor who learned from her hard experiences. She was
victimized by the Nazis, a tyranny led by a madman, Adolf Hitler. Gun-toting Nazis
dragged her family to their deaths. Unarmed, she was unable to resist.
Sent to Auschwitz, the largest concentration camp, she was chosen by "Doctor" Mengele
for "experiments" which were simply medical torture. Of the women in this program,
most who were lucky were systematically executed.
Mother was a source of strength and inspiration to other prisoners. She told them of a
land where individuals are judged on their own merits, not condemned as a group. She
spoke of a land, America, where the people control the government, as opposed to Europe,
where governments for centuries enslaved the people.
Finally - when liberated by Allied forces - she emigrated to America, the land of her
dreams.
I am her only son. She raised me with the only family legacies she had"'" her memories.
She taught me that there are few things more destructive than a government gone bad.

She instilled in me an abiding love of the Constitution, which she studied closely in order
to become a Citizen. Swearing loyalty to the United States was one of her proudest
moments. Mother died in August, 1974, after many beautiful years in America, but never
free from her painful memories. She left this message, one well worth sharing with every
son and daughter in the land:

Chaya Hershberg Rubinek
Born July 16, 1921,
Olkuse, Poland
Died August 23,1974

"You must fight for your freedom every day of your life... even, if as a last resort, you
must take up arms to defend freedom, do so! Freedom is your G-d* given right- along
with all other rights- under the Constitution. Protect it."
*Jews do not write out G-d's name except in sacred texts.

Editor's Note: Ralph Rubinek is a 17 year law enforcement veteran of New York, is a
former candidate for New York State Senate and is currently a Richmond County
Committeeman for the New York State Conservative Party. Ralph has been active in the
firearm civil rights movement since age 13, and is one of LEAA 's most tireless Area
Representatives. If you would like to assist Ralph in New York City, Nassau, Suffolk and
the Westchester County areas, call LEAA headquarters at 800-766-8578.
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